2017
CONSUMER PROTECTION
GUIDE

Dear Fellow Floridians,

Happy holidays! Once again, as the holiday season approaches, the Office of Attorney
General is happy to offer this 2017 Holiday Consumer Protection Guide, a compilation
of product safety information and consumer tips assembled to help you enjoy a safer
and more satisfying shopping experience.

The guide includes tips on purchasing items online and avoiding charity scams. We
have also included a list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer Products Safety
Commission in the past year, specifically focusing on children’s toys and items that
pose particular risk to kids and teens. These products have been recalled by their
manufacturers because of safety and health concerns. Products recalled include toys,
furniture, sporting goods and other home products that may be unsafe for children. I
urge you to review this list for items that may need to be immediately removed from
your home. Please also keep this guide handy and review it as you purchase and
receive gifts this holiday season.

If you have any questions on product recalls or any of the other issues discussed in this
guide, feel free to contact my Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-966-7226, or visit our
website at www.MyFloridaLegal.com. You can also find a comprehensive list of recalled
items year-round at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission’s website
www.CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.

Have a safe and happy holiday season!

Sincerely,

Pam Bondi
Florida Attorney General
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Holiday Shopping Tips
The holidays are a time to be especially mindful of ways your purchases can cost you more
than expected. Below are a few tips to ensure that you keep your money safe while getting the
most out of it:
 When shopping online, it’s wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit card, if
possible. Both payment methods allow you to dispute a charge if the merchandise never
arrives or is different from what was ordered. However, with a debit card, the purchase
will have already been deducted from your bank account and it may take days or weeks
to have it returned.
 When ordering online, look to ensure that your browser has a secure connection. In the
address bar, a padlock should appear if your browsing session is secure.
 Some debit and credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be used for online
transactions to further protect your financial information. Contact your card provider to
see if they offer such a service.
 Don’t forget, when shopping online there are often additional costs, such as shipping

and handling fees. Be sure to account for those additional charges when comparing
prices across multiple websites.
 Keep your receipts and be sure you understand retailers’ return policies and periods so

you can return any unwanted item(s) in a timely manner and get a full refund.
 Some retailers may offer layaway plans or other payment plans so you can pay for that
must-have holiday gift in installments over time or at a later date. Before you agree to
such a plan, be sure to ask whether the retailer charges fees to use its payment
programs and whether the payments and fees are refundable if a purchase is canceled
or must be returned.
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Holiday Charity Scams
While the holiday season often puts many of us in a kind and charitable mood, be on the
lookout for scam artists who seek to take advantage of that spirit of giving. Here are some tips
to help you avoid charity scams this season:
 Before donating, be sure to confirm the charity is legitimate. Check to see if the charity
is registered with the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at
www.800helpfla.com or by calling 1-800-HELP-FLA. You may also contact the Better
Business Bureau's Wise Giving Alliance at www.give.org or Charity Navigator at
www.charitynavigator.org to determine whether the charity you are donating to has any
complaints against them.
 Do your homework and review any solicitation carefully. Search online to see what
others may be saying about the charity. Additionally, be sure you understand how much
of the donation will actually go toward the work of the charity as opposed to
administrative and fundraising expenses. To learn more about a registered charity’s
spending, visit www.800helpfla.com and click on “Check-A-Charity.”
 Never give your credit card number or bank account information to someone who has
called or emailed you unsolicited. If you are interested in donating to a charity that has
contacted you, ask them to mail you a pledge form and information about the charity.
Legitimate charities should have no problem with this request.
 Watch for similar sounding charities. It’s not unusual for scam artists to choose names
that sound like the names of legitimate, widely-known charities.
 Know the difference between tax exempt and tax deductible. An organization that is tax
exempt does not have to pay taxes, but it does not necessarily mean that a contribution
made to it is tax deductible. To check whether an organization is eligible to receive taxdeductible contributions, go to https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/.
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Product Recalls
With so many purchases made during the holiday season, it is more important than ever
to be vigilant about the safety of the products you purchase.

What follows is a compilation of 2016-17 product recalls in an easy-to-use guide that I
hope you will consult as you make your holiday gift purchases. The guide reproduces
details about recalled toys, baby items, sporting and recreational goods, furniture and
household products that may pose a particular risk to children and teenagers. These
items were among the 250 products recalled by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission between November 15, 2016 and October 31, 2017. For more information
regarding these products or for a comprehensive list of product recalls, please visit
cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/.

Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year. When a product
is recalled, the law requires manufacturers and retailers to remove the products from
their shelves. However, products subject to recall do sometimes slip by undetected and
may remain on shelves or may have been purchased before the recall. Many products
may also continue to be offered for sale online well after the recall through various
online reseller websites. Therefore, it is always important to do your research to make
sure that the products you are buying are safe and free of defect.

Taking a few minutes now, before you make your holiday purchases, to peruse this
collection of recalled items will ensure a safer and more enjoyable holiday for you and
yours.
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Baby & Toddler
Goods
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Lexibook Baby Bath Seats and Chairs
Hazard: The bath seats/chairs fail to meet the federal
safety standard, including requirements for stability and
the bath seats can tip over while a baby is in it, posing a
drowning hazard to babies.
This recall includes all Lexibook Baby Bath Seats and
Chairs. The plastic baby bath seats/chairs are intended
for children 6 months and up. They have a plastic base
with suction cups on the bottom, a back/arm support and
a toy tray. “Lexibook” is stamped on the back/arm
support. “Made in China” and “2014 Lexibook Limited
IT028/IT029 SN: 1407/VA09” are stamped on the bottom
of the base. They were sold in a variety of colors. These
were sold online at Amazon.com, Unbeatablesale.com, Wayfair.com and Youngexplorers.com
from January 2013 through August 2016 for between $30 and $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled baby bath seats and contact
the online retailer where it was purchased for return instructions and to receive a full refund, or
a refund in the form of a store credit or gift card, depending on the online retailer.

RH Baby & Child Mobiles
Hazard: The wheels on the mobile’s hanging cars can detach and fall, posing a choking
hazard to young children.
This recall involves RH Baby & Child vintage race car mobiles. The recalled mobiles are used
as decorative items that hang from the
ceiling. The mobiles contain six
wooden cars in various colors with
spinning axles and wooden wheels
attached to the axles. These mobiles
were sold at RH Baby & Child stores
nationwide and online at
RHBabyandChild.com from October
2014 through October 2016 for about
$50.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
mobiles, place away from children and
contact RH Baby & Child at 888-7288419 for a full refund.
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Qbit Lightweight Strollers
Hazard: A gap in the stroller’s folding side hinge can pinch a
caregiver’s hand during unfolding, posing a laceration hazard.
In addition, the stroller can fold unexpectedly during use,
posing an injury and fall hazard to the caregiver and child.
This recall involves the gb Qbit lightweight stroller for children
up to 50 pounds. The recalled strollers have 4 sets of two
wheels, a five-point harnessed restraint system, a full-sized
reclining seat, a storage basket, a removable cup holder and a
travel storage bag. The strollers can also be used as a travel
system with infant carriers. The strollers are mostly black with
an accent color. The “gb” red box logo is printed on the
harness and on both sides of the stroller legs and “Qbit” is
printed in white on the stroller legs. The model number and
date of manufacture are printed on a sticker on the rear leg of
the stroller, directly above the wheels, next to the storage
basket. Affected models are 10AW1G-AQU2U, 10AW1G-RAS2U, 10AW1G-WHT2U,
10AW1G-CHA4U and 10AW1G-CIR5U with manufacture dates of March 25, 2015 through
March 9, 2016. These strollers were sold at Babies R US and other retail stores nationwide
and Albeebaby.com, Amazon.com, Dmartstores.com, Medbroad.com and other online retailers
from May 2015 through November 2016 for about $180.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled strollers and contact Aria
Child for a free replacement stroller.

Britax B-Agile and BOB Motion Strollers with Click & Go
Receivers
Hazard: A damaged receiver mount on the stroller can cause the car seat to disengage and
fall unexpectedly, posing a fall hazard to infants in the car seat.
This recall involves Britax B-Agile and BOB Motion strollers (when used as a travel system
with a car seat carrier attached). All models are folding, single or double occupant strollers and
have Click & Go receiver mounts that attach the car seat carrier to the stroller frame. All colors
of the stroller are included. The model number can be found on the inside of the stroller’s metal
frame near the right rear wheel for single strollers and in the front middle underside of the
frame on double strollers. Recalled model numbers include: B-Agile model numbers
S01298600, S01298700, S01635200, S02063600, S02063700, S02063800, S02063900,
S02064000, S03803400, S03803500, S03803700, S03803800, S03803900, S04144400,
S04144500, S04144600, S04144700, S04144800, S04144900, S04145000, S04183700,
S04183800, S04184000, S04281200, S04281300, S04402800, S04437700, S04628500,
S04884200, S04884300, S04884400, S04884500, S04975600, S04978900, S05060600,
S05260200, S05511600, S05511700, S865800, S865900, S874300, S874400, S874500,
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S877200, S890100, S896000, S896200, S896600, S907200,
S907300, S907400, S907500, S907600, S910200, S910300,
S910400, S910500, S912300, S914300, S914500, S914700,
S914900, S915200, S915400, S917400, S921800, S921900,
S923700, U341763, U341764, U341782, U341783, U341825,
U341826, U341828, U341X82, U34X782, U361763,
U361818, U361819, U361825, U391875, U451835, U451837,
U451841, U461763, U461764, U461782, U461783, U461825,
U461826, U461828, U471818, U471819, U491842, U491843,
U491844, U491908, U491909, U491910, U511875, U511877,
U551835, U551837, U551841, U551861, U551862, U551863,
U551864, U551865, U551905, U551906, U691878, U691879,
U691881, U691882, U691884, U691904, U691905, U721895,
U721896; and BOB Motion model numbers S888600,
S890200, S890300, S890400, S890500, S909700, S910600,
S910700, S910800, S910900, S912600, U391820, U391821,
U391822, U481820, U481821, U481822, U501820, U501821,
U501822 and U501907. These strollers were sold at Babies R Us, buy buy Baby, Target and
other stores nationwide, and online at Amazon.com, albeebaby.com, buybuybaby.com,
diapers.com, ToysRUs.com and other websites from May 2011 through February 2017 for
between $250 and $470 for the strollers and travel systems.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using their Click & Go receiver mounts and
contact Britax at 844-227-0300 for a free repair kit for single strollers. Owners of the recalled
double strollers should stop using them with car seats attached. Consumers can continue to
use their stroller or car seat independently without the car seat attached to the stroller.

Little Tikes Toddler Swings
Hazard: The plastic seat can crack or break, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Little Tikes 2-in-1 Snug’n Secure pink toddler swings. The swings have a
pink T-shaped restraint in front with a Little Tikes logo. The swing is suspended by four yellow
ropes. The model number 615573 is molded on the back of the swing seat and there is a
manufacturing date code stamp on the back of the seat. The molded INNER arrow of the date
code stamp points to “10”, “11”, “12” or “13”, it is included in the recall. In addition, swings with
a date code stamp of “9” on the INNER arrow combined with “43” or higher number stamped
on the OUTER are included in this recall. No other date codes or other
colored swings are affected. These swings were sold at Walmart, Toys
“R” Us and other stores nationwide and online at www.littletikes.com
and other websites from November 2009 through May 2014 for about
$25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
swings and contact Little Tikes at 855-284-1903 for a refund in the form
of a credit towards the purchase of another Little Tikes product.
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Children’s Waterproof Bibs
Hazard: The children’s bib has a waterproof plastic backing that
can separate from the cloth fabric, creating a suffocation hazard.
This recall involves Environments-brand children’s waterproofback terry bibs sold in in packages of 12. There are two styles of
bibs included in the recall. The “Pocket” style bib is 10 inches
wide by 16 inches long with an adjustable snap closure. The
“Cover-Up” style bib is 10 inches wide by 16.5 inches long with
cap sleeves and smock-back snap closures. Both styles of bibs
were sold in blue and have clear plastic waterproof backing.
“Environments, Inc.” and SKU number 900822 or 900823 is printed on a label affixed to the
bib. These bibs were sold at DiscountSchoolSupply.com and Environments.com nationwide
from January 2008 to October 2016 for about $50 for the pocket bib set, and $70 for the coverup set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bibs and contact Discount
School Supply at 800-338-4430 for a full refund.

Osprey Poco Child Carriers
Hazard: A child seated in the carrier can slip through the leg openings, posing a fall.
This recall involves all models of Poco, Poco Plus and Poco Premium child backpack carriers
manufactured between January 2012 and December 2014. The nylon child carriers were sold
in three colors: “Romper Red,” “Koala Grey,” and “Bouncing Blue.” They have a metal frame
and a gray padded child’s seat inside. The production date is stamped on a black label sewn
into the interior of the large lower zippered compartment
on the back of the carrier. Recalled carriers have a
production date code of S12SBPR1, S12SBPR1B,
S12SBPR2, S12SBPR3, S12SBPR4, F12SBPR1,
F12SBPR2, S13SB IPO, S13SBPR1, S13SBPR2,
S13SBPR3, S13SBPR4, F13SBPR1, F13SBPR2,
F13SBPR3, S14SBPR1, S14SBPR2, S14SBPR3,
S14SBPR4, S14SBPR5. “Osprey” is printed on the fabric
above the kick stand. The model name is printed on the
back at the bottom.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled carriers and contact Osprey at 866-951-5197 for
a free Seat Pad Insert for use along with the existing
safety straps to secure the child in the carrier.
Consumers who previously received and installed the
free Seat Pad Insert in their carriers are not required to
take further action.
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Combi Shuttle Travel System
Hazard: The car seat can disengage
from the stroller’s frame, posing a fall
hazard to infants.
This recall involves Combi Shuttle model
strollers and car seats, which when used
together are called a travel system. The
strollers and car seats have model
number 6100027 or 6100100 printed on
a label on the base of the car seat and
stroller’s leg. The car seat and stroller
were sold in titanium (silver) and red chili
(red) colors. Combi is printed on the front
of the stroller and the car seat. Shuttle is
printed above the model number. These
were sold at online retailers from June 2015 through September 2016 for between $350 and
$400 for the stroller and the car seat when sold together.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled strollers with the car seats attached and
contact Combi at 844-332-6730 for a free repair kit, which consists of straps to secure the car
seat to the stroller. Consumers can continue to use the strollers and car seats separately.

Madison Mill Fold Away Safety Gates
Hazard: A young child’s neck can fit into the “V” shaped opening along
the top edge of the gate, posing entrapment and strangulation hazards to
young children. Also, young children can pass under the gate allowing
access to restricted areas, such as stairs.
This recall involves Madison Mill 23 and 25 foldaway expandable safety
gates. Item number 23 extends to three feet and item number 25 extends
to five feet. The expandable gates are made of hardwood and are used to
secure children or small pets in certain areas of the home. The model and
item number can be found on the original packaging. These safety gates
were sold nationwide from January 2013 through May 2017 for between
$20 and $35.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled gates
and contact Madison Mill for instructions on receiving a full refund.
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Delta Jogging Strollers
Hazard: The stroller leg bracket can break, posing a fall
hazard to infants in the stroller.
This recall involves J is for Jeep brand cross-country allterrain jogging strollers, models and lot numbers listed
below, manufactured by Delta. The strollers have two
wheels in the back and one smaller wheel in the front. “J
is for Jeep” is printed on the side of the stroller sun
canopy and a star with a circle around it logo is printed
on the front bottom of the seat and on the side of the
stroller. The model number and lot number are printed on
a Delta Children label with a blue heart at the left bottom
frame support. These strollers were sold at Target,
Walmart and other stores nationwide and Shopko stores
in Wisconsin from August 2015 through August 2016 for
between $130 and $160.
Model
Color
Number
11988- Orange
835
inside/Green
outside and
Black

11988340
11988436
11988656
11988838
119880261
119980251
11998314

Lot Number(s)
CH15083, CH15084, CH15085, CH15086, CH15087,
CH15088, CH15089, CH15095, CH15123, CH15124,
CH15125, CH15126, CH15127, CH15128, CH15157,
CH15158, CH15173, CH15174, CH15185, CH15186,
CH16045, CH16046, CH16047, CH16048, CH16052,
CH16053, CH16054, CH16055, CH16056, CH16074,
CH16084, CH16085, CH16086, CH16087, CH16088,
CH16089, CH16090, CH16091, CH16092, CH16093,
CH16094, CH16095, CH16096, CH16097, CH16098, CH16099

Green and Black CH15203, CH15217
Blue and Black

CH15143

Pink and Black

CH15144

Orange and
Black
Grey and Black

CH15145

Grey and Black

CH16026

CH16025

Green and Black CH15165, CH16006
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11998439

Blue and Black

11998678
11998850

Pink and Black

CH15055, CH15057, CH15058, CH15059, CH15060,
CH15061, CH15063, CH15064, CH15065, CH15139,
CH15140, CH15150, CH15159
CH15166, CH16007

Orange
CH15211, CH15212, CH15213, CH15214, CH15215, ,
outside/Grey
CH16024, CH16044
inside and Black

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled strollers and can contact
Delta at 800-377-3777 for a free repair.

DEMDACO Infant Bib and Bootie Sets
Hazard: Rattles sewn into the booties can detach, posing a choking hazard.
This recall involves Story Time bib and bootie sets for infants, ages 3 through 6 months. The
multi-colored pastel sets were sold in six different child themes and have serial numbers
ranging from 5004700491 to 5004700496. The serial number can be found on the side of the
bib. The sets were sold under the brand name Nat & Jules. Rattle attachments sewn into the
booties coordinate with the theme.
5004700491
5004700492
5004700493
5004700494
5004700495
5004700496

Dragon Bib & Bootie Set
Sea Creatures Bib & Bootie Set
Unicorn Bib & Bootie Set
Princess Bib & Bootie Set
Pirate Bib & Bootie Set
Rocketship Bib & Bootie Set

These sets were sold at
Christus Health Retail
Systems, Joseph-Beth
Booksellers, More Than
Words, The Mole Hole of
Peddlers Village & Eash Sales
from June 2017 through
August 2017 for about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the
recalled bib sets, take them
away from children and return
them to any store that sells
DEMDACO’s products for a
full refund.
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Playtex Children’s Dish Sets
Hazard: The clear plastic layer over the graphics
can peel or bubble from the surface of the plates
and bowls, posing a choking hazard to young
children.
This recall involves Playtex plates and bowls for
children. The plates have various printed designs
including cars, construction scenes, giraffes,
princesses, superheroes and more. The white
polypropylene plates and bowls also have a colored
rim on top and a non-slip bottom. Playtex is written
on the bottom of the plates and bowls. The plates and bowls were sold separately and together
as sets. A Mealtime set is comprised of a plate, a bowl, two utensils and a cup. These sets
were sold at Babies“R”Us, Target, Walmart, and other stores nationwide and online at
Amazon.com from October 2009 through October 2017 for about $2.50 for a single plate or
bowl and $15 for a Mealtime set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled plates and bowls and take
them away from young children. Consumers should contact Playtex for a full refund.

Fisher Price Soothing Motions Seats
Hazard: The motor housing can overheat, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves Fisher-Price Soothing Motions Seats
with model numbers CMR35, CMR36, CMR37, and
DYH22 and Smart Connect Soothing Motions Seats with
model number CMR39. The seat bounces, sways, or
bounces and sways together. The seat also vibrates,
plays 10 songs and nature sounds, and has an overhead
mobile. The model number is located on the underside
of the motor housing. These seats were sold at
BuybuyBaby, Target, Toys R Us, Walmart and other
stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com and other
websites from November 2015 through October 2017 for
about $160 for the Soothing Motions Seat and $175 for
the Smart Connect Soothing Motions Seat.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled Soothing Motions Seats and contact FisherPrice at 800-432-5437 for a full refund.
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PlanToys Baby Gym
Hazard: Babies can strangle on the
side rope crossbars on the baby gyms.
This recall involves PlanToys baby
gyms that are set on the floor for
babies. Babies lay under the gym to
play with the hanging mobiles. The
wooden gyms are tan and have four
legs with four different color balls in
the middle that are connected by two
ropes on the sides. There are two
space-themed mobiles hanging from
the top bar. The manufacturing date
code TH 080116 through TH 082916
is printed on the top corner joint
connecting ball. These gyms were sold
at specialty toy and baby product stores nationwide and online at Diapers.com, Target.com
and other websites from September 2016 through May 2017 for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the baby gyms and contact PlanToys at
866-517-7526 for a free replacement baby gym.
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Children’s Clothing
& Accessories
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Skidders Footwear Children’s Shoes
Hazard: The rivets on the children’s shoes have sharp
edges, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Skidders Footwear children’s canvas
tennis shoes sold in three sizes: 12M, 18M and 24M.
The shoes have white rubber bottoms and come in three
different colors: navy blue fabric with orange rivets and
laces, gray fabric with green rivets and laces, and denim
colored fabric with pink rivets and laces. These shoes
were sold exclusively at Meijer stores from August 2016
through October 2016 for about $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled shoes away from children and contact Skidders
Footwear to receive a full refund.

Dillard’s Faux Fur Coats
Hazard: The metal snaps on the faux-fur hooded bear coats can detach, posing a choking
hazard to children.
This recall involves the Starting Out Baby Girls 3-24 Months Faux-Fur Hooded Bear Coat with
style numbers F64CI801I and F64CI801N. The coat is labeled for children aged 3-24 months
and has metal snap closures. It is an ivory faux fur coat with animal ears on the hood. The
“Starting Out” logo and style number
can be found on the tag sewn into the
garment. These coats were sold
exclusively at Dillard’s stores
nationwide and online at
www.dillards.com from September
2016 through December 2016 for
about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
coat and return it to the nearest
Dillard’s store for a full refund. To
obtain a prepaid envelope to return the
product by mail, customers can
contact Dillard’s.
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Tea Collection Children’s Denim
Jackets
Hazard: The metal snaps on the jackets can
detach, posing a choking hazard to children.
This recall involves Tea Collection Inc. children’s
knit blue denim jackets with metal buttons and
snaps. A tag sewn inside the neck reads “Tea.”
Style number 6F22400-405 is printed on a hangtag
attached to the garment. The jackets were sold in
sizes XS to XL (sizes 2 through 12). These jackets
were sold in stores nationwide from August 2016 through December 2016 for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled jackets away from children and
contact Tea Collection Inc. to receive a full refund.

Walt Disney Infant Mickey and Minnie Mouse Hoodie Sweatshirts
Hazard: The snaps on the sweatshirts can detach, posing a choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves Minnie and Mickey Mouse infant hoodie sweatshirts with a three-snap
closure. The garments are cotton and polyester blend. They were sold in four sizes: 6M, 12M,
18M and 24M. The size and “Disney Parks” are printed on the inside back of the hoodie’s
neck. The Minnie Mouse hoodie is black with ears attached to hood of the sweatshirt. A red
fabric bow with white polka dots is attached to the top of the hood between the ears. The date
code FAC-010635-16194 or FAC-010635-16015 is printed on a label sewn into the left side
seam. The UPC is printed on a hangtag at the time of purchase. UPCs include (6M)
400000175669, (12M) 400000175676, (18M) 400000175683, and (24M) 400000175690. The
Mickey Mouse hoodie is black with ears attached to
hood of the sweatshirt. The date code FAC-01063516220, FAC-010635-16015 or FAC-010635-16280 is
printed on a label sewn into the left side seam. The UPC
is printed on a hangtag at the time of purchase. UPCs
include: (6M) 400000145433, (12M) 400000145440,
(18M) 400000145457 and (24M) 400000145464. These
sweatshirts were sold exclusively at Walt Disney World
Resort, Disneyland Resort and on the Shop Disney
Parks mobile app from April 2016 through October 2016
for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled hoodies and contact Walt Disney Parks and
Resorts US, Inc. for instructions on returning them for a
full refund.
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LIVLY Children’s Robes and Pajama Sets
Hazard: The children’s robes and pajama sets fail to meet
federal flammability standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a
risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves children’s robes and two-piece pajama sets.
The recalled two-piece sets are a long-sleeve top and pants and
have a sewn-in side fabric label that has “LIVLY,”
“www.livlyclothing.com” and RN number 146214 printed on it.
The two-piece sets also have a printed label with “LIVLY” on the
back of the neck and at the back of the pants. The recalled robes
have a chest pocket on the left side with the word “Mini”
embroidered on it, two pockets at the bottom and one snapclosure on the right side above the abdomen for closure. A belt is
attached to the center back of the robe and an outline of a
sleeping face is embroidered on the back of the robe. A fabric
label with “LIVLY” and the size is sewn on the inside of the neck
of the robe. These were sold at Baby Elaine, Bluebelle, Le
Bambini, The Hosiery Boutique, LIVLY and other specialty stores
and online at Gilt.com, LivlyClothing.com and other websites from February 2016 through
January 2017 for about $55 for the children’s two-piece pajama sets and $78 for the children’s
robes.
Clothing Item
Children’s twopiece (long-sleeve
top and pants)
sleepwear sets
Children’s longsleeve robes

Color/Print
Princess Land Pink, Princess Land Blue, Mauve
Flower, Pink, Blue Dots, Clouds, Reptiles, Neon
Roses, Green Fog, Grey and Black Stars, Pink and
Grey Stars, Grey to the Moon and Back, Black to
the Moon and Back, and Mini Sleeping Cutie
White with black piping trim

Fabric Sizes
100% 12-18
cotton months
through
12
100% S, M, L
cotton

Remedy: Consumers should
immediately take the recalled children’s
clothing away from children and contact
LIVLY at 844-350-7728 for a full refund.
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RDG Global Hooded Sweatshirts
Hazard: The girl’s hooded sweatshirts have a
drawstring in the hood, which poses a
strangulation hazard to children. Drawstrings can
become entangled or caught on playground
slides, hand rails, school bus doors or other
moving objects, posing a significant strangulation
or an entanglement hazard to children.
This recall involves RDG Global girls’ olive
green-colored hooded sweatshirts with
drawstrings inside the lining of the hood. The
sweatshirts are polyester and spandex with a sherpa-lined hood. There is an asymmetric
zipper on the front of the garment. They were sold in girls’ sizes S (6-7), M (8-10), and L (12).
A blue size label with “Freshman 1996” and “Made in China” is located at the center back neck
of the sweatshirts. Another label in the neck seam has the words RDG Global LLC and VB740
and 8K80375N. A label in the side seam has the care instructions and RN# 146919. These
sweatshirts were sold exclusively at Nordstrom stores nationwide and online at
www.Nordstrom.com from November 2016 through January 2017 for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the drawstrings from the garment to
eliminate the hazard or contact RDG Global at (844) 851-9979 or Nordstrom for a full refund.

Fred Meyer Children’s Hooded Sweatshirts and Bomber Jackets
Hazard: The zipper pull can detach from the sweatshirt, posing choking and laceration
hazards to children.
This recall involves Kids Korner brand fleece hooded sweatshirts and girls’ bomber jackets
with a front zipper, two front pockets, and knit ribbing around the wrists and waist. The
sweatshirts were sold in 18 different prints and solid colors in infant, toddler and children’s
sizes 9 months to youth size 7. Kids Korner is printed on the label at the back of the neck. A
white label sewn into the lower left inside seam
has the manufacture date of “11/16” and style
numbers ending in 8701P, 8701YD, 8671P,
9019, or 9022P. These jackets were sold at Fred
Meyer, Kroger, Smith’s and Fry’s Marketplace
from February 2017 through March 2017 for
between $7 and $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the sweatshirt or jacket, and return it to the
place of purchase for a full refund.
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John Deere Infant Caps
Hazard: The button on the top of the
infant cap can detach, posing a
choking hazard.
This recall involves John Deere gray
infant baseball caps with a green
tractor design. The caps were sold in
one size (infant 6-12 months). Style
number “JSH721HF” and manufacture
date 11/2016 are printed on the sewn
in care label inside the back of the
caps. These caps were sold at Tractor
Supply Company and farm and ranch
stores nationwide from January 2017
through March 2017 for between $10
and $16.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the infant caps away from young children and
contact the firm at 877-429-7637 to receive a full refund, including shipping cost.

Zutano Infant Cozie Booties
Hazard: The non-slip rubber grips on the bottom of the booties can detach, posing a choking
hazard to children.
This recall involves infant fleece gripper Cozie booties. They are 70 percent cotton and 30
percent polyester. The booties have rubber grippers in the shape of a “Z” on the bottom. These
booties were sold in sizes 12 - 18 months in 13 solid colors; chocolate, gray, heather gray, hot
pink, pool (aqua), apple (light green), cream, fuchsia, lime, mandarin, navy, pagoda (turquoise
blue) and periwinkle and in multi-colors. Only booties with the following tracking labels sewn
under the care label are included in this recall: FALL16103/16, FALL166-03/16, FALL166-06/16, FALL167-06/16,
FALL168-07/16, FALL169-07/16, FALL1610-08/16,
FALL1611-09/16 and FALL1612-07/16. These booties
were sold at children’s specialty stores nationwide and
online at www.amazon.com and www.zutano.com from
May 2016 through March 2017 for between $22 and $24.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled booties, take them away from children and
contact the firm at 866-314-8688 for a full refund in the
form of a merchandise credit.
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Lila + Hayes Children’s Playwear
Hazard: The buttons can detach from the garment, posing a choking
hazard to young children.
The recall includes Benton and Eloise pima cotton, sleeveless,
bubble playwear. The Benton style was sold in navy, white, light blue
and blue and green ticking stripes. The Eloise style was sold in navy,
white, pink and blue and green floral. The garment has a snap
closure at the bottom and crisscross straps that button over the
shoulders on the front of the garment. The Benton style was sold in
boy’s sizes NB, 0-24 months, 2T and 3T. The Eloise was sold in girl’s
sizes NB, 0-24 months, 2T and 3T. The manufacture dates codes for
December 2016 (DEC16) and February 2016 (FEB16) are printed on
the inside garment tag located inside the seam. “Lila + Hayes” and
the garment size are printed on the inside of the back of the garment.
These were sold at children’s stores and online at
www.lilaandhayes.com from February 2017 through April 2017 for
between $45 and $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the playwear and contact Lila + Hayes at
855-850-1308 to receive a pre-paid mailer envelope to return the garment for a full refund.

Kreative Kids Children’s Robes
Hazard: The children’s robes fail to meet flammability standards for children’s sleepwear,
posing a risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall includes eight styles of children’s 100percent polyester, hooded robes. The robes were
sold in sizes 4-6 and 7-9 in the following styles:
purple elephant, lion, pink bear, lady bug, blue
puppy, duck, monkey, and princess cat. A label
sewn in the robes has item number 2013NW081
and “Kreative Kids” printed on it. The robes also
have a hood, long-sleeves, a belt, cinched back and
two front pockets. These robes were sold at
specialty stores and online at Amazon.com from
September 2013 through April 2017 for between
$15 and $17.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled robes away from children and contact
Kreative Kids at 800-786-2919 for a full refund.
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Little Giraffe Luxe Satin Children’s Robes
Hazard: The children’s robes fail to meet the federal
flammability standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a
risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves Luxe Satin children’s long-sleeve robes.
The robes are 43 percent acetate with 57 percent rayon,
satin outer shell and a 100 percent polyester microfiber
inside. The robes were sold in pink, blue and cream in sizes
1 (XS-S/4-6 years), 2 (MD-LG/6-8 years) and 3 (XL-XXL/810 years). The robes have two belt loops on each side and
an unattached belt. Lot number “21706-DFR001” and “Not
Intended for Sleepwear” are printed on the robes inside
seam label. These robes were sold at children’s specialty
stores nationwide and online at www.littlegiraffe.com from
November 2012 through March 2017 for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled robes away from children and
contact Little Giraffe for a full refund.

Burt’s Bees Baby Infant Coveralls
Hazard: The snap at the crotch of the coveralls can detach, posing a choking hazard to
infants.
This recall involves infant Butterfly Garden Coverall & Hat Sets. The coveralls are 100%
organic cotton, and were sold in blossom pink with white butterflies. There is a white ruffle
around the neck that runs down the front of the garment. It has snaps in the crotch and was
sold in infant sizes NB, 3M, 6M, and 9M. The manufacture
date code of August 2016 (08/2016) is printed on the inside
garment tag located inside the seam of the garment. “Burt’s
Bees Baby” and the garment sizes are printed on the inside
back of the garment. Only coverall sets with style number
LY24195 on the hangtag are included in the recall. These
coveralls were sold at Babies R Us, BuyBuy Baby, and online
at babiesrus.com, buybuybaby.com, amazon.com, kohls.com,
target.com, zulily.com, diapers.com, hautelook.com, and
burtsbeesbaby.com from December 2016 through May 2017
for about $18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled coveralls and contact Burt’s Bees Baby at 877-9077511 to receive a pre-paid envelope to return the garment for
a $20 e-gift card to be used at www.burtsbeesbaby.com.
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Sweet Bamboo Children’s Pajamas
Hazard: The children’s pajamas fail to meet the federal
flammability standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk
of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves children’s 50 percent polyester and 50
percent viscose from bamboo, woven two-piece, short-sleeve
shirt and pant pajama sets. The pajama sets were sold in four
colors: dark blue gingham, light blue gingham, purple gingham
and black pin dot. The pajamas tops have white buttons down
the front and the bottoms have an elastic waistband. The
pajamas were sold in sizes 12 to 18 months, 18 to 24 months,
2T, 3T, 4T, 5 and 6 years. These pajamas were sold at
children’s boutique stores nationwide and online at
www.mysweetbamboo.com from February 2016 through May
2017 for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled
pajamas away from children and contact Sweet Bamboo at
888-408-2822 for a full refund.

Laura Ashley Girl’s Dresses
Hazard: The flower petals can detach, posing a choking hazard to children.
This recall involves Laura Ashley London Girl's Floral Clip Dot dresses. The 100% woven
cotton dresses were sold in a pink multicolor floral pattern with or without a matching diaper
cover. The dresses have a set of three pink petal flowers at the waist and were sold in
newborn to girl’s sizes 0/3M through 6X. “Laura Ashley London” and the size are printed on a
tag attached to the inside back of the dress. Style
numbers 17156300, 17156307, 17156344,
27156300, 27156307, 27156344, 47156300,
47156307, 47156344 are included in this recall. The
style number is printed on a tag located on the
inside seam on the side of the dress. These dresses
were sold at Dillard’s stores nationwide and online
at Amazon.com, Dillards.com and Zulily.com from
January 2017 through July 2017 for between $27
and $40.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled dresses away from children and contact the
firm at 888-507-7275 for a full refund.
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Meijer Wave Zone Children’s Swimsuits
Hazard: The snaps on the swimsuit can detach, posing a
choking hazard to the child.
This recall involves the Wave Zone one-piece, zip-back
swimsuit for newborns, infants and toddlers. The swimsuits
have a zipper on the back and four snaps on the bottom and
were sold in four colors: blue and gray with a shark on the
front; white and navy stripes with an anchor pattern; pink and
teal with a strawberry on the front; pink arms with a multicolored fish pattern. The swimsuits were sold in sizes: 0-3m,
3-6m, 6-9m, 12m, 18m, and 24m. “Wave Zone” and “Made in
China” are printed on the inner collar. The tracking number
located on the sewn-in label on the inner side seam is “NOV
2016 021-14328.” These swimsuits were sold at Meijer and
H-E-B stores from January 2017 through July 2017 for about $14.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled swimsuits and return them to
the customer service desk at any Meijer store for a full refund.

Fabri-Tech Infant Rompers
Hazard: The buttons on the shoulder straps can detach, posing a choking hazard to children.
This recall involves Fabri-Tech’s infant shortall rompers.
The red and white-checkered rompers have a toolbox
design on the front and two buttons at the top of the
straps that button over the shoulders. They were sold in
boy’s sizes 6-9m, 12m and 18m. The size, “decorated
originals for kids” logo and “PO# 906512 PD 12/8/16” are
printed on the neck label. These rompers were sold
exclusively at Cracker Barrel Old Country Store stores
nationwide from April 2017 through July 2017 for about
$20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled rompers and return them to any Cracker Barrel
Old Country Store for a full refund or contact Fabri-Tech
at 800-285-1295 to receive a prepaid shipping label for
returning the recalled romper for a full refund.
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L.L. Bean Recalls Toddler
Sweater Fleece Pullovers
Hazard: The snaps on the fleece pullovers
can detach, posing a choking hazard.
This recall involves L.L. Bean toddler sweater
fleece pullovers sold in sizes 2T, 3T and 4T.
The pullovers have blue trim and were sold in
three colors; deep garnet (red), heather gray
and light lilac. They have four snaps, two
pockets and the L.L. Bean logo tag on the
front. Item number 300206 and lot 02/17 are
printed on woven tags in attached to the
neckline of the pullovers. These sweaters
were sold exclusively at L.L. Bean stores nationwide, L.L. Bean catalog and online
at www.llbean.com from April 2017 through August 2017 for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the fleece pullover and contact L.L. Bean
at 800-555-9717 for a full refund.

ASHERANGEL Children’s Sleepwear
Hazard: The children’s nightgowns and pajama sets fail to meet flammability standards for
children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves children’s 100 percent cotton nightgowns and two-piece pajama sets. The
short-sleeve nightgowns have white lace at the neckline and a
ribbon bow. The nightgowns were sold in purple, pink and
blue. The two-piece, long-sleeve shirt and pant pajama sets
have a four-button placket down the center front of the top and
a pocket on the left chest. They were sold in solid pink, black
with white polka dots, a pink gingham pattern and a blue
gingham pattern. Both garments were sold in European sizes
110 cm (4-6 years), 120 cm (6-8 years), 130 cm (7-10 years),
140 cm (9-11 years) and 150 cm (11-13 years). The European
size in inches is printed on a tag on the inside of the garment
at the back of the neck. These pajamas were sold exclusively
at Amazon.com from December 2016 through July 2017 for
between $16 and $21.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled sleepwear, take them away from children and contact
ASHERANGEL by email at polook2013@gmail.com for a full
refund.
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Dondolo Children’s Sleepwear
Hazard: The children’s nightgowns and twopiece pajama sets fail to meet the federal
flammability standards for children’s sleepwear.
This recall involves children’s 100% cotton
woven, nightgowns and two-piece, long-sleeve
top and pant pajama sets. The nightgown has a
peter pan collar with a red and white gingham
pattern trim. The nightgown has six plastic
buttons located on the back of the garment. The
two-piece pajama set is traditionally styled with
five plastic buttons on the center-front of the top
with two pockets placed near the waist of the
top. The pajama sets were sold in striped light
blue, striped navy, striped red, striped pink, and
lavender. The garments were sold in sizes 12
months, 18 months, 24 months, 2T, 3T, 4T, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 years.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled nightgowns and two-piece pajama
sets away from children and contact Dondolo at 800-659-5370 for a gift card.

VIV&LUL Children’s Sleepwear
Hazard: The children’s pajamas fail to meet the flammability standard for children’s.
This recall involves two styles of children’s two-piece pajama sets.
The first pajama set is a gray long-sleeve shirt and pant pajama
set and is made of 93 percent modal and 7 percent spandex. The
shirt has pink trim at the neckline with a pink bow. The text “Happy
Day V&L” is printed in pink and white on the center front of the
shirt and has a sewn-in side seam label stating “VIV&LUL
DL118106.” The second pajama set is a yellow, white and blue
plaid print, long-sleeve shirt and pant pajama set and is made of
100 percent cotton. The top has a sewn-in side seam label stating
“VIV&LUL V215770.” Both styles were sold in sizes 110cm (4-5
years), 120cm (6-7 years), 130cm (8-9 years), 140cm (10-11
years), 150cm (12-13 years) and 160cm (14-15 years). These
pajamas were sold on Amazon.com from January 2017 through
October 2017 for between $11 and $17.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
sleepwear, take it away from children and contact VIV&LUL at
tracy@saihui.com for a full refund.
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OshKosh Baby B’gosh Quilted
Jackets
Hazard: The snaps can detach, posing a
choking hazard.
This recall involves OshKosh Baby B’gosh
quilted jackets in pink and gray. The style
number can be found on the front of the care
tag sewn on the inside of the product, and the
UPC number can be found on the back of the
same care tag. The style number and UPC
number can also be found on the price tag.
Only jackets with the following style numbers
and UPC codes are included in the recall:
Color
Pink

Style Numbers
13003910

23003910

Gray

12691410

22691410

Size
0-3M
6M
9M
12M
18M
24M
2T
3T
4T
5T
0-3M
12M
18M
24M
6M
9M
2T
3T
4T
5T

UPC Codes
190795946918
190795946956
190795946963
190795946925
190795946932
190795946949
190795946062
190795946079
190795946086
190795946093
190795930399
190795930405
190795930412
190795930429
190795930436
190795930443
190795919660
190795919677
190795919684
190795919691

These jackets were sold at OshKosh, Bon-Ton, Kohl’s, Fred Meyer and other retail and
department stores nationwide, and online at www.oshkosh.com between August 2017 and
September 2017 for between $35 and $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled jackets away from children and
return them to any OshKosh or Carter’s store or contact OshKosh at 800-692-4674 for a full
refund in the form of a $34 gift card (for an infant size) or $36 gift card (for a toddler size).
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JW Crawford Children’s
Rain Ponchos
Hazard: A drawstring in the poncho’s
hood poses a strangulation hazard to
children. Drawstrings can become
entangled or caught on playground
slides, hand rails, school bus doors or
other moving objects, posing a
significant strangulation and/or
entanglement hazard to children.
This recall involves kids’ waterproof
hooded rain ponchos sold in clear, red
and blue. The lightweight ponchos
were sold in packs of 6 and 12. A white nylon drawstring is attached at the neck of the 40
inches tall by 60 inches wide ponchos. “One size fits all” and “Made in China” are printed on
the front of the packaging. These ponchos were sold online at Amazon.com and Wealers.com
from May 2016 through July 2016 for about $12 for a 6 pack and $17 for a 12 pack.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled ponchos away from children and
remove the drawstring to eliminate the hazard or return the poncho to the firm at 844-222-2812
for a full refund.

Little Mass Children’s Sleepwear
Hazard: The children’s nightgowns and pajama sets fail to meet flammability standards for
children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to
children.
This recall involves children’s nightgowns and twopiece pajama sets. The 95 percent rayon and 5
percent spandex sleepwear was sold in a variety of
styles in sizes 7 through 14. Little Mass and style
number T927S, T933, T935, T935S, T949, T952S or
T953 are printed on a sewn-in side seam label. These
pajamas were sold at Nordstrom and children’s
boutiques nationwide and online at
www.littlemass.com from July 2016 through October
2017 for between $27 and $42.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled sleepwear away from children and contact
Little Mass at 800-977-9086 for a full refund.
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Furniture
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Human Touch Reclining Chair
Hazard: The chair’s joystick reclining
mechanism can malfunction and allow the
chair to continue moving, posing a fall
hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Human Touch’s Perfect
Chair, model PC-610 with serial numbers
between B613315034 and B614215154.
The power reclining chair was sold in a
walnut, dark walnut or chestnut wood finish
base with a leather pad set that came in 33
different colors. The chair measure about 43
inches long, 31 inches wide and 47 inches
high and has a head pillow at the top and a
joystick controller on the left armrest. The
words “Human Touch” and “Perfect Chair”
and the model and serial number can be
found on the cross bar connecting the rear legs of the chair. These chairs were sold at
furniture and specialty stores nationwide and online for between $3,000 and $3,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs, and take them to the
store where purchased for a full refund or contact Human Touch to receive a free repair kit
(including shipping) or to arrange for free repair.

Linon Home Décor “Cynthia” Dressers
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are not anchored to the wall, posing a serious
tip-over and entrapment hazard that can result in death or
injuries to children.
This recall involves Cynthia style 5-drawer dressers. The
dressers measure 40.25-inches tall by 17-inches wide by
13.5-inches deep, and were sold in a cream color. These
dressers were sold exclusively at Wayfair.com from
September 2015 to August 2016 for about $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any
recalled chest that is not properly anchored to the wall and
place it into an area that children cannot access. Consumers
should contact Linon Home for a full refund or tip-restraint kit.
Consumers who are unable or unwilling to install the tiprestraint kit should contact Linon for instructions or additional
assistance.
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Swivel Patio Chairs
(Various Brands)
Hazard: The base of the swivel patio
chair can break during normal use,
posing a fall hazard to users.
This recall involves Hampton Bay
Anselmo, Calabria, and Dana Point
chairs as well as Martha Stewart
Living branded Cardona, Grand Bank
and Wellington swivel patio chairs.
The chairs are made of aluminum and
steel with a round swivel base and arm
rests. The chairs were sold as a pair and as part of a seven-piece patio set with accompanying
tables. These sets were sold exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide and online at
HomeDepot.com from January 2007 to February 2016 for about $190 for two-piece patio set
and $500 for a seven-piece patio set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and contact Casual
Living Worldwide for a free repair kit.

IKEA MYSINGSO Beach Chairs
Hazard: The beach chairs can collapse, posing fall and fingertip amputation hazards.
This recall involves IKEA MYSINGSÖ beach chairs. The chairs are foldable with a wood base
and an attached polyester fabric seat. The following article numbers are included in this recall:
902.280.08, 302.580.79, 502.851.66, 802.873.95,
002.931.40, 303.120.24, 503.120.23 and 003.120.25. The
article numbers are on labels on the wooden frame and
sewn into the fabric. These chairs were sold exclusively at
IKEA stores nationwide and online at www.ikea-usa.com
from February 2013 through December 2016 for about
$25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and return them to any IKEA store for a
free replacement or full refund. Replacement MYSINGSÖ
beach chairs are labeled with article numbers 703.380.17
and 903.380.16 and have plastic stoppers that prevent
incorrect re-assembly.
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Bolton Dressers
Hazard: The Two-Over-Two 4-drawer dressers are
unstable if they are not anchored to the wall, posing
serious tip-over and entrapment hazards that can
result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Bolton Furniture two over two
style 4-drawer dressers. Models included in the
recall are Cambridge 8614, Emma 8314, Essex
6614, Wakefield 8014 and Woodridge 8414. The
dressers were sold in cherry, chestnut, espresso,
honey, ivory, natural, and white. Model names and
numbers can be found on the QC/production sticker
located on back of the dresser. These dressers were sold at Full Line Furniture and children’s
specialty stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, Overstock.com, Target.com,
ToysRUs.com, Wayfair.com, Zulilly.com and other online retailers from February 2011 to
October 2016 for about $700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled dresser that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it into an area that children cannot access. Consumers should
contact Bolton Furniture for a free retrofit kit. Consumers can install the retrofit kit or the tiprestraint strap sold with the dressers themselves, or contact Bolton who will provide a onetime, free in-home installation.

Yamaha Grand Piano Benches
Hazard: The paint on the piano bench’s interior compartment contains an excessive level of
lead. This is a violation of the federal lead paint standard.
This recall involves piano bench model number 3 I PM / PAW sold with one model of Yamaha
grand piano GB1K PM / PAW. The recalled benches are brown wood with a brown padded
leather seat and a compartment under the seat. The recalled bench has a manufacturing date
code between 08 07 and 16 08 (“YY MM” for year and month). The model number,
manufacturing date code and “Yamaha Corporation”
are printed on a white label on the interior
compartment. Consumers can also find a list of
piano serial numbers sold with a bench that is being
recalled is at http://4wrd.it/benchrecall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove
the recalled piano benches from areas with children
and contact Yamaha Corporation of America at 844703-5446 for instructions on returning the piano
bench for a free replacement bench.
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Target Threshold Patio Benches
Hazard: The patio benches can collapse while in use, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Threshold Aluminum Top/Steel X Base patio benches that were sold both
individually and as part of a six-piece dining set. The model number, listed below, can be found
on the front page of the product’s assembly instructions or on the product’s packaging. These
benches were sold exclusively at Target stores nationwide and online at Target.com from
January 2016 through July 2016 for about $150 for the benches and $1,000 for the dining sets
when sold with the benches.
Name

Model
Number
Threshold Aluminum Top/Steel X Base Bench 009-00-3894
Threshold Mayhew 6 piece Wicker Dining Set- 009-00-2005
Turquoise
Threshold Mayhew 6 piece Wicker Dining Set- 009-00-2006
Seafoam
Threshold Mayhew 6 piece Wicker Dining Set- 009-00-2007
Orange
Threshold Mayhew 6 piece Wicker Dining Set- 009-00-2008
Green
Threshold Mayhew 6 piece Wicker Dining Set- 009-00-4568
Navy
Threshold Mayhew 6 piece Wicker Dining Set- 009-00-4573
Tan
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled patio benches and return
them to any Target store for a full refund for the bench. The benches were sold individually and
as part of a set. Purchasers can continue to use the other pieces of the set which, in addition
to the bench, included a table and four chairs. Purchasers of individual benches will be
refunded the purchase price. Purchasers of sets will be refunded the price of the individual
bench.
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Restoration Hardware
Metal-Top Dining Tables
Hazard: The table’s metal top can
contain lead and presents a risk of
lead exposure to children. Lead is
toxic if ingested and can cause
adverse health effects.
This recall involves Restoration
Hardware’s Railroad Tie & Parsons
Railroad Tie dining tables. The
recalled tables are round or
rectangular with thin sheets of
zinc/dark gray color metal on the table
tops. The item number is printed on a
white sticker underneath the tabletop.
Tables with the below item numbers
are included in this recall. These
tables were sold at Restoration
Hardware Outlet stores nationwide and online at Restorationhardware.com from March 2012
through December 2016 for between $750 and $2,600.
Description
Railroad 72 Inch Rectangle Table in Zinc
Railroad 84 Inch Rectangle Table in Zinc
Railroad 96 Inch Rectangle Table in Zinc
Railroad 108 Inch Rectangle Table in Zinc
Railroad 120 Inch Rectangle Table in Zinc
Railroad 48 Inch Round Table in Zinc
Railroad 60 Inch Round Table in Zinc
Railroad 72 Inch Round Table in Zinc
Parsons Railroad Tie 60 Inch Rectangle Table Zinc
Parsons Railroad Tie 72 Inch Rectangle Table Zinc
Parsons Railroad Tie 84 Inch Rectangle Table Zinc
Parsons Railroad Tie 96 Inch Rectangle Table Zinc
Parsons Railroad Tie 108 Inch Rectangle Table Zinc
Parsons Railroad Tie 120 Inch Rectangle Table Zinc

Item Number
62430028ZINC
62430018ZINC
62430027ZINC
62430016ZINC
62430026ZINC
62430029ZINC
62430017ZINC
62430030ZINC
62430025ZINC
62430024ZINC
62430022ZINC
62430032ZINC
62430023ZINC
62430031ZINC

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tables, cover the tables and
place the table out of the reach of children and contact Restoration Hardware to receive a free
replacement table or a full refund.
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La-Z-Boy Recliner Power Supplies
Hazard: The lift chair’s power supply cover can
crack within the screw housing and break, causing
the cover to detach and expose the power supply’s
electrical components, posing a shock hazard to
users.
The recall involves the power supplies sold with
Gold Series electric Lift Chairs, the Clayton LuxuryLift (Model 1HL562) and Power Lift (Model
1ML562), and Luxury-Lift (Models 1LF505 and
1LF819). They were also part of conversion kits for
older lift chairs with Models 1LL320, 1LL508,
1LL515, 1LM320, 1LM508 and 1LM515. The power
supply enables the chair’s seat to lift a consumer
from a seated into a standing position. The power
supply casing is a black, plastic rectangular box
measuring approximately 6 inches by 3½ inches by 3½ inches. Only power supplies with LOT
#150113 are included in this recall. The model name, model number and lot number are
printed on the back of the power supply. These were sold at La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries and
independent furniture stores nationwide and online at la-z-boy.com from September 2015
through November 2016 for between $1,900 and $2,800. The power supplies were also sold
separately for about $170 and provided free under warranty as replacements for use with
previously-purchased chairs.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the power supplies to power the lift chairs
and contact La-Z-Boy at 855-592-9087 for a free replacement power supply.

Pier 1 Imports Bistro Chairs
Hazard: The bolts and/or nuts connecting the bistro chair legs to the chair base can loosen
and make the chair unstable, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Neely and Dahlia bistro chairs sold separately and as part of a set. The
chairs are made from powder coated cast aluminum, and were sold in eight colors. The chairs
are approximately 33 inches high by 20 inches deep by 18.25
inches wide. A metal Pier 1 Imports brand plate is attached to
the support ring on the underside of the bistro table. Only the
chairs are included in this recall. These chairs were sold
exclusively at Pier 1 Imports stores nationwide and online at
Pier1.com from January 2013 through July 2016 for between
$100 and $380.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and contact Pier 1 Imports for a free repair kit.
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Vanguard Furniture Chest
of Bow Front Drawers
Hazard: The recalled chests are
unstable if they are not anchored to
the wall, posing a serious tip-over
and entrapment hazard that can
result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Bow Front chests
of drawers from the Vanguard
Furniture Compendium Collection. The eight-drawer beech-wood chests have primavera
veneers and are finished in a variety of custom colors. The chests weigh 250 pounds and
measure 36 inches high by 20 inches deep by 75 inches wide. Tip restraint kits were included
with each chest of drawers. These were sold at furniture stores nationwide from August 2015
to February 2017 for between $4,200 and $4,400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chests that are not properly
anchored to the wall and place them into an area that children cannot access. Contact
Vanguard Furniture at 800-968-1702 for a free, in-home installation of a repair to prevent the
risk of a tip-over.

Safavieh “Audrey” Lingerie Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are not
anchored to the wall, posing a serious tip-over and entrapment
hazard that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves the Audrey lingerie chest in the white
smoke color with item number AMH6584A. The item number is
printed on a tag that is included in the product’s original box.
The recalled chests have one drawer and one door below the
drawer. The chests measure about 18 inches wide by 15
inches deep by 30 inches high. These chests were sold online
at Amazon.com, Overstock.com and Wayfair.com from January
2012 through June 2016 for about $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any
recalled chest that is not properly anchored to the wall and
place it into an area that children cannot access. Contact
Safavieh at 866-422-9070 for a refund.
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Customatic Adjustable
Bed Bases
Hazard: The bed’s sidemounted AC outlets can be
incorrectly wired, posing an
electric shock hazard to
consumers.
Recalled models include the
following model numbers: RIAB52-A18-WWM-L-U-HCCBH4-AC, RI-AB52-A18WWM-L-U-H-CCBH2-AC, RI-ABF-A18-WWM-N6SL-106-L-U-AC-H-CC4B, RI-ABF-A18WWM-ESF-107-L-U-AC-LM-CC4B, RI-ABC-A18-WWM-N8SL-107-L-U-AC-LM-CC4B, RIABC-A18-WWM-N8SL-107-L-U-AC-LM-CC2B, Stearns & Foster Reflexion 7, CM-ABDS-A18WWM-U-S-AC-PLBS-DR-LM, PB-ABL-A18-WWM-DR-AC, CM-ABD-A18-WWM-AC, CM-ABFA18-WWM-U-AC-W8-SR, CM-ABT-A18-WWM-U-AC-SR, CM-ABF-A18-WWM-U-AC-W-SR-H
and F04-00004. These beds were sold at mattress stores nationwide from June 2012 through
January 2017 for about $1,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the AC plug on the side of the bed and
contact Customatic Beds at 844-815-9023 to arrange for a free inspection and repair.

Cost Plus World Market Stafford WindsorStyle Dining Chairs
Hazard: The legs on the chairs can break, posing a fall
hazard to consumers.
This recall involves wooden Stafford Windsor-style dining
chairs with four legs. The chairs have a walnut finish and are
intended for indoor use. Purchase order number 200519526,
400519526, 200519525, 400519525, 200524057,
200536057, 200536058 or 400524058 is printed on the UPC
label attached to the underside of the chair seat. These
chairs were sold exclusively at Cost Plus World Market and
World Market stores nationwide and online at
www.worldmarket.com from June 2016 through December
2016 for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and return them to any Cost Plus World
Market or World Market store for a free replacement chair.
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Leggett & Platt Office Chairs
Hazard: Seat slider bolts and push nuts can disconnect and fall
from the office chair, which could cause the seat to detach from
the chair, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
This recall involves office chairs with a Leggett & Platt Office
Components LP01 synchro slider mechanism. The slider
mechanism allows the user to adjust the seat depth. The sliders
were sold on five brands of office chairs: Hon, Hugg, JSI, Sitmatic
and Via Seating. The below models and model numbers are
included in this recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
chairs and inspect the seat for looseness or a wobble and contact
the firm at 844-516-3615 for a free repair.
Brand

Model
Name
Via Seating Proform
Brisbane
Genie
Riva Act
II

Hugg

Jaguar

Lido

Verona

Tigre

Model Numbers
1303-62C, 1305-62C, 1503-62C, 1505-62C, 151-62C, 152-62C,
1603-62C, 1605-62C, 1605-MPC, 161-62C, 162-62C, 1703-62C,
1705-62C, 171-62C, 172-62C, 172-MPC, 1PTG-401-62C, 1PTG-40262C, 1PTG-421-62C, 2R12-62C, 2R22-62C, 2R32-62C, 2V24-62C,
2V34-62C, 3403-62C, 3405-62C, 3603-62C, 3605-62C, 3803-62C,
3805-62C, 401-62C, 402-62C, 404-62C, 405-62C, 408-62C, 40962C, 421-62C, 425-62C, 4M12-62C, 4M14-62C, 4M22-62C, 4M2462C, 4M32-62C, 4M34-62C, 4R12-62C, 4R22-62C, 961-62C.
The model number, “Via Seating,” and the date of manufacture is
located on a white sticker on the underside of the seat mechanism.
JA1-21-12-15-12
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Jaguar Series” and
model number JA1. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
LI1-21-12-11-12
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Lido Series” and model
number LI1. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
VR1-21-12-12-11
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Verona Series” and
model number VR1. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
TI1-21-12-15-15
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Tigre Series” and
model number TI1. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
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Leon

Opus

Regis

Sitmatic

Beta2

LE1-21-12-11-11
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Leon Series” and
model number LE1. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
OP2-31-12-51-11
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Opus Series” and
model number OP2. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
RE3-31-12-32-12
A white label beneath the seat reads “Hickory Leather Co. Hugg
Seating” along with the date (e.g., 09/01/16), “Regis Series” and
model number RE3. “Syncro w/ St Slide” is also on the label.
053SN, 057SN, 061SN, 063SE, 063SN, 064SE, 064SN, 065SE,
073SE and 073SN
A white label on the chair reads “SITMATIC” and lists the serial and
model numbers.

Hon

Nucleus HN1The model number, “The HON Company,” a barcode and the date of
manufacture (e.g., 9/15) is located on a white label attached to the
underside of the seat.
JSI/Jasper Protocol PT5610, PT5605T, PT5660U, PT5600 PT5615U PT5650U,
Seating
PT5610T, PT5605U, PT5665T, PT5600T, PT5660, PT5655T,
PT5610U, PT5650, PT5665U, PT5600U, PT5660T, PT5655U,
PT5615T, PT5650T
A white label stapled beneath the seat reads “Protocol Series,” lists
the model number and “Syncro tilt w/slider.”
Proxy
PX800, PX810L, PX810, PX800T, PX800L, PX810T
A white label stapled beneath the seat reads “Proxy Series,” has the
model number and Syncro tilt w/slider.”
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Pier 1 Imports Temani Wicker Furniture
Hazard: The paint used on the wicker furniture can
contain excessive levels of lead, which is a violation of
the federal lead paint standard.
This recall involves the Pier 1 Imports Temani collection,
which includes a chair, settee and ottoman. They are
ivory colored, made of rattan wicker, and were sold
without a cushion. The chair (SKU 2769765) measures
29 inches wide, 29.5 inches deep and 35.5 inches high,
the settee (SKU 2860548) measures 51.5 inches wide,
29.5 inches deep and 35.5 inches high, and the ottoman
(SKU 2769778) measures 27 inches wide, 18 inches
deep and 16 inches high. The furniture has a Pier 1
Imports logo on the underside of each chair, settee and ottoman. The recall involves only the
ivory-colored Temani collection. This furniture was sold exclusively at Pier 1 Imports stores
nationwide and online at www.Pier1.com from March 2014 to April 2017 for between $140 and
$560.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled furniture immediately and return it to any
Pier 1 Imports store for a full refund or a merchandise credit.

Noble House Dining Chairs
Hazard: The legs of the chairs can break, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Noble House’s Kaius, Henrietta, and Fauna dining chairs which have solid
wood legs and an upholstered seat. The Kaius Fabric chairs
have a curved, wood back and fabric cushion and measure 21
inches deep by 23 inches wide by 30 inches high. The
Henrietta Fabric chairs have a cushioned seat and back and
measure 21 inches deep by 22 inches wide by 32 inches high.
The Fauna Dining chairs have a cushioned seat and back and
measures 20 inches deep by 20 inches wide by32 inches
high.The recalled chairs have a label underneath the seat that
reads “MADE FOR: NOBLE HOUSE HOME FURNISHINGS
LLC: 21325 Superior St., Chatsworth CA 91311.”
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and contact Noble House at 888-600-6376 for a
free repair kit including shipping.
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Target Stockholm 3-Drawer TV Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are not
anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over and
entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries
to children.
This recall involves Stockholm three-drawer TV chests
sold in Java Brown, Sonoma, Sonoma/Java Brown and
Java Brown/Sonoma. The chests have a top shelf and
three drawers, and measure 40 1/8 inches high by 30 ½
inches wide by 15 3/8 inches deep. Model number 24909-2740, 249-09-0041, 249-09-2739, or 249-09-3429 is
located on the back panel of the units. These chests
were sold exclusively at Target.com from May 2015
through August 2016 for about $160.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chest that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it into an area that children cannot access. Contact Homestar
at 855-837-2569 for a choice between two remedy options: a full refund including return
shipping charges or a free tip-over restraint kit with virtual how-to instructions.

South Shore Chest of Drawers
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are not anchored to the wall, posing serious
tip-over and entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Summer Breeze style 5-drawer chests of drawers sold in four colors. Each
drawer has two round knobs. The model number is printed
on a label on the back of the chest. The chests measure
44-inches high by 31-inches wide and 16-inches deep and
weigh 88 pounds. The model numbers and colors included:
Model Number
3746035 or 3746035A
3294035 or 3294035A
3219035 or 3219035A
3210035 or 3210035A

Color
Royal Cherry
Blueberry
Chocolate
White

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any
recalled chest that is not properly anchored to the wall and
place it into an area that children cannot access. Contact
South Shore at 800-290-0465 for a full refund or a free tipover restraint kit.
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Staples Hazen Mesh Chairs
Hazard: The legs on the base of the chair can break,
posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Staples and Quill Hazen Mesh
Task chairs. The chair has a five-wheel base, black
fabric seat cushion, and black mesh seat back. The
chairs have SKU number1058246 and item number
26680 printed on a white label on the underside of the
seat cushion. These chairs were sold at Staples’
stores nationwide and online at staples.com,
staplesadvantage.com, and quill.com from October
2014 through April 2017 for between $100 and $180.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled chairs and contact Staples at 866-7551321 to receive a free replacement base and
instructions for replacing the original base.

Quality Foam Mattresses
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for
mattresses, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Quality Foam model “CF” mattresses. The
mattresses have a white, a blue or a green vinyl covering. Only
mattresses with the initials “CF” on the product’s labeling are
included in this recall. These mattresses were sold at
independent mattress stores and online at Ababy.com for about
$65 and distributed free through various charitable organizations
from January 2015 through January 2017.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
mattresses and contact Quality Foam at 844-511-3644 or the
place of purchase for instructions on receiving a free mattress
cover to bring the mattress into compliance with the federal
standard.
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RH Furniture
Hazard: The metal trim on the furniture can
detach from the edges and create sharp
points, posing injury and laceration hazards.
This recall involves RH’s Smythson
Shagreen Collection of side tables, square
and rectangle coffee tables, dressers, beds,
nightstands and sideboards. They are covered in shagreen-embossed leather with metal trim
on all edges and were sold in four different finish/color combinations. The item number is
printed on a white sticker on the bottom or back of the furniture.
Coffee Table Description
32 In. Square In Cognac
32 In. Square In Smoke & Brass
32 In. Square In Smoke & Steel
32 In. Square In Dove & Pewter
60 In. Square In Cognac & Brass
60 In. Square In Smoke & Brass
60 In. Square In Smoke & Steel
60 In. Square In Dove & Pewter
72 In. Square In Cognac & Brass
72 In. Square In Smoke & Brass
72 In. Square In Smoke & Steel
72 In. Square In Dove & Pewter
60 In. Rectangle In Cognac & Brass
60 In. Rectangle In Smoke & Brass
60 In. Rectangle In Smoke & Steel
60 In. Rectangle In Dove & Pewter
72 In. Rectangle In Cognac & Brass
72 In. Rectangle In Smoke & Brass
72 In. Rectangle In Smoke & Steel
72 In. Rectangle In Dove & Pewter

Item Number
61030234BRN
61030234GREY
61030234GRY
61030234WHT
61190523BRN
61190523GREY
61190523GRY
61190523WHT
61190527BRN
61190527GREY
61190527GRY
61190527WHT
61030237BRN
61030237GREY
61030237GRY
61030237WHT
61030240BRN
61030240GREY
61030240GRY
61030240WHT

Side Table Description
18 In. Square In Cognac
18 In. Square In Smoke & Brass
18 In. Square In Smoke & Steel
18 In. Square In Dove & Pewter
22 In. Square In Cognac & Brass
22 In. Square In Smoke & Brass
22 In. Square In Smoke & Steel
22 In. Square In Dove & Pewter

Item Number
61030098BRN
61030098GREY
61030098GRY
61030098WHT
61030101BRN
61030101GREY
61030101GRY
61030101WHT
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Open Nightstand Description
26 Inch Open In Cognac & Brass
26 Inch Open In Smoke & Brass
26 Inch Open In Smoke & Steel
26 Inch Open In Dove & Pewter
32 Inch Open In Cognac & Brass
32 Inch Open In Smoke & Brass
32 Inch Open In Smoke & Steel
32 Inch Open In Dove & Pewter

Item Number
65720040BRN
65720040GREY
65720040GRY
65720040WHT
65720004BRN
65720004GREY
65720004GRY
65720004WHT

Closed Nightstand Description
26 Inch Closed In Cognac & Brass
26 Inch Closed In Smoke & Brass
26 Inch Closed In Smoke & Steel
26 Inch Closed In Dove & Pewter
32 Inch Closed In Cognac & Brass
32 Inch Closed In Smoke & Brass
32 Inch Closed In Smoke & Steel
32 Inch Closed In Dove & Pewter

Item Number
65720037BRN
65720037GREY
65720037GRY
65720037WHT
65720043BRN
65720043GREY
65720043GRY
65720043WHT

Sideboard Description
42 Inch In Cognac & Brass
42 Inch In Smoke & Brass
42 Inch In Smoke & Steel
42 Inch In Dove & Pewter
84 Inch In Cognac & Brass
84 Inch In Smoke & Brass
84 Inch In Smoke & Steel
84 Inch In Dove & Pewter

Item Number
61690212BRN
61690212GREY
61690212GRY
61690212WHT
61690197BRN
61690197GREY
61690197GRY
61690197WHT

Dresser Description
5-Drawer In Cognac & Brass
5-Drawer In Cognac & Brass
5-Drawer In Smoke & Brass
5-Drawer In Smoke & Brass
5-Drawer In Smoke & Steel
5-Drawer In Smoke & Steel
5-Drawer In Dove & Pewter
5-Drawer In Dove & Pewter
6-Drawer In Cognac & Brass
6-Drawer In Smoke & Brass
6-Drawer In Smoke & Steel
6-Drawer In Dove & Pewter
8-Drawer In Cognac & Brass

Item Number
65720007BRN
65720016BRN
65720007GREY
65720016GREY
65720007GRY
65720016GRY
65720007WHT
65720016WHT
65720010BRN
65720010GREY
65720010GRY
65720010WHT
65720013BRN
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8-Drawer In Smoke & Brass
8-Drawer In Smoke & Steel
8-Drawer In Dove & Pewter
9-Drawer In Cognac & Brass
9-Drawer In Smoke & Brass
9-Drawer In Smoke & Steel
9-Drawer In Dove & Pewter

65720013GREY
65720013GRY
65720013WHT
65720019BRN
65720019GREY
65720019GRY
65720019WHT

Platform Bed Description
Cal-King Bed With Footboard In Cognac & Brass
Cal-King Bed With Footboard In Smoke & Brass
Cal-King Bed With Footboard In Smoke & Steel
Cal-King Bed With Footboard In Dove & Pewter
Cal-King Bed Without Footboard In Cognac & Brass
Cal-King Bed Without Footboard In Smoke & Brass
Cal-King Bed Without Footboard In Smoke & Steel
Cal-King Bed Without Footboard In Dove & Pewter
King Bed With Footboard In Cognac & Brass
King Bed With Footboard In Smoke & Brass
King Bed With Footboard In Smoke & Steel
King Bed With Footboard In Dove & Pewter
King Bed Without Footboard In Cognac & Brass
King Bed Without Footboard In Smoke & Brass
King Bed Without Footboard In Smoke & Steel
King Bed Without Footboard In Dove & Pewter
Queen Bed With Footboard In Cognac & Brass
Queen Bed With Footboard In Smoke & Brass
Queen Bed With Footboard In Smoke & Steel
Queen Bed With Footboard In Dove & Pewter
Queen Bed Without Footboard In Cognac & Brass
Queen Bed Without Footboard In Smoke & Brass
Queen Bed Without Footboard In Smoke & Steel
Queen Bed Without Footboard In Dove & Pewter
This furniture was sold at RH outlet stores nationwide
and online at www.RH.com and www.RHmodern.com from
December 2015 through June 2017 for between $750 and
$6,800.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled furniture and contact RH at 888-728-8419 for a full
refund or to receive a free replacement product of similar
value, plus free pickup of the recalled item.
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Item Number
65720031BRN
65720031GREY
65720031GRY
65720031WHT
65720034BRN
65720034GREY
65720034GRY
65720034WHT
65720001BRN
65720001GREY
65720001GRY
65720001WHT
65720022BRN
65720022GREY
65720022GRY
65720022WHT
65720025BRN
65720025GREY
65720025GRY
65720025WHT
65720028BRN
65720028GREY
65720028GRY
65720028WHT

Ameriwood Mainstays Chest of Drawers
Hazard: The recalled chests of drawers are unstable if they are
not anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over and
entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to
children.
This recall involves Mainstays four-drawer chests of drawers
with plastic drawer glides and a single decorative pull on each
drawer. The composite wood chests were sold in six colors:
alder, black forest, white, weathered oak, walnut and ruby red.
The chests measure 40 5/16 inches high by 27 11/16 inches
wide by 14 11/16 inches deep. Model numbers included in the
recall are 5412012WP, 5412301WP, 5412328WP,
5412015WY, 5412301WY, 5412012PCOM, 5412015PCOM,
5412026PCOM, 5412213PCOM, 5412214PCOM, 5412301PCOM, 5412317PCOM, and
5412328PCOM. The model number is printed on the instruction manual. These chests were
sold at Walmart stores and other retailers nationwide and online at Walmart.com from April
2009 through May 2016 for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chest that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it into an area that children cannot access. Contact Ameriwood
at 888-222-7460 for a free repair kit that includes a wall anchoring device and feet. Consumers
who require additional installation guidance should contact Ameriwood for further assistance.

Room Essentials 4-Drawer Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable if they are not anchored to the wall, posing serious
tip-over and entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Room Essentials 4-drawer dressers
sold in three colors. The dressers measure 41 7/8 inches
tall by 31 ½ inches wide by 15 11/16 inches deep. Model
number 249-05-0103 (black), 249-05-0106 (espresso), or
249-05-0109 (maple) is printed on the product’s
packaging. These dressers were sold exclusively at Target
stores nationwide and online at Target.com from January
2013 through April 2016 for about $118.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled dresser that is not properly anchored to the wall
and place it into an area that children cannot access.
Consumers should return the recalled dresser to any
Target store for a full refund.
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Nantucket Bimini Patio Set Folding Chairs
Hazard: The fabric seat on the chairs can tear, posing a fall
hazard to the user.
The recall includes Nantucket Distributing folding chairs sold
with the Bimini patio set. The set includes four brown powder
coated steel and fabric folding chairs, a square glass table, and
an umbrella. The folding chairs, table, and umbrella were sold
with hang tags with model number HYS0120. These sets were
sold at Christmas Tree Shops, andThat!, and Christmas Tree
Shops andThat! stores nationwide from February 2015 to May
2017 for about $100 for the entire set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled folding chairs and return the set or chairs to any
Christmas Tree Shops, andThat!, or Christmas Tree Shops
andThat! store to receive a full refund for items returned.

Herman Miller Fiberglass Rocking Chairs
Hazard: The rocker’s base can separate from the seat, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Herman Miller’s Eames-branded molded fiberglass armchair rockers with
model numbers beginning with RFAR. The rockers were sold in multiple shell colors and frame
finishes, and with or without upholstery. The upholstered rockers measure about 25.25 by 25.5
by 27 inches and the non-upholstered about 25 by 25.5 by 27 inches. Recalled rockers were
manufactured from May 1, 2013 through
September 8, 2017. The manufacture date in
MM/DD/YYYY format and the model number are
printed on a label located on the underside of the
seat. The Herman Miller, the Eames Office and the
Eames signature logos are molded into the
underside of the seat. These chairs were sold at
Herman Miller, Design Within Reach and Herman
Miller’s authorized retailers and dealers nationwide
and online at http://store.hermanmiller.com and
www.dwr.com from May 2013 through September
2017 for about $650 (non-upholstered) and $890
(upholstered).
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled rockers and contact Herman
Miller at 866-866-3124 to return the product free of
cost for a full refund.
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Target Room Essentials Leather
Pouf Ottoman
Hazard: The zippers on the pouf ottomans can be
opened by children who can then suffocate or choke
on the pouf’s polystyrene beads.
This recall includes black, leather pouf ottomans
filled with polystyrene beads. They measure about
22 3/16 inches long by 22 3/16 inches wide by 17
11/16 inches high. ‘Room Essentials’ and model
number 249-19-1286 are printed on a white tag
which is sewn into the seam of the product. The
model number can also be found on the sales
receipt. These ottomans were sold at Target stores
nationwide and online from June 2017 through August 2017 for about $35.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled pouf ottoman, place it out of
reach of children and return it to any Target store for a full refund.

Cost Plus World Market Girona Outdoor Dining Chairs
Hazard: The seat base can separate from the chair
back causing the chair to collapse, posing a fall
hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Girona outdoor wooden dining
chairs with four legs, and a back and seat made of
flat woven weather-resistant wicker straps. The
chair is sold in two colors: white (SKU/UPC
536034/0000002536034) and grey (SKU/UPC
536033/0000002536033). The SKU and UPC can
be found on the UPC ticket attached to the
underside of the chair seat. The chairs were sold
exclusively at Cost Plus World Market and World
Market stores nationwide and online at
www.worldmarket.com from January 2017 through
August 2017 for about $180.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled chairs and return them to any
Cost Plus World Market or World Market store for a
full refund.
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Household Goods
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LTD Commodities and The
Lakeside Collection
Projection Night Lights
Hazard: The night lights can short circuit,
posing shock and fire hazard to consumers.
This recall involves color changing
projection night lights with a rotating plug
and dome top with LED lights that change
colors from red, blue and green. “Made in
China” and “0.6W 60Hz 120VAC” are
etched in the plastic base of the night lights
near the plug component. These night
lights were sold exclusively at LTD
Commodities and The Lakeside Collection
catalogs and online at
www.ltdcommodities.com and
www.lakeside.com from July 2016 through
October 2016 for about $6.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled night lights and contact the
firm for instructions to receive a full refund including shipping.
BioLite Lanterns
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery of the lantern can overheat while charging, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves the BioLite BaseLantern and BaseLantern XL. These are small
rechargeable LED lanterns that function as both a light and a powerbank. BaseLanterns are
about 5 inches (height) by 5 inches (width) by 2 inches (depth), and are silver in color, and
weigh about 2 pounds. The affected serial numbers are
PLC000001-PLC004000, and PLCXL000001PLCXL006000. The serial number is located on the
bottom of the device and on the bottom of the product
packaging. These lanterns were sold exclusively online
at Kickstarter.com from August 2016 through October
2016 for between $100 to $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled lanterns and contact BioLite for instructions on
returning the lanterns for a free replacement.
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IMUSA Espresso Makers
Hazard: The filler cap at the top of the Expresso
maker can crack and allow steam to escape,
posing a risk of burns. In addition, the cap can pop
off unexpectedly from pressure build-up, posing an
impact injury risk to a bystander.
This recall involves IMUSA espresso makers. The
black or gray and black espresso makers have
model numbers GAU-18200 and GAU-18201. The
caps on the recalled espresso makers have date
codes “201407” to “201411” The model number
and date code are printed on a rating label on the
bottom of the espresso maker. “IMUSA” is printed
on the on front of the espresso maker. These
machines were sold at Kmart, Sears, Target and
other stores nationwide from July 2014 through
November 2014 for between $30 and $45.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled espresso makers and contact
IMUSA for a free replacement filler cap.

Dehumidifiers Manufactured by Gree (Various Brand Names)
Hazard: The dehumidifier can overheat, smoke and catch fire, posing serious fire and burn
hazards to consumers.
This recall involves 20, 25, 30, 40, 45, 50, 65 and 70-pint dehumidifiers with brand names
Danby, De’Longhi, Fedders, Fellini, Frigidaire, GE, Gree, Kenmore, Norpole, Premiere,
Seabreeze, SoleusAir and SuperClima. Recalled model numbers and date codes are listed
below. The brand name and the pint capacity are printed on the front of the dehumidifier. The
model number and date code are printed on a sticker on the back, front or side of the unit. The
dehumidifiers are white, beige, gray or black plastic and
measure between 19 and 24 inches tall, 13 and 15 inches
wide, and 9 and 11 inches deep. These dehumidifiers were
sold at AAFES, HH Gregg, Home Depot, Kmart, Lowe’s,
Menards, Mills Fleet Farm, Sam’s Club, Sears, Walmart and
other stores nationwide and in Canada, and online at
Amazon.com and Ebay.com, from January 2005 through
August 2013 for between $110 and $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop
using recalled dehumidifiers and contact Gree for a full
refund.
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Danby or Premiere
Model number
DDR3011
DDR30P
DDR4511
DDR45P
DDR6511
DDR65CHP

Capacity
30-pint
30-pint
45-pint
45-pint
65-pint
65-pint

Date code range
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units

De’Longhi or SuperClima
Model number
Capacity
DDSE30
30-pint
DDSE40
40-pint
DG50
50-pint

Date code range
All units
All units
All units

Fedders
Model number
FEDH-MAH030-C15
FEDH-MAH070-C15

Capacity
30-pint
70-pint

Date code range
All units
All units

Fellini
Model number
13-06030
13-06031

Capacity
50-pint
70-pint

Date code range
All units
All units

Frigidaire
Model number
FDB30R1
FDB50R1
FDB70R1
FDD25S1
FDF50S1
FDF70S1
FDL30R1
FDL50R1
FDL50S1
FDL70R1
FDL70S1
FDM30R1
FDR30S1

Pint capacity
30-pint
50-pint
70-pint
25-pint
50-pint
70-pint
30-pint
50-pint
50-pint
70-pint
70-pint
30-pint
30-pint

Date code range
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08
01/07 through 09/08

GE
Model number
ADER30LN

Pint capacity
30 pint

Date code range
01/08 through 12/10
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ADEW30LN
AHR30LL
AHR30LM
AHW30LM
ADER40LN
AHH40LL
AHR40LL
AHR40LM
ADEH50LN
ADER50LN
ADEW50LN
AHH50LM
AHR50LL
AHR50LM
AHW50LM
ADER65LN
ADEW65LN
AHR65LL
AHR65LM
AHW65LM

30 pint
30 pint
30 pint
30 pint
40 pint
40 pint
40 pint
40 pint
50 pint
50 pint
50 pint
50 pint
50 pint
50 pint
50 pint
65 pint
65 pint
65 pint
65 pint
65 pint

01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10
01/08 through 12/10

Gree
Model number
13-06090
13-06091
13-06092
GDN40AH-A4EBB1A
GDN45AH-A3EBB2A
GDN50AF-A3EBA8A
GDN50AF-A3EBA8B
GDN70AF-A3EBA8A
GDN70AF-A3EBB3A
GDN70AI-A3EBB2A
GDNE30AEBA1A8A
GDNE40AEBA1A8A
GDNE50AFBA1A8A
GDNE65AFBA1A8A

Capacity
30-pint
45-pint
50-pint
40-pint
45-pint
50-pint
50-pint
70-pint
70-pint
70-pint
30-pint
40-Pint
50-pint
65-pint

Date code range
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units

Kenmore
Model number
407.52301210
407.52501210
407.52701210
407.52702210

Capacity
30-pint
50-pint
70-pint
70-pint

Date code range
2012-04 through 2012-09
2012-04 through 2012-09
2012-04 through 2012-09
2012-04 through 2012-08
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Norpole
Model number
NPDH30PG

Capacity
30-pint

Date code range
All units

Seabreeze
Model number
DH450S
DH470S

Capacity
50-pint
70-pint

Date code range
All units
All units

SoleusAir
Model Number
CFM-25E
CFM-40E
DP1-30-03
DP1-40-03
DP1-50-03
DP1-50-03A
DP1-70-03
GL-DEH-30-1
GL-DEH-45-2
GL-DEH-50-2L2
GL-DEH-50-2Q2
GL-DEH-70-2S2
GL-DEH-70P-2S2
GM-DEH-30M-1L2
GM-DEH-30M-1R2
GM-DEH-45-1
GM-DEH-70-1S2
SG-DEH-25-4
SG-DEH-30-2
SG-DEH-30B-1
SG-DEH-30M-1
SG-DEH-30M-1A
SG-DEH-30M-1L2
SG-DEH-30M-1R2
SG-DEH-45-1
SG-DEH-45-1A
SG-DEH-45-2
SG-DEH-50-2
SG-DEH-70-1
SG-DEH-70-1A
SG-DEH-70-2
SG-DEH-70-2S2

Capacity
25-pint
40-pint
30-pint
40-pint
50-pint
50-pint
70-pint
30-pint
45-pint
50-pint
50-pint
70-pint
70-pint
30-pint
30-pint
45-pint
70-pint
25-pint
30-pint
30-pint
30-pint
30-pint
30-pint
30-pint
45-pint
45-pint
45-pint
50-pint
70-pint
70-pint
70-pint
70-pint

Date code range
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
All units
1211 through 0612
1211 through 0612
1211 through 0612
1211 through 0612
1211 through 0612
0112 through 0612
010512 through 061412
010512 through 061412
122511 through 062112
010512 through 062112
032711 through 081712
032711 through 050712
011210 through 041310
010210 through 071512
121510 through 111011
010510 through 071512
010510 through 071512
010210 through 071512
121510 through 111011
032711 through 050712
010712 through 010712
010210 through 071512
121510 through 111011
032711 through 050712
032711 through 050712
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Dry Carpet Cleaning Powder (Various Brands)
Hazard: The dry carpet cleaning powder can contain harmful bacteria.
Exposure to bacteria poses a risk of respiratory and other infections in
immunocompromised individuals.
This recall involves Arm & Hammer, Capture, Healthy Home, Oreck,
Resista and Riccar brands of dry carpet cleaners. The powder can be
sprinkled on carpets and rugs to clean and deodorize them. The dry
carpet cleaner was sold in various sizes and lot numbers. The lot
number is printed on stickers on each container marked with a letter
followed by the five-digit lot number. Capture and Resista brand dry
carpet cleaners were sold individually and as part of a cleaning kit including a pre-mist spray
and a brush. Recalled items are listed below. These cleaners were sold at Home Depot,
Lowes, Menards, Oreck, Walmart and specialty carpet and vacuum stores nationwide from
July 2015 through September 2016 for between $5 and $40 for the individual bottles or
between $20 and $50 for a kit.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dry carpet cleaner and
contact Milliken to receive a free replacement.
Brand
Name
Arm &
Hammer
Capture

Lot Numbers

Description

15317, 16004, 16020, 16039, 16067, 16095,
16119, 56610, 59962, 56832, 56823
15194 through 15365 16001 through 16237
56596, 56608, 56694, 56780, 56786, 56842

Arm & Hammer Pet Fresh
Dry Carpet Cleaner, 18 oz.
Capture Carpet & Rug Dry
Cleaner, 8 lb. pail
Capture Carpet & Rug Dry
Cleaning Kit, 4 lb.
Capture Carpet & Rug Dry
Cleaner, 4 lb. pail
Capture Carpet & Rug Dry
Cleaning Kit, 2.5 lb.
Capture Carpet & Rug Dry
Cleaner, 2.5 lb. pail
Capture Carpet & Rug Total
Care Kit, 1 lb.
Capture Carpet & Rug Dry
Cleaner, 1 lb.

Healthy
Home
Oreck

16118, 16138

Healthy Home Pet Carpet
Dry Cleaner, 1 lb.
Oreck Dry Carpet Cleaner, 9
lb. pail
Oreck Dry Carpet Cleaner ,
4 lb. pail

15215, 15216, 15257, 15292, 15338, 16013,
16055, 16088, 16117, 16167, 16168, 56667,
56668, 56728, 56729
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Resista

15230, 16077, 16081, 56632

Riccar

16119, 16139

Resista Dry Carpet & Rug
Cleaning Kit, 4 lb.
Resista Dry Carpet & Rug
Cleaner, 4 lb.
Riccar Pet Dry Carpet
Cleaner, 1 lb.
Riccar Pet Dry Carpet
Cleaner, 4 lb.

Schuman Retail Group Gift Boxes
Hazard: Mold can be present on the boxes, posing a risk of respiratory or other infections in
individuals with compromised immune systems, damaged lungs or an allergy to mold.
This recall involves decorative gift boxes constructed with metallic
decorative paper coverings. The boxes are red, packaged in a clear
cellophane sealed bag and have the phrase “VIVID handmade” printed on
the bottom in gold-colored ink. These gift boxes were sold at PAPYRUS,
Paper Destiny and Carlton Cards Stores in October 2016 for between $5
and $7.
SKU#

Item #

Description

UPC

819668 GBX171M.25/20 Box Medium Cube, Red Wine
Crush
819669 GBX171S.25/20 Box Small Cube, Red Wine
Crush

Dimensions

5055739024327 5 in. x 5 in. x
5 in.
5055739024334 4 in. x 4 in. x
4 in.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled paper boxes and return them
to PAPYRUS, Paper Destiny or Carlton Cards Stores for a full refund or contact Schurman
Retail Group for instructions on how to return the product.

Target Acrylic Menorahs
Hazard: The menorah can melt when the candles are burning, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves clear acrylic Hanukkah menorahs in a pyramid design that are 10.5 inches
long, 1.2 inches wide and 2.3 inches high. Model number 240-14-0169 and bar code can be
found on a round white label on the side of the menorah.
These menorahs were sold exclusively at Target stores
nationwide from October 2015 through December 2015 for
about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled menorahs and return them to Target for a full refund.
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SafeHarbor Impact Windows
Hazard: The glass can separate from the frame
during hurricane conditions, posing an impact
injury hazard.
This recall involves SafeHarbor Series 65 and 265
vinyl impact windows that are custom
manufactured and installed by contractors to meet
building specifications and vary in size and shape.
The windows are installed with a removable label
with the “SafeHarbor” brand name on it. These
windows were sold at ABC Supply, Absolute
Installation, Builder’s First Source, Gulf Coast
Lumber, Jupiter Industries, Lansing, Lowe’s, and
Lumberman’s stores nationwide from March 2016
through September 2016 for between $350 and
$750.
Remedy: Consumers should avoid areas with the
recalled windows during hurricane conditions and
contact Atrium at 800-377-6524 to schedule a free
repair.

Cabot Wood Cleaner and Brightener
Hazard: A faulty cap seal can cause the containers to leak contents, posing a chemical hazard
to consumers. Inhaling, ingesting or skin contact with the product can cause burning and other
injuries.
This recall involves Cabot-branded wood cleaner and
wood brightener products, sold in one gallon (3.78 L)
white bottles with a handle that are about 9 inches tall.
The bottles have the Cabot logo and the name of the
product on the front. Products included in the recall have
the following badge alphanumeric identifier printed on the
back of bottle: Cleaners with identifiers 67MAX20006,
67MAX20007, 67MAX20009, 67MAX20103 and
67MAX20105, as well as brighteners with identifiers
67MAX20203, 67MAX20204, 67MAX20206 and
67MAX20109.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled
products and keep them away from children and
immediately contact Valspar for disposal and refund
instructions.
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Figi’s “Christmas Wishes” Tins
Hazard: The tin’s music sound chip
mechanism can separate and expose button
batteries, posing choking and button battery
ingestion hazards to children.
This recall involves Figi’s Companies
Christmas Wishes Tins. The metal
Christmas Wishes tins have a red lid and a
white base painted with a Christmas tree
and winter snow scene. The tins measure 9
inches in diameter. The tin has a music
sound chip that is found in an envelope on
the underside of the lid. The sound chip
contains three button batteries. The products
inside the tin have Figi’s labels. These tins
were sold online at www.figis.com and
www.birchlandmarket.com and through Figi’s companies and Birchland Market mail-order
catalogs from October 2016 through December 2016 for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the tins from areas with children and contact
the firm to receive a full refund.

Cuisinart Food Processors
Hazard: The food processor’s riveted blade can crack over time and small, metal pieces of the
blade can break off into the processed food. This poses a laceration hazard to consumers.
This recall involves the riveted blades in Cuisinart food processors with model numbers that
begin with the following: CFP-9, CFP-11, DFP-7, DFP-11, DFP-14,
DLC-5, DLC-7, DLC-8, DLC-10, DLC-XP, DLC-2007, DLC-2009,
DLC-2011, DLC-2014, DLC-3011, DLC-3014, EV-7, EV-10, EV-11,
EV-14, KFP-7 and MP-14. The model number is located on the
bottom of the food processor. The blades have four rivets and are
silver-colored stainless steel and have a beige plastic center hub.
Only food processors with four rivets in the blades are included in
this recall. Cuisinart is printed on the front and on the bottom of the
food processors. These processors were sold at department,
gourmet and specialty stores nationwide and on various websites
from July 1996 through December 2015 for between $100 and
$350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the food
processor’s riveted blade and contact Cuisinart for a free
replacement blade.
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Yankee Candle Luminous Candles
Hazard: When the candle is lit, the glass jar can crack,
posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Yankee Candle’s Luminous
Collection fragrance candles. The square glass candles
contain a fragrant wax with three wicks. The item number
is printed on the bottom of glass candle jar. The recalled
candles are approximately 4 inches wide by 5 inches
high. The recalled item numbers are 1535651, 1535890,
1535891, 1535892, 1535893 and 1535894.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled candles and contact Yankee Candle to receive a full refund.

Lumiere Rock Salt Lamps
Hazard: The dimmer switch and/or outlet plug can overheat and ignite, posing shock and fire
hazards.
This recall involves three rock salt lamps sold under the Lumière brand. The lamps are pink in
color and are mounted on a wooden base or in a black metal basket. The lamps were sold in
black cardboard boxes with a photo of the lamp on the front of the box and the UPC bar code
on the bottom of the box. The recalled lamps are listed below. These lamps were sold at home
decor, Christmas tree shops, Michael’s and other stores nationwide from July 2016 through
December 2016 for between $15 and $30.
Description
Rock of Gibraltar Lamp
Carnival of Lights
Basket of Rocks

SKU
495144
495433
495146

Remedy: Consumers
should immediately stop
using the lamps and return
them to the store where
purchased to receive a full
refund or a replacement
kit.
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UPC
00886946056253
00886946058325
00886946056277

LG Portable Air Conditioners
Hazard: The portable air conditioners can overheat, posing a risk of fire.
This recall involves three
models of 7,000 and
8,000 BTU LG portable air
conditioners including
model numbers
LP0711WNR (all serial
numbers), LP0813WNR
(all serial numbers), and
LP0814WNR (only serial
numbers beginning with
311, 312, 401, 402, 403,
404 and 405). The air
conditioners are tan/white
with the LG logo on the
front. They measure about
30 inches tall, 12 inches wide and 14 inches deep and weigh 50 pounds. The model number is
located on the product’s left side panel. These air conditioners were sold at Home Depot and
other stores nationwide from February 2011 through August 2016 for between $250 and $280.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled portable air conditioners and
contact LG to schedule a free repair at an authorized service center.

Curio Design Modular Lights
Hazard: The modular lamp pieces can crack during assembly and the lamp bases have faulty
wires, posing a shock and fire hazard.
This recall involves three Splyt Light modules including the Table Starter Kits, Hanging Starter
Kits, Expansion Kits and Tri-bases. The kits let you design your own light fixture by adding or
subtracting Y-pieces and candelabra bulbs. The lights can
be screwed directly into a light socket in the ceiling or used
with the table base. The kits include large and small Yshaped fixtures, a round-metal base and 8X10 watt globe
E12 light bulbs. These lights were sold at Kickstarter,
SFMOMA, UncommonGoods and other specialty shops
nationwide and online at www.Kickstarter.com and
www.UncommonGoods.com from April 2016 through
November 2016 for between $65 and $115.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these
recalled lights and contact the firm to receive a free
replacement lamp or a full refund.
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Dunkin’ Donuts Glass Tumblers
Hazard: The glass tumblers can crack or
break, posing laceration and burn hazards.
This recall involves 16-ounce glass tumblers
for hot and cold beverages, sold in three
styles. They are approximately 8 inches tall
and approximately 3 inches in diameter. The
first style has “BUT FIRST, DUNKIN” written
in white font on the inside layer of glass, a
clear lid and pink plastic where the lid
connects with the base of the tumbler. The
second style has “BUT FIRST, DUNKIN”
written in white font on the inside layer of
glass, a clear lid, and orange plastic where the lid connects with the base of the tumbler. The
third style has a black and gray plaid pattern on the inside layer of glass, a black silicone grip
with the letters “DD” embossed on it, and a black lid. These tumblers were sold exclusively at
Dunkin’ Donuts stores from September 2016 through November 2016 for between $13 and
$15.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled glass tumblers and return
them to the Dunkin’ Donuts restaurant where purchased for a full refund.

Restoration Hardware Glass Mirrors
Hazard: The mirrors are not properly glued to the backing
and the mirror can fall, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Restoration Hardware’s 18th Century
Venetian style glass beveled mirrors. The recalled mirrors are
antiqued silver with a wood backing and come in the following
shapes and sizes. This recall only affects mirrors with a
Hangman hanging system on the back. Mirrors with a
production date after April 1, 2015 are included in this recall.
The month and year of production (04/2015) are located on a
green sticker affixed to the back of the mirrors. These mirrors
were sold online at Restorationhardware.com and
Rhbabyandchild.com from April 2015 through May 2016 for
between $650 and $1,800.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled mirrors and contact Restoration Hardware for a full
refund.
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SKU
40200969SIL
40200565SIL
40200968SIL
40200967SIL
40200966SIL
40200965SIL
40200964SIL
40200963SIL
40200962SIL
40200563SIL
40200562SIL
40200561SIL
106373SIL
106372SIL

Framed/Unframed
Framed
Framed
Framed
Framed
Framed
Unframed
Unframed
Unframed
Unframed
Unframed
Unframed
Unframed
Framed
Unframed

Shape
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Round
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Round
Rectangle
Round

Size
36 x 48
36 x 48
42 x 78
24 x 80
32 x 64
60
36 x 48
30 x 40
30 x 48
42 x 78
24 x 80
60
30 x 40
30

Retail Price
$845
$895
$1595
$895
$945
$1795
$895
$645
$695
$1595
$995
$1795
$659
$579

Calphalon Contemporary Cutlery
Knives
Hazard: The blade on the Contemporary Cutlery
knives can break during use, posing a laceration
hazard.
This recall involves Calphalon Contemporary Cutlery
carving, chef, paring, santoku and utility knives sold
individually and in sets made between August 2008
and March 2016. The below models are included in
the recall. These knives were sold at J.C. Penney,
Kohl’s, Macy’s and other stores nationwide and
online at Amazon.com from September 2008 through
December 2016. The recalled knives were sold from
September 2008 through December 2016 for $25 for
a single knife to $300 for a knife block set.
Product

Item

Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery

4.5" Parer

Item
Number
KNR10045C

7" Santoku

KNR0007C

Contemporary Paring Knife Set

1821332

5" Santoku

KNR0005C
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Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
Calphalon
Contemporary Cutlery
21-piece set

8" Chef Knife

KNR4008C

Fruit/Vegetable Set - 3.5" parer & 6" utility

KNSR002C

Carving Set - 6" fork & 8" slicer

KNSR0102C

3½" parer, 5" boning knife, 5" santoku, 5½"
1808009
tomato/bagel knife, 6" fork, 6" utility, 7" santoku, 8"
bread, 8" chef’s knife, 8" slicer, 10" steel, kitchen
shears, 8 steak knives, and knife block
Calphalon
4½" parer, 6" utility, 7" santoku, 8" bread, 8" chef’s
1808008
Contemporary Cutlery knife, 8" slicer, 10" steel, kitchen shears, 8 steak
17-piece set
knives, and knife block
Calphalon
4.5" Parer, 6" Utility, 8" Bread, 8" Chef's Knife, 8
1922890
Contemporary SharpIN Steak Knives, Kitchen Shears, Sharpening Knife
Cutlery 14-piece set
Block
Calphalon
4.5" Parer, 6" Utility, 7" Santoku, 8" Bread, 8" Chef's 1922971
Contemporary SharpIN Knife, 8 Steak Knives, Kitchen Shears, Sharpening
Cutlery 15-piece set
Knife Block
Calphalon
4.5" Parer, 5" Boning, 5.5" Tomato, 6" Utility, 7"
1932810
Contemporary SharpIN Santoku, 8" Bread, 8" Chef's Knife, 8" Slicer, 8 Steak
Cutlery 18-piece set
Knives, Kitchen Shears, Sharpening Knife Block
Calphalon
4.5" Parer, 5" Boning, 5" Santoku, 5.5" Tomato, 6"
1922976
Contemporary SharpIN Fork, 6" Utility, 7" Santoku, 8" Bread, 8" Chef's Knife,
Cutlery 20-piece set
8" Slicer, 8 Steak Knives, Kitchen Shears, Sharpening
Knife Block
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled cutlery and contact
Calphalon at 800-809-7267 for a replacement cutlery product.

SodaStream Bottles
Hazard: The bottles can burst under pressure, posing an injury hazard to
the user or bystanders.
This recall involves SodaStream one liter, blue tinted, plastic carbonating
bottles. “SodaStream” and “Dishwasher safe” are printed on the recalled
bottles. Only bottles with an expiration date of “4/2020” printed on the
warning label are included in the recall. The recalled bottles have a blue cap
and blue bottom base.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
carbonating bottles and contact SodaStream at 866-272-9417 for a full
refund.
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Pier 1 Imports Glass
Drawer Knobs
Hazard: The glass knobs can break
while in use, posing a risk of laceration
to users from broken pieces.
This recall involves Pier 1 Imports
glass knobs commonly used with
dressers, cabinets and small drawers.
The decorative knobs have a metal
stem affixed to one side and were sold
in 26 styles. These knobs were sold
exclusively at Pier 1 Imports stores
nationwide and online at Pier1.com
from August 2010 to February 2016 for
between $5 and $14.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
glass knobs and return them to any
Pier 1 Imports store for a full refund or a merchandise credit.

LectroFan Sound Machine Adaptors
Hazard: The casing on the power adapter sold with sound machines can break when plugged
into an electrical outlet, exposing its metal prongs, posing an electrical shock hazard.
This recall involves power adapters sold with LectroFan sound machines. The adapter has
“ASTI AC Adapter” and model number XHY050050UCC printed on the side. The LectroFans
were black or white with a matching black or white power adapter. The LectroFan machines
have a serial number between 3 551615 528640 and 3 551615 618639 or between 3 551636
000010 and 3 551636 285179. The serial number is printed on a label on the bottom of the
machine and “LectroFan” is printed on the front. The LectroFan Sound Machine has 10 fan
sounds and 10 white noise sounds. These machines
were sold exclusively online at Amazon.com from
November 2016 through February 2017 for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the LectroFan, disconnect the power adapter and
contact the firm at 866-220-7607 to receive a free
replacement power adapter. Consumers can continue
to use the sound machine with the USB cable supplied
with the LectroFan by plugging it into a computer’s
USB port or into another power adapter.
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Whiskware Glass Dressing Shaker Bottles
Hazard: The bottom of the glass dressing shaker bottle can break
when the metal agitator strikes the glass bottom, posing a laceration
hazard to the user and bystanders.
This recall involves Whiskware glass dressing shaker bottles with a
white plastic combination lid and pour spout and an internal stainless
steel, round wire agitator used to mix the shaker's contents.
“Whiskware™” and a volume measurement scale are written in white
letters on the side of the glass bottle. Only glass shakers that
measure 8.7 inches tall by about 3 inches in diameter and hold 2.5
cups of liquid are included in the recall. These bottles were sold at
Bed Bath & Beyond and other specialty stores nationwide and online
at www.Amazon.com and other online retailers from July 2016
through January 2017 for between about $18 and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
shakers and contact BlenderBottle at 855-906-5717 to receive two
free replacement plastic shakers for each returned glass dressing
shaker.

capCAP Bottle Caps
Hazard: The bottle cap can leak, dislodge or come off, posing a burn hazard to consumers
when the bottles are used to hold hot liquids.
This recall involves humangear’s capCAP accessory bottle cap.
The capCAPs were sold in green/gray, blue/gray, black/gray and
black/black color combinations for standard wide-mouth stainless
steel bottles and in black/gray for glass mason jars. humangear is
stamped on the top of the capCAP. Only caps with model
numbers HG0501, HG0502, HG0505, HG0505-DSG and HG0515
printed above the UPC code on the package are included in the
recall. The recalled capCAP has a silicone seal, a rubber coating
on the large cap, and a tab/slot feature on the strap This recall
only includes the newer version of capCAPs sold between
November 2016 and February 2017. These caps were sold at
Dicks Sporting Goods, REI, SCHEELS and other sporting goods
stores nationwide from November 2016 through February 2017
for between $7 and $8.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
capCAP and contact humangear to receive a full refund.
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Teavana Flip Tumblers
Hazard: The flip tumblers can leak hot liquid, posing a burn hazard.
This recall involves 14 oz. Teavana flip tumblers used for steeping hot tea. The
recalled tumblers have a clear plastic cap with a welded black base that screws
onto a stainless-steel tumbler. The tumblers were sold in black and silver and
measure about 10 inches tall by 3 inches in diameter. “Teavana®” is printed on
the side of the tumbler. These tumblers were sold exclusively at Teavana stores
nationwide and online at Teavana.com from October 2016 through February
2017 for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled flip tumblers
and return them to a Teavana store location (except for two stores: Columbia
Mall, Columbia, Maryland and Dallas Fort-Worth Airport, Texas) or contact
Teavana at 877-832-8262 for a mailer label to get a refund in the form of $45
Teavana store credit.

Greenfield EZDRY Food Dehydrators
Hazard: The food dehydrator can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves white, EZDRY, six-tray food dehydrators. The dehydrator weighs about 4
pounds and measures 12 inches tall by about 8 inches deep by 10 inches wide. EZDRY is
printed on the front of the dehydrators. EZDRY
and the model number EPD60W are printed on
a white label on the bottom of the unit. They
were sold in a white box labeled “EZDRY by
Excalibur” Home Dehydrator with a picture of
the product. These products are marked “Date
Code: 2116, 2416, or 3316” engraved at the
bottom of the label located on the bottom of the
unit. These food dehydrators were sold at Kohl’s
stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com
from June 2016 through February 2017 for
between $40 and $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled food dehydrators and contact
Greenfield at 877-881-0065 for instructions on
returning the recalled food dehydrators with a
prepaid shipping label for a free replacement or
full refund.
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Springs Window Fashions
Window Coverings with Lithium
Batteries
Hazard: The lithium batteries that power the
motorized window coverings can overheat, leak
or discharge, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves custom motorized window
coverings that were sold with Zeus brand AA
lithium batteries. Window coverings with batteries
included in this recall were sold under the Bali,
Graber, and Signature Series brands, and as
private labeled products of Blinds Galore and
JCP Home. The custom window coverings
include cellular, roller, Roman (fabric and natural
shades), pleated, sheer and layered shades, and
wood blinds. Only Zeus brand AA lithium
batteries are included in this recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using and remove the Zeus brand batteries from
the window coverings. Springs Window Fashions
will ship batteries and instructions directly to consumers. Consumers can contact Springs
Window Fashions at 800-221-6352 for additional information.

Nature’s Truth Slow Release Iron Supplements
Hazard: The packaging is not child-resistant as required by the Poison Prevention Packaging
Act. The tablets inside the bottle contain iron, which can cause serious
injury or death to young children if multiple tablets are ingested at once.
This recall involves Nature’s Truth Slow Release 45mg Iron Supplement
bottles. The 60 count, coated tablets were sold in a green bottle with a
green flip top cap. “Nature’s Truth,” “SLOW RELEASE IRON” and “45
mg” are printed on a yellow label on the bottle. Lot number 29672 and
the January 2019 [EXP 01/2019] expiration date are printed on the right
side of the bottle. These were sold pharmacies nationwide from
February 2017 to March 2017 for about $6.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately place recalled bottles out of
the reach of children and return them to the place of purchase for a full
refund or a replacement bottle.
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Bradshaw International Coffee Presses
Hazard: The glass beakers of the coffee presses can break
during normal use, posing a laceration hazard to users and
bystanders.
This recall involves Bialetti coffee presses with a glass beaker
in a plastic frame with a stainless-steel metal plunger. The
coffee presses were sold in blue, green, black and red and
hold eight cups of water. The plunger is stainless steel metal
and mesh with a polypropylene lid and handle in matching
color to the frame. The coffee press exterior measures 6.5
inches by 9.5 inches and the interior of the glass beaker
measures 7 inches by 3.75 inches. The polypropylene lid has
14 vents in the bottom of the rim to strain fluids, while pouring.
The Bialetti icon and logo are printed on each side of the
frame and “Bialetti” is printed on the top of the plunger. The date stamp of March 2017 or
earlier is printed on the underside of the plunger in a dial date code. (Dial date codes are read
from the center of the circle outward. The two numbers in the center of the circle represent the
year of production. The arrow in the circle points to the month of production on the outer
circle.) These coffee presses were sold at Fred Meyer, Kroger, Ross, Target, HomeGoods and
other specialty and grocery stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com from July 2016
through March 2017 for between $15 and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled coffee presses and contact
Bradshaw International at 877-614-9571 for a free replacement coffee press.

AM Conservation Group Luminescent Night Lights
Hazard: The night lights can overheat, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves luminescent night lights Model
2017-G, a square-shaped night light with a rounded
top. The night light glows green when plugged into an
electrical outlet. The back of the night light has a
metallic sticker with the “UL” logo on it. If the UL label
has a number on it beginning with the letter H or I
followed by eight numbers, it is included in this recall.
The night lights were given free to consumers,
individually and in energy conservation kits.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled night lights and contact the firm at 866878-1060 for a free replacement.
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Michael’s Ceramic
Travel Mugs
Hazard: The ceramic travel mug’s
lid does not fit securely and can
cause liquids to leak from the
bottom of the lid when tilted,
posing a burn hazard. Also, the
mug does not have a silicone
hand wrap so the consumer could
burn their hand on the side walls
of the mug.
This recall involves Michaels private brand Celebrate It™ ceramic travel mugs with a silicone
lid. The mugs measure about 6.5 inches tall and hold about 16 ounces of liquid. The travel
mugs have four designs: Motherhood the greatest adventure (lime green lid), MOM (lime green
lid), blue floral (turquoise lid) and pink floral (pink lid). Only ceramic mugs with SKU number
508992 and UPC code 886946619458 printed on a label on the bottom of the mugs are
included in the recall. These mugs were sold at Michael’s stores nationwide from March 2017
through April 2017 for about $8.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mugs and return them to any
Michael’s store for a full refund.

Pier 1 Imports Chalk Note Mugs
Hazard: The chalk note mugs can crack when filled
with hot liquid, posing a burn hazard to users.
This recall involves the Pier 1 Imports Chalk Note
Mugs that can be written on with chalk. The
stoneware mugs were sold in black and measure
5.25 inches tall by 5 inches in diameter. “Stoneware”
and “Pier 1 Imports” are printed on the bottom of the
mug. These mugs were sold exclusively at Pier 1
Imports stores nationwide and online at Pier1.com
from March 2016 through April 2017 for about $8.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled mugs and contact Pier 1 Imports
at 855-513-5140 for a full refund or merchandise
credit.
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Rejuvenation Wall Sconces
Hazard: The joint of the articulating arm can pinch or
cut the electrical wire causing it to fray, posing a shock
hazard.
This recall involves Rejuvenation Cypress and Imbrie
model articulated wall sconces. The wall sconces have
articulating jointed arms and adjustable shades in
various colors and finishes. They were sold in plug-in
(also called pin-up) and hard wired versions. The
sconce arms measure about 16 inches long. Each
sconce has a label located inside the canopy of the sconce that contains the SKU number,
configuration ID, manufacturing date and production order number. The following SKU
numbers are included in the recall and are printed on the production label: A1327, A1328,
A1329, A1330, A1331, A1332, A9591, A9592, A9593, A9594, A9595, A9596, A3621, A3622,
A3625, A3626, A3623, A3624. These sconces were sold exclusively at Rejuvenation stores
nationwide from September 2016 through March 2017 for between $250 and $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled sconces and contact
Rejuvenation at 855-347-2143 for instructions to receive a free repair or replacement sconce,
including shipping and charges for inspecting, removing and replacing the lamps by using a
licensed electrician.

Home Decorators Collection 3-Light and 4-Light Comotti Vanity
Fixtures
Hazard: The light shades of the Home Decorators Collection 3-light and 4-light Comotti vanity
fixtures can detach and fall, posing laceration and burn hazards.
This recall involves Home Decorators Collection 3-Light and 4-Light Comotti Vanity Fixtures.
The light fixture styles have 3 or 4 chrome-colored glass shades with clear acrylic ball strands
that surround a halogen light. The wall plate is made of reflective stainless steel. These fixtures
were sold exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide and online at www.homedepot.com
from December 2014 through March 2017 for between $95 and $110.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately contact Design
Solutions International at 800388-6141 to receive free
replacement light shades and
replacement instructions.
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TNT Red, White & Blue Smoke Fireworks
Hazard: The fireworks can explode unexpectedly after
being lit, posing burn and injury hazards to consumers.
This recall involves TNT Red, White, & Blue Smoke
fireworks. The recalled fireworks are pyrotechnic devices
that make smoke when lit. They were sold in a bag
containing three canisters: one red, one blue and one
white. Each colored smoke firework is a cardboard
cylinder tube that measures about 1 inch in diameter and
5 inches long. The TNT logo, “Red, White & Blue Smoke”
and UPC number 027736036561 appear on the
packaging.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled fireworks and contact America Promotional
Events at 800-243-1189 for a full refund.

Lumicentro Crystal Chandeliers
Hazard: The halogen bulbs sold with the chandeliers can
melt parts of the fixture, posing fire and burn hazards.
The recall involves Hampton Bay 3-Light Crystal
Chandeliers and Home Decorators Collection 4-Light Crystal
Chandeliers. The Hampton Bay 3-light chandelier has model
number 03179-4 and the Home Decorators collection’s
model number is 19161-4. The model numbers can be found
on the top of the unit. The chrome ceiling fixtures have
dangling crystals, weigh about 16 pounds and have three or
four 50-watt halogen bulbs. These chandeliers were sold
exclusively at Home Depot stores from September 2013
through February 2017 for about $220.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chandeliers and contact Lumicentro Internacional
S.A. for a free upgrade kit which includes 5 watt LED bulbs,
suction cup, upgraded installation manual and new warning
labels. The new labels identify that the fixture is only rated
for LED bulbs with a maximum of 6.5 allowable wattage.
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HomeGoods Glass Mugs
Hazard: The glass beer mug can break if heated or
used with hot liquid, posing burn and laceration
hazards.
This recall involves 16.9-ounce (500 ml) glass beer
mugs. The mugs have a label attached to the side of
the mug that reads: “Handmade in Poland.” A second
label on the bottom of the mug has the HomeGoods
style number 069386. These mugs were sold
exclusively at HomeGoods stores nationwide from May
2017 through June 2017 for about $4.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop heating
or using the recalled glass beer mugs with hot liquid and return them to the nearest
HomeGoods store for a full refund.

Outxpro Mosquito Zapper LED Light Bulbs
Hazard: The LED light bulb’s base can separate from the
connector, posing an electrical shock hazard.
This recall involves all Outxpro 2-in-1 mosquito zapper LED
light bulbs. The 10-watt bulb has a white grid housing that
measures about 3.1 inches high, 3.1 inches wide and 6.1
inches deep. The grid housing has a blue light used to attract
insects and an LED light below, for lighting. Item number
DYT-80 and “Kinven” is printed on the product’s packaging.
These bulbs were sold exclusively at Amazon.com from July
2016 through August 2016 for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled light bulbs, turn off the power supply and contact
R&D Products at 800-607-1848 for a free repair, including
shipping, and instructions for removing and replacing the
light bulb. R&D Products will reimburse consumers if a
professional electrician is needed to remove the recalled light
bulb’s base.
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Liquid Glitter iPhone Cases
Hazard: Liquid and glitter can leak out of the cases, causing skin
irritation and burns to consumers.
This recall involves all liquid glitter mobile phone cases for iPhone 6, 6s
and 7. The cases contain liquid and glitter that are floating in the plastic
case. They were sold in various styles and colors and measure about 5.5
inches by 2.75 inches. The model number and UPC can be found on the
product’s packaging.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled cases
and contact MixBin Electronics for a full refund.
Retailer(s)
Amazon

Model Number / UPC Code
MBH17-050-C1 / 856472006930
MBH17-050-C3-O1 / 56472006947

Description
Rose Gold
Clear

MixBin
Nordstrom
Rack

MBH17-050-C3-O2 / 56472006923
MBH17-050-C2 / 856472006916

Silver
Black

Henri Bendel 1000281939/400000648538
0000300133/400001881675
0000300729/400001992357
Tory Burch 36246 / 190041337545

Party Girls
Girl with Heart
Center Stripe
Island Confetti

Victoria’s
Secret

22981035 / 667540177601
23136828 / 667541590553
23142231 / 667541621530
Style: 23141657

Holiday Snow
Bombshell Ombre Snow
Snow
Star

UPC: 667541763834
23244791 / 667542590262

Clear Sparkling

23239365 / 667542590255
23186945 / 667542076001
23186946 / 667542076018
23273349 / 667542836421
23273348 / 667542836414
23305194 / 667543128648
23305192 / 667543128624
23305195 / 667543128655
23305191 / 667543128617
23305193 / 667543128631
23314726 / 667543220533

Gold
Waterfall Pink
Waterfall Pink (larger)
Lip Snow
Stripe + Pink
Paris Snow
Leopard Snow
XO Victoria Multi
Electroplated Silver
Icons
Electroplated Silver (larger)
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Really Good Stuff Write Again
Magnetic Dry Erase Boards
Hazard: The thin magnetic metal surface can
separate from the product’s wooden board, posing
a laceration hazard.
This recall includes Write Again brand dry erase
white boards sold in four sizes with SKU numbers:
152277 (double sided, 9 by 12 inches); 136110 (9
by 12 inches); 152211 (12 by 18 inches) and
301800 (6 by 9 inches). Lot numbers XXXXXX0903 through XXXXXX-1115 and SKU numbers
are printed on a label on the back of the dry erase
board. The boards were sold individually and in
packs of six.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled boards and contact Really
Good Stuff at 800-801-4046 for a replacement board.

Dr. Brown’s Natural Bottle and Dish Soap
Hazard: The bottle and dish soap can contain harmful bacteria. Exposure to bacteria poses a
risk of respiratory and other infections in immunocompromised
individuals.
This recall involves Dr. Brown’s Natural Bottle & Dish Soap sold
separately and with Dr. Brown’s bottle brush as a bottle cleaning kit.
The soap bottles were sold in two sizes: a clear plastic 16-ounce
bottle with a pump and a 4-ounce clear squeeze bottle. A label
affixed to the front of the bottles read “Dr. Brown’s natural bottle &
dish soap” and “100% plant-based ingredients.” This soap was sold
at stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com from September
2016 to June 2017 for between $3 and $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
bottle and dish soap and contact the firm at 877-962-2525 for
instructions on receiving a replacement bottle of reformulated dish
soap or comparable merchandise of equal or lesser value. Bottles
and dishes cleaned with the recalled soap should be boiled or
sanitized in the dishwasher.
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Nutrilife 29% Hydrogen Peroxide
Hazard: The bottle caps on the 29% hydrogen peroxide onegallon bottles do not vent properly and can allow pressure to
build up in the bottle and cause it to expand and rupture,
posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Nutrilife Plant Products one gallon/four liter
bottles of hydrogen peroxide (H202) liquid 29% oxidizer which
is used as a source of oxygen for water, a preservative for
fresh cut flowers, and to keep unwanted nutrient residuals clear
in reservoirs, drippers and dripper lines. The plastic bottles are
white with a blue/green label with a handle at the top. The
Nutrilife logo, H202, Liquid 29% Oxidizer and “An Oxygen
Source for Water” are printed on the front label. Open and closing instructions are printed on
the bottle caps with indented lettering. These were sold at plant food and hydroponic stores
nationwide from November 2016 through July 2017 for about $33.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bottles of hydrogen peroxide,
contact Nutrilife at 877-533-9572 for safe handling instructions and to receive a free
replacement bottle cap or for instructions on how to destroy the bottles and receive a full
refund.

Outdoor Gourmet Crawfish Kits
Hazard: The crawfish kit hose can melt and/or burn, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves the Academy Sports + Outdoors Outdoor Gourmet 100-Qt. Crawfish kit
with strainer which is an outdoor appliance
used to cook crawfish and other seafood in a
100-quart pot. The Crawfish kit includes a
hose assembly that connects the burner
component to an external LP fuel tank
supplied by the consumer. Model number
FSOGBG4201 is printed on the silver label
located on the burner component.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately
stop using the recalled 100-quart crawfish
kits and contact Academy Sports + Outdoors
at 888-922-2336 for instructions on obtaining
a free replacement hose assembly.
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Serious Spinout Fireworks
Hazard: The lit firework can tip over and fire shells at
bystanders, posing burn, fire and impact hazards to
consumers.
This recall involves all Fireworks Over America Serious
Spinout multi-effect fireworks sold both individually and by the
case. Recalled fireworks have product code FOA 2773 printed
on the back panel in the lower right-hand corner. The
fireworks consist of eight tubes wrapped in colorful paper. The
tubes are bundled together to form a "cake" that measures 6
inches tall by about 4 inches wide. "Serious Spinout,”
"Warning” and an image of two yellow cars are printed on the
front panel.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireworks and contact
Fireworks Over America at 800-345-3957 for a full refund.

Moonrays Mystic Globe and Snowglobe Stake Lights
Hazard: Light refraction through the stake lights can singe or melt items in contact with or in
the immediate proximity, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Moonrays brand large mystic globe and winter-themed snow globe stake
lights. The lawn and garden decorations are plastic globes mounted on a metal stake that can
be inserted into the ground. Water and
antifreeze allows glitter inside the
globe to float. The winter-themed light
stake is framed by a snowman,
Christmas Tree, Santa Claus or
reindeer. The solar powered lights also
contain LED bulbs that run on AA NIcd or AA-NI-Mh rechargeable
batteries.

Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
stake lights and contact Southwire at
888-847-8709 to return the product for
a refund.
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Skip Hop Moonlight & Melodies
Nightlight Soothers
Hazard: The soother’s USB wall power adapter
can break, posing an electrical shock hazard.
This recall involves Skip Hop’s Moonlight &
Melodies owl and elephant nightlight soothers that
play melodies or nature sounds and project
images. They have a USB wall power adapter and
cord. The white and gray owl soothers measure
about 5.5 by 4.5 by 6 inches. The white elephant
soother measures about 7 x 4.2 x 5.7 inches. The
soothers have a sound speaker on each side and
operation buttons at the top or the back. The Skip
Hop logo is on the underside of the soother. These
soothers were sold at Babies R Us, Buy Buy Baby,
Target and other retailers nationwide and online at Skiphop.com and Amazon.com from July
2016 through August 2017 for approximately $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled nightlight soothers and
contact Skip Hop for instructions on returning the USB wall power adapter with a prepaid
shipping label and receive a free repair kit which includes a free USB wall adapter.

Martha Stewart Collection Whiteware Cake Knife and Server Sets
Hazard: The handles on the knife and server can break during use,
posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Macy’s Martha Stewart Collection® Whiteware
cake knife and server set. The set includes a knife and a cake server.
Each is about 11 inches long. Both the knife and cake server have a
white, textured ceramic handle. “Martha Stewart Collection” is
embossed on the metal where the blades meet the handles. UPC
608356963330 and Product ID PRCDCKSRVR are printed on the
product packaging. These sets were sold at Macy’s stores nationwide
and online, and at Military Exchanges between January 2014 and July
2017 for about $25 at Macy’s and $15 at Military Exchanges.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled cake
knife and server sets and contact Macy’s at 888-257-5949 for a full
refund.
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Outlet Converters
Hazard: The outlet converters front outlet prongs are not
configured correctly, resulting in reverse polarity when plugs
inserted, posing shock and fire hazards.
This recall involves commercial electric 15-amp triplex outlet
converters, also known as taps, with model number LA-05 and
UPC 818897010121. The white plastic converters convert a
single electrical outlet into three outlets with an outlet plug on the left, front and right side of the
tap. The outlet taps measure 1.7 inches tall by 1.3 inches wide by 1.69 inches deep. On the
front facing outlet, neutral and line (power socket) sizes are reversed. The model number is
printed on the mold on the side that the prongs are located and the UPC number is printed on
a sticker on the top of the converter along with the UL listing. These converters were sold
exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide and online at www.HomeDepot.com from
February 2017 through July 2017 for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled outlet converters and contact
Home Depot for a full refund.

Kidd Fire Extinguishers
Hazard: The fire extinguishers can become clogged or require excessive force to discharge
and can fail to activate during a fire emergency. In addition, the nozzle can detach with enough
force to pose an impact hazard.
This recall involves two styles of Kidde
fire extinguishers: plastic handle fire
extinguishers and push-button
Pindicator fire extinguishers.
Plastic handle fire extinguishers: The
recall involves 134 models of Kidde fire
extinguishers manufactured between
January 1, 1973 and August 15, 2017.
The extinguishers were sold in red,
white and silver, and are either ABC- or
BC-rated. The model number is printed
on the fire extinguisher label. For units
produced in 2007 and beyond, the date
of manufacture is a 10-digit date code
printed on the side of the cylinder, near
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the bottom. Digits five through nine represent the day and year of manufacture in DDDYY
format. Date codes for recalled models manufactured from January 2, 2012 through August
15, 2017 are 00212 through 22717. For units produced before 2007, a date code is not printed
on the fire extinguisher.
Plastic-handle models produced between January 1, 1973 and October 25, 2015
2A40BC
Gillette TPS-1 1A10BC
Sams SM 340
6 RAP
Home 10BC
Sanford 1A10BC
6 TAP
Home 1A10BC
Sanford 2A40BC
Ademco 720 1A10BC
Home 2A40BC
Sanford TPS-1 1A10BC
Ademco 722 2A40BC
Home H-10 10BC
Sanford TPS-1 2A40BC
ADT 3A40BC
Home H-110 1A10BC
Sears 2RPS 5BC
All Purpose 2A40BC
Home H-240 2A-40BC
Sears 58033 10BC
Bicentenial RPS-2 10BC
Honeywell 1A10BC
Sears 58043 1A10BC
Bicentenial TPS-2 1A-10BC Honeywell TPS-1 1A10BC
Sears 5805 2A40BC
Costco 340
J.L. 2A40BC
Sears 958034
FA 340HD
J.L. TPS-1 2A40BC
Sears 958044
FA240HD
Kadet 2RPS-1 5BC
Sears 958054
FC 340Z
Kidde 10BC
Sears 958075
FC Super
Kidde 1A10BC
Sears RPS-1 10BC
FC210R-C8S
Kidde 2A40BC
Sears TPS-1 1A10BC
Fire Away 10BC Spanish
Kidde 40BC
Sears TPS-1 2A40BC
Fire Away 1A10BC Spanish Kidde RPS-1 10BC
Traveler 10BC
Fire Away 2A40BC Spanish Kidde RPS-1 40BC
Traveler 1A10BC
Fireaway 10 (F-10)
Kidde TPS-1 1A10BC
Traveler 2A40BC
Fireaway 10BC
Kidde TPS-1 2A40BC
Traveler T-10 10BC
Fireaway 110 (F-110)
KX 2-1/2 TCZ
Traveler T-110 1A10BC
Fireaway 1A10BC
Mariner 10BC
Traveler T-240 2A40BC
Fireaway 240 (F-240)
Mariner 1A10BC
Volunteer 1A10BC
Fireaway 2A40BC
Mariner 2A40BC
Volunteer TPS-V 1A10BC
Force 9 2A40BC
Mariner M-10 10BC
XL 2.5 TCZ
FS 340Z
Mariner M-110 1A10BC
XL 2.5 TCZ-3
Fuller 420 1A10BC
Mariner M-240 2A40BC
XL 2.5 TCZ-4
Fuller Brush 420 1A10BC
Master Protection 2A40BC
XL 2.75 RZ
FX210
Montgomery Ward 10BC
XL 2.75 RZ-3
FX210R
Montgomery Ward 1A-10BC
XL 2-3/4 RZ
FX210W
Montgomery Ward 8627 1A10BC XL 340HD
FX340GW
Montgomery Ward 8637 10BC
XL 4 TXZ
FX340GW-2
Quell 10BC
XL 5 PK
FX340H
Quell 1A10BC
XL 5 TCZ
FX340SC
Quell RPS-1 10BC
XL 5 TCZ-1
FX340SC-2
Quell TPS-1 1A10BC
XL5 MR
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Gillette 1A10BC

Quell ZRPS 5BC

XL 6 RZ

Plastic-handle models with date codes between January 2, 2012 and August 15, 2017
AUTO FX5 II-1
FC5
M10G
FA10G
FS10
M10GM
FA10T
FS110
M110G
FA110G
FS5
M110GM
FA5-1
FX10K
M5G
FA5G
FX5 II
M5GM
FC10
H110G
RESSP
FC110
H5G
Push-button Pindicator fire extinguishers: The recall involves eight models of Kidde
Pindicator fire extinguishers manufactured between August 11, 1995 and September 22, 2017.
The no-gauge push-button extinguishers were sold in red and white, and with a red or black
nozzle. These models were sold primarily for kitchen and personal watercraft applications.
Push Button Pindicator Models manufactured between August 11, 1995 and
September 22, 2017
KK2
M5PM
100D
AUTO 5FX
210D
AUTO 5FX-1
M5P
FF 210D-1
These extinguishers were sold at Menards, Montgomery Ward, Sears, The Home Depot,
Walmart and other department, home and hardware stores nationwide, and online at
Amazon.com, ShopKidde.com and other online retailers for between $12 and $50 and for
about $200 for model XL 5MR. These fire extinguishers were also sold with commercial trucks,
recreational vehicles, personal watercraft and boats.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Kidde at 855-271-0773 to request a free
replacement fire extinguisher and for instructions on returning the recalled unit, as it may not
work properly in a fire emergency.
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Sporting Goods &
Recreational
Vehicles
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Hammerhead Off-Road
Fun-Karts
Hazard: The fuel tank can crack and
cause fuel to leak, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves model year 2009
through 2015 Hammerhead Off-Road
GL 150, GTS 150 and GTS Platinum
fun-karts. The recalled fun-karts have
two seats and a rear cargo rack and
were sold in red, black, white, orange,
blue and green. “GTS” is printed on the
side cage and the hood of the GTS
models and “Hammerhead” is printed
on the hood of the GL models. Serial
numbers are printed on the cross bar behind the seats. These fun-karts were sold at
Hammerhead Off-Road dealers nationwide from August 2009 through July 2016 for between
$2,100 and $2,900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fun-karts and contact
Hammerhead Off-Road to schedule a free replacement of the fuel tank.

Gates G-Force ATV and UTV Clutches
Hazard: The clutch can break during operation of the vehicle and cause fragmentation and
forcefully eject parts, posing laceration or impact injury hazards to the operator.
This recall involves two models of the G-Force CVT clutches that are aftermarket metallic,
cylinder-shaped replacement clutch assemblies for use in all-terrain-vehicles and utility task
vehicles. The part number, “G-FORCE” and the Gates logo are printed on the round top of the
clutch. The UPC, part number and internal product number are printed on the packaging. Part
number CVTPRM001 with UPC 770075699415 and internal product number 76920001, as
well as part number CVTPRM002 with UPC 770075701316 and internal product number
76920005 are recalled. These clutches were sold at 3P Off
Road, Carolina Custom ATV, Sawgie Bottom Outdoor
Powersports and Tuner Solutions from March 2016 through
September 2016 for between $900 and $1,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using vehicles
with the recalled clutches and contact Gates for instructions
on receiving a full refund and $300 to cover disassembly and
reinstallation costs upon return of the recalled clutches. In
addition, Gates will ship a G-Force Belt at no cost to
consumers who return the recalled clutches to Gates.
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BRP Side-by-Side OffRoad Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicles can
unexpectedly roll away when in the
“park” or “P” position, posing an injury
hazard to users.
This recall involves model year 2016
Can-Am Defender, Defender DPS,
and Defender XT model side-by-side
off-road vehicles. The vehicles were
sold in various colors and have four
tires, two seats and a cargo box on
the back. “Can-am” is printed on the
side of the cargo box and the model name is printed on the side of the front of the vehicle
beside the headlight. The model name and vehicle identification number (VIN) are printed on a
label under the glove box. Contact BRP or a BRP dealer to verify VINs included in the recall.
These vehicles were sold at Can-Am dealers nationwide from October 2015 through
December 2016 for between $10,000 and $15,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a BRP
dealer to schedule a free repair.

Lightning Slides
Hazard: The weld between the slide bedway and
sidewall can crack and separate. A child’s fingers can
get caught in the space, posing an amputation hazard.
The recalled slides are made of stainless steel and
have both single and double bedways. There are welds
on both sides of the slide attaching the bedway to the
sidewalls, and the welds run continuously from the top
to the bottom. There are no identifying marks on the
slides. These slides were sold at independent
distributors to parks, schools and municipalities from
November 2000 through October 2016 for between
$1,500 through $4,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled slides and contact Playworld for a free
replacement slide and free installation. A temporary
barrier will be shipped to consumers to prevent children
from using the slide.
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Summit Climbing Tree Stands
Hazard: A weld in the tree stand’s frame can break during
use, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Summit Explorer SD closed front
climbing tree stands used for hunting. The tree stands
have a metal frame, a suspended foam-padded seat in a
camouflage pattern material and weighs about 20
pounds. The recalled stand can be distinguished from
other models by the size of the platform and by a bar that
encircles the user and folds down flat for packing. The
model also includes folding stirrups. These stands were
sold at sporting goods stores nationwide during August
2016 for about $360.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
climbing tree stands and contact Summit for instructions
on returning the recalled product for a free replacement.

Trek Bicycle Lights
Hazard: The bicycle light can operate intermittently when
paired with a remote transmitter, reducing the visibility of
and for the rider, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves Trek Bontrager Flare RT and Ion 700 RT
bicycle lights. Both models of lights come in black.
“Bontrager” and “Transmtr” are printed on the front of the
Bontrager Flare RT lights and the date code is printed on
the back. “Ion 700 RT,” “700 Lumen” and “Transmtr” are
printed on the side of the Ion 700 RT lights and the date
code is printed on the bottom under the charging port cover.
The recalled lights have the following date code:
Product
Date Code
Bontrager Flare RT
(Sold individually, but lights can also be paired with a remote Af0400001 through
transmitter)
Af0400407
Bontrager Ion 700 RT
(Sold as part of a set with a remote transmitter)

1606

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled lights with a remote
transmitter and return the lights to the store where purchased or contact Trek to receive a free
replacement bicycle light.
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Orbit Self-Balancing Scooters
and Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the
self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of smoking, catching
fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Orbit brand selfbalancing scooters/hoverboards. The hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform
and are powered by lithium ion battery packs. Orbit brand hoverboards were sold in the
following six colors: black, blue, gold, green, red and white. “Orbit” is printed on a black sticker
on the underside of the hoverboard. These hoverboards were sold through Evine’s televised
shopping programs and online at evine.com in December 2015 for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and contact
World Trading to exchange their hoverboard for a free UL-certified replacement hoverboard.

Barnett Outdoors Crossbows
Hazard: The crossbow’s sensor that senses whether an arrow is properly loaded can
malfunction and can cause the crossbow to fire unexpectedly, posing an injury hazard to the
user or bystander.
This recall involves six models of Barnett crossbows that can be identified by their model
numbers printed on the limbs of the riser and dome label on the bow. The following crossbows
are included in the recall: Barnett Ghost 415 Monochrome model number 78044, Barnett
Ghost 415 Mossy Oak model number 78059, Browning OneSixTwo model number 80004,
Browning OneSixOne model number 80005, Barnett Razr Ice model number 78212 and
Barnett Razr model number 78210. The Barnett Ghost 415 Monochrome and the Barnett
Ghost 415 Mossy Oak crossbows have their model names printed on each side and twice on
the front of the crossbows. The Browning OneSixTwo and OneSixOne have their names
printed on the front of the crossbows. The Barnett Razr Ice is blue with “RazrIce” printed on
both sides and the front of the crossbow. The Barnett Razr is silver with “Razr” printed on the
front of the crossbow. The safety on the Barnett affected triggers is silver in color and the
safety on the affected Browning triggers is black. These crossbows were sold at Cabela’s,
Bass Pro Shops, Dicks Sporting Goods and other retailers and dealers nationwide from April
2016 through November 2016 for between $800 and $1,600.
Remedy: Consumers
should immediately stop
using the recalled
crossbows and contact the
firm for a free replacement
trigger with a nock sensor.
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Carbon Express Crossbows
Hazard: The crossbow can fire
unexpectedly when the safety is
engaged, posing an injury hazard to the
user or bystander.
This recall involves two Carbon Express
Blade crossbows in black (model
20292) or camouflage (model 20240).
Both crossbows have “Blade” printed on the sides of the bow. The bows have a half aluminum
rail and a die cast riser. All models have a black pistol grip with a black butt stock and weigh
about 6.5 pounds. The crossbows shoot 320fps and have a 13-inch power stroke. The model
number is printed on a metallic sticker on the bottom left limb of the crossbow. These
crossbows were sold at Bass Pro, Ellett Brothers and other hunting and sporting goods stores
nationwide and online at Amazon.com and Carbonexpresscrossbows.com from July 2016
through October 2016 for between $250 and $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled crossbow, and return them to
Carbon Express to receive a free repair.

GLOPO Children’s Scooters
Hazard: The front wheels of the children’s scooter can detach when riding, posing a fall
hazard.
This recall involves Joyrider three-wheeled scooters for children. They have a low, footgripping deck, multicolored handgrips, and an adjustable metal T-bar handle. The scooters are
made of metal and plastic and come in a variety of colors. The tracking label sticker can be
found on the back of the scooter, with batch PO number of G20140423. Recalled model
numbers are: GT5048R, GT5110R, GT5121R, GT5124R, GT5125R, GT5122R, GT5117R,
GT5123R. Model numbers can be found on the bottom of the scooter base, on the receipt and
on the packaging. These scooters were sold online at Amazon.com from October 2014
through January 2016 for about $80 and at Zulily.com from June 2014 through July 2015 for
about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using recalled scooters and contact GLOPO at
855-965-1704 for instructions on receiving a free repair kit.
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Polaris Sportsman 570 AllTerrain Vehicles
Hazard: The air intake duct can contact
the fuel rail and cause a fuel leak, posing
a fire hazard.
This recall involves model year 2014
through 2016 Sportsman 570 Touring
and X2 model ATVs and model year
2017 Sportsman 570 6x6 model ATVs.
The recalled ATVs, listed below, have
one or two seats with four or six tires. “Sportsman” and the model type are printed on the side
of the steering column. The ATVs were sold in several colors. The vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) are printed on the front or rear frame near the back tire. Recalled VIN numbers
are at www.polaris.com. These vehicles were sold exclusively at Polaris dealers nationwide
from May 2013 through December 2016 for between $7,700 and $11,000.
Model
Year
2014

Model
Number
A14DH57AA

2014

A14DH57AJ

2015
2015

A15SDA57AA
A15SDE57AJ

2015

A15SJE57AS

2015
2015
2015
2016
2016

A15SJE57AV
A15SWE57AA
A15SWE57AD
A16SDA57A1
A16SDE57A2

2016
2016
2016
2017

A16SJE57AB
A16SWE57A1
A16SWE57A7
A17S6E57A1

Model

Price

SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EFI SAGE
GREEN
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EFI BRIGHT
WHITE
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EPS BRIGHT
WHITE
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 SP SUNSET
RED
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 SP BLUE FIRE
SPORTSMAN X2 570 EPS SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN X2 570 EPS INDY RED
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EPS BRIGHT
WHITE
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 SP BLUE FIRE
SPORTSMAN X2 570 EPS SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN X2 570 EPS INDY RED
SPORTSMAN 6X6 570 EPS SAGE GREEN

$

7,700.00

$

7,700.00

$
$

7,800.00
8,700.00

$

9,400.00

$
$
$
$
$

9,400.00
9,700.00
9,700.00
7,800.00
8,700.00

$
$
$
$

9,400.00
9,700.00
9,700.00
11,000.00

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact Polaris to
schedule a free repair. Polaris is contacting all known purchasers directly.
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Suzuki KingQuad 750
All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: The ATV’s battery can fail
and cause the engine to stop
running while in use, posing a
crash hazard.
This recall involves model year
2016 and 2017 LT-A750X and LTA750XP KingQuad ATVs. “Suzuki
KingQuad” and “4x4 750AXi” are
on decals on the sides. The model
number is printed on a hang tag on the ATV and on the owner’s manual. The XP model has
power steering. They were sold in green, red, camouflage and black colors. These vehicles
were sold at Suzuki ATV dealers nationwide from September 2015 through November 2016 for
between $8,600 and $9,600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact a local
Suzuki ATV dealer to schedule an appointment for a free repair.

Boosted Electric Skateboards
Hazard: The lithium ion battery pack of the electric-powered
skateboards can overheat and smoke, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves 2nd Generation Boosted Dual+ electric
skateboards with lithium ion battery packs. “Boosted” is printed on the
wooden skateboards. Serial numbers that start with S2634 through
S2644 are located on a white sticker on the bottom of the boards. The
battery packs were sold as original equipment with the skateboards
and are attached to the bottom of the board in a black thermoplastic
enclosure. Model number B2SR and “Boosted Lithium” are printed on
the battery pack. The battery packs have an orange power button.
These skateboards were sold Online at boostedboards.com from
September 2016 through November 2016 for about $1,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
skateboards and contact Boosted for a free replacement battery pack.
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Yamaha Snowmobiles
and Turbo Kits
Hazard: The turbocharger
overboost can cause severe
engine damage, posing crash and
fire hazards to the user.
This recall involves Yamaha model
year 2016 SR10 “SRViper”
snowmobiles that are equipped with a dealer-installed Mountain Performance Inc. (MPI) Turbo
Kit sold by Yamaha. The recalled snowmobiles were sold in several colors. The model name is
printed on the left and right side of the front cowling. The vehicle identification number (VIN)
and the model number are stamped on the frame (tunnel) near the right foot-well. The letter G
in the 10th position of the VIN number indicates that the unit was made in the 2016 model
year. These products were sold at Yamaha snowmobile dealers nationwide from August 2015
through April 2016 for between $12,800 and $14,100. The Mountain Performance Inc. (MPI)
Turbo Kits were sold as an after-market accessory at Yamaha snowmobile dealers nationwide
from March 2015 through September 2016 for about $3,300.
Model
SRViper R-TX DX
SRViper R-TX SE
SRViper R-TX LE
SRViper L-TX DX
SRViper L-TX SE
SRViper L-TX LE
SRViper S-TX DX 137
SRViper S-TX DX 146
SRViper X-TX SE
SRViper X-TX LE
SRViper M-TX 141 SE
SRViper M-TX 153
SRViper M-TX 153 SE
SRViper M-TX 153 LE
SRViper M-TX 162
SRViper M-TX 162 SE
SRViper M-TX 162 LE

Model Number
SR10RDGB, SR10RDGR
SR10RSGL, SR10RSGR
SR10RLGL, SR10RLGW
SR10LDGB, SR10LDGR
SR10LSGL, SR10LSGR
SR10LLGW
SR10SD37GR
SR10SD46GB
SR10XSGL, SR10XSGR
SR10XLGL, SR10XLGW
SR10MS41GL, SR10MS41GR
SR10M53GB, SR10M53GR
SR10MS53GL, SR10MS53GR
SR10ML53GL, SR10ML53GW
SR10M62GB, SR10M62GR
SR10MS62GL, SR10MS62GR
SR10ML62GL, SR10ML62GW

Colors
Blue, Red/Black
Blue, Red/White
Blue, Red/White
Black/Red, Black
Blue, Red/White
Blue, White/Red
Black/Red
Black
Blue, Red/White
White/Blue, White/Red
Blue, Red/White
Black, Red/White
Blue, Red/White
Blue, White/Red
Black, Red/Black
Blue, Red/White
Blue, White/Red

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowmobiles and contact a
local Yamaha dealer to schedule a free repair.
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Arctic Cat Snowmobiles
Hazard: The fuel tank can crack and fuel
can leak into the engine compartment,
posing a fire hazard.
The recall involves model year 2007,
2008, and 2009 Arctic Cat snowmobiles,
including F models, Jaguar and Jaguar
Z1 1100 models, Bearcat Z1 XT models,
T500 and T570 models, TZ1 and TZ1 Turbo models, and Z1 1100 and Z1 1100 Turbo models.
These snowmobiles were produced in a variety of color combinations. “Arctic Cat” is printed on
the sides of the vehicle and on the back snow-flap area. The model name is on the side of the
vehicle. The model number is printed in the owner’s manual. These snowmobiles were sold at
Arctic Cat dealerships nationwide from June 2006 through December 2016 for between
$11,500 and $14,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowmobiles and contact an
Arctic Cat snowmobile dealer to schedule a free repair.

Textron Bad Boy Off-Road Vehicles
Hazard: The off-road utility vehicles lack seat belts, posing a risk of serious injury or death to
the operator and passengers in the event of a vehicle accident.
This recall involves Bad Boy XTO and Bone Collector XTO model off-road utility vehicles
manufactured by Textron Specialized Vehicles. The recalled four-wheeled vehicles are batterypowered and have a bench seat for a driver and one passenger and a two-passenger, rearfacing bench seat on the back. The vehicles were sold in camouflage, black, white, forest
green, flame red, and patriot blue and the brand and model name are printed on the side and
front panels. The recalled vehicles have serial numbers
ranging from 8000020 through 8004934. The serial
number is located on the steering column connected to
the wheel. The recalled utility vehicles were sold at Bad
Boy dealers nationwide from November 2010 through
June 2013 for between $13,200 and $14,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled vehicles and contact Textron Specialized
Vehicles or an authorized dealer for a free installation of
seat belts.
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Pulse Electric Scooters
Hazard: The knuckle that joins the wheel of the children’s electric
scooters to the axle can break, posing a fall hazard to the rider.
This recall involves Pulse Safe Start Transform electric scooters for
children with manufacturing date codes between September 10, 2016
and October 11, 2016. The date code is printed on a label located
under the platform in format XX(month)/XX(day)/2016 – 066QY. The
scooters were sold in blue and have two wheels in front and one in
the rear. These scooters were sold exclusively at Target stores
nationwide from October 2016 through November 2016 for about
$100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled scooters
away from children and contact Pulse Performance Products at 844-287-8711 for a full refund.

Trek Disc Bicycles and Wheel Sets
Hazard: The front brake caliper of the disc bicycles and wheel sets can come into contact with
a broken spoke, posing a fall hazard to the rider.
This recall involves model year 2015, 2016, and 2017 Trek model 720 Disc bicycles and
Bontrager Approved TLR disc 700C 24H Front and Rear Wheels with silver spokes. Trek's
model 720 Disc have a lightweight aluminum frame and vibration-damping carbon fork. The
bicycle models were sold in 49 through 61 cm frame sizes. “Trek” is printed across the bicycle
frame. The model number can be found on the down tube. The aftermarket wheels are marked
“Bontrager TLR” on the rim, and will have 24 silver spokes. These wheels were sold at bicycle
stores nationwide from November 2014 through October 2016 for between $1,500 and $1,900
for bikes and March 2015
through November 2016 for
aftermarket wheels for
between $80 and $90.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the
recalled bicycles and wheel
sets and return the bicycles to
a Trek retailer for a free
inspection and free
replacement wheels.
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Helix Pool Slides
Hazard: A child can fall off the side of the slide
before reaching the pool entry point, posing a fall
hazard that can result in serious injury.
This recall involves Helix residential pool slides with
serial numbers from SR-HX13-01001 to SR-HX1301488 and SR-HX14-01001 to SR-HX14-01602.
“S.R. Smith,” “Helix” and the serial number can be
found on the product label located on the top right
side of the slide near the staircase rail. The recalled
slides are 7-feet, 4 inches-tall at the highest point
and have a helix (corkscrew) shape to its slide or
flume. These slides were sold at In The Swim,
Leslies Swimming Pool Supply, SCP Distributors
and other pool product distributors nationwide and online at Amazon.com and Intheswim.com
between May 2013 and March 2015 for about $3,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled slides and contact S.R.
Smith at 800-611-4750 for a free slide rail extension kit. Consumers can install the extension
kit or contact S.R. Smith for a one-time, free installation of the kit.

L.L. Bean Snowshoes
Hazard: The plastic material on the snowshoes can weaken and break during use, posing a
fall hazard to users.
This recall involves the L.L. Bean Adventure Adjustable
Snowshoes 25”-30” and L.L. Bean Adventure Adjustable
Snowshoe Package 25”-30”. The recalled snowshoes have
an aluminum frame with Boa bindings and a deck made from
polyethylene with “ADVENTURE ADJ 25-30” printed on the
side and “L.L. Bean” printed on the front. They were sold in
red (Carbon Chili) and blue (Glacier/Teal) and can be worn
with men’s or women’s winter boots. The recalled snowshoe
package includes the recalled snowshoes, adjustable
snowshoe poles and a bag.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
snowshoes and contact L.L. Bean at 800-555-9717 for a full
refund.
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Polaris Recreational
Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicle engine can
misfire and the temperatures of
the exhaust and nearby
components can get too hot and
cause the components to melt,
and/or a contaminated brake
master cylinder may cause
unintended brake drag, posing
burn and fire hazards.
This recall involves model year 2016 and 2017 RZR 900, 1000, Turbo and GENERAL 1000
recreational off-road vehicles (ROVs). “Polaris” is printed on the front grill and “RZR” or
“GENERAL” is printed on the side of the rear cargo area. The ROVs were sold in various
colors. The following models are included in the recall:
Model Year Model Number
2016
R16RGE99A7
2016
R16RGE99AE
2016
R16RGE99AV
2017
R17RGE99A7
2017
R17RGE99A9
2017
R17RGE99AM
2017
R17RGE99AW
2017
R17RHE99AU
2016
Z16VAA87A2
2016
Z16VAE87AL
2016
Z16VAE87AU
2016
Z16VAX87AM
2016
Z16VBA87A2
2016
Z16VBA87AB
2016
Z16VBE87AE
2016
Z16VBE87AS
2016
Z16VBE99AB
2016
Z16VBE99AK
2016
Z16VBE99AW
2016
Z16VCE87AE
2016
Z16VCE87AS
2016
Z16VDE99AM
2016
Z16VDE99AS

Model
POLARIS GENERAL 1000 EPS INDY RED
POLARIS GENERAL 1000 EPS DELUXE ORANGEBURST
POLARIS GENERAL 1000 EPS VELOCITY BLUE LE
POLARIS GENERAL 1000 EPS INDY RED
POLARIS GEN 1000 EPS HUNTER ED CAMO
POLARIS GEN 1000 EPS DXE TITANMATTEMETAL
POLARIS GENERAL 1000 EPS WHITE LIGHTNING
POLARIS GENERAL 4 1000 EPS SILVER PEARL
RZR 900 WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR 900 EPS TRAIL STEALTH BLACK
RZR 900 EPS TRAIL MATTE TURBO SILVER
RZR 900 EPS XC EDITION TITANIUM M METALLIC
RZR S 900 WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR S 900 PAINT BLUE FIRE
RZR S 900 EPS SPECTRA ORANGE
RZR S 900 EPS MATTE SUNSET RED
RZR S 1000 EPS BLUE FIRE METALLIC
RZR S 1000 EPS BLACK PEARL
RZR S 1000 EPS MATTE WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR 4 900 EPS SPECTRA ORANGE
RZR 4 900 EPS MATTE SUNSET RED
RZR XP 1000 EPS TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC
RZR XP 1000 EPS SUNSET RED
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2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Z16VDM99AM
Z16VFE92AE
Z16VFE92AH
Z16VFE92AS
Z16VFE92AW
Z16VFE99AM
Z16VFE99AS
Z16VFM99AM
Z17VAA87A2
Z17VAE87AB
Z17VAE87AK
Z17VAX87AK
Z17VBA87A2
Z17VBE87AB
Z17VBE87AK
Z17VBE99AL
Z17VBE99AR
Z17VCE87AB
Z17VCE87AK
Z17VDE92AK
Z17VDE92AM
Z17VDE99AM
Z17VDE99AW
Z17VDK99AK
Z17VDM99AB
Z17VDR99AZ
Z17VFE92AK
Z17VFE92AM
Z17VFE99AM
Z17VFE99AW
Z17VFM99AB

RZR XP 1000 EPS HIGH LIFTER TITANIUM MATTE
RZR XP 4 TURBO EPS SPECTRA ORANGE
RZR XP 4 TURBO EPS GRAPHITE CRYSTAL
RZR XP 4 TURBO EPS MATTE SUNSET RED
RZR XP 4 TURBO EPS MATTE WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR XP 4 1000 EPS TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC
RZR XP 4 1000 EPS SUNSET RED
RZR XP 4 1000 EPS HIGH LIFTER ED TITANIUM M
RZR 900 WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR 900 EPS BLUE FIRE
RZR 900 EPS BLACK PEARL
RZR 900 EPS XC BLACK PEARL
RZR S 900 WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR S 900 EPS VELOCITY BLUE
RZR S 900 EPS BLACK PEARL
RZR S 1000 EPS STEALTH BLACK
RZR S 1000 EPS INDY RED
RZR 4 900 EPS VELOCITY BLUE
RZR 4 900 EPS BLACK PEARL
RZR XP TURBO EPS CRUISER BLACK
RZR XP TURBO EPS TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC
RZR XP 1000 EPS TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC
RZR XP 1000 EPS WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR XP 1000 EPS VELOCITY BLUE LE
RZR XP 1000 EPS HIGH LIFTER VEL BLUE
RZR XP 1000 EPS BOULDERS ED MATTE GOLD
RZR XP 4 TURBO EPS CRUISER BLACK
RZR XP 4 TURBO EPS TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC
RZR XP 4 1000 EPS TITANIUM METALLIC
RZR XP 4 1000 EPS WHITE LIGHTNING
RZR XP 4 1000 EPS HIGH LIFTER ED VEL BLUE

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from August 2015 through February
2017 for between $12,800 and $24,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris for
a free repair. Polaris is contacting all known purchasers directly, and consumers can check
their VIN on the Polaris website.
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Polaris Sportsman 850 and
1000 All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: The right-side panel heat shield
can melt, posing burn and fire hazards to
riders. In addition, the exhaust springs can
stretch and damage the exhaust seal,
which can result in exhaust leaks and pose
burn and fire hazards.
This recall involves all model year 2015
and 2016 Polaris Sportsman 850 and 1000 model all-terrain vehicles (ATVs). “Polaris” is
printed on the front grill and “Sportsman 850” or “Sportsman 1000” is printed on the side of the
steering column. The ATVs were sold in several colors. The model number is located on the
fuel tank cover. The following models are included in the recall:
Model Year
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

Model Number
A15SXA85AJ
A15SXA85AA
A15SXA85AC
A15SXE85AS
A15SXE85AM
A15SYE85AS
A15SYE85AV
A15SXE95AW
A15SXE95AK
A15SXE95AC
A15SYE95AX
A15SXL95AM
A15SYL95AP
A16SXA85A2
A16SXA85A1
A16SXA85A9
A16SXE85AB
A16SXE85AS
A16SXN85A3
A16SXE85AM
A16SYE85AS
A16SXE95AG
A16SXE95AR
A16SXD95A9

Model/Color
Sportsman 850 White Lightning
Sportsman 850 Sage Green
Sportsman 850 Polaris Pursuit Camo
Sportsman 850 SP Sunset Red
Sportsman 850 SP Titanium Matte Metallic
Sportsman Touring 850 SP Sunset Red
Sportsman Touring 850 SP Blue Fire
Sportsman XP 1000 Matte White Le
Sportsman XP 1000 SP Black Pearl Metallic
Sportsman XP 1000 Polaris Pursuit Camo
Sportsman Touring XP 1000 Bronze Mist
Sportsman XP 1000 Titanium Matte Metallic
Sportsman XP 1000 Touring White Pearl Metal
Sportsman 850 White Lightning
Sportsman 850 Sage Green
Sportsman 850 Polaris Pursuit® Camo
Sportsman 850 SP Velocity Blue
Sportsman 850 SP Sunset Red
Sportsman 850 High Lifter Edition
Sportsman 850 SP Titanium Matte Metallic
Sportsman Touring 850 SP Sunset Red
Sportsman XP 1000 Matte Sagebrush Green
Sportsman XP 1000 Havasu Red Pearl
Sportsman XP 1000 Hunter Edition
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2016
A16SYE95AK
Sportsman Touring XP 1000 Black Pearl
2016
A16SXM95AL
Sportsman XP 1000 High Lifter Edition
2016
A16SYE95AP
Sportsman Touring XP 1000 Pearl White Le
These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from May 2014 through March 2017 for
between $8,500 and $15,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact Polaris to
schedule a free repair.

Advanced Sports International Fuji Bicycles
Hazard: The rear wheel freehub of the
bicycle can slip while pedaling, posing
a fall hazard.
This recall involves Advanced Sports
International’s 2017 Fuji bicycles with
Oval Concepts Rear Wheels. The
aluminum or carbon fiber bicycles
come in a variety of colors. The wheel
model number is printed on the rim of
the wheel. The hub model number is
printed on the drive-side hub flange.
Recalled models include:
Bike Model
Fuji Altamira CX 1.1
Fuji Altamira CX 1.3
Fuji Brevet 1.1 Disc
Fuji Cross 1.1
Fuji Gran Fondo 1.1 Disc
Fuji Gran Fondo 1.3 Disc
Fuji SL 1.3 Disc
Fuji Gran Fondo Elite Disc
Fuji SL 1.1 Disc
Fuji Norcom Straight 1.1
Fuji Norcom Straight 1.3
Fuji SL 1.1
Fuji SL 1.3
Fuji Transonic Elite

Wheel Model
Oval 950 Disc
Oval 723 Disc

Hub Model
3LLR

Oval 924 Disc
Oval 980

3NVR

Oval 935
Oval 950

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the recalled bicycles and contact
Advanced Sports International at 888-286‐6263 to receive a free replacement freehub body.
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Look Cycle Road Bikes and Aerostems
Hazard: The stainless steel clamp that secures the stem
to the handlebars can corrode and break, posing a fall
and crash hazard.
This recall involves Look Cycle Aerostems sold either as
an after-market component or installed as original equipment on Look Cycle model 695 and
795 road bikes for model years 2014 through 2017. The Look Aerostems are made of black
carbon fiber material with a black steel clamp around the handlebars. Recalled models have
either no number or the number 380706 printed in white on the bottom of the clamp. A
complete list of photos of the recalled stems and bike models can be found on the firm’s
website at www.lookcycle.com/en/safety-notice. These were sold at independent bike stores
nationwide from July 2013 through December 2016 for about $500 for the stems sold
individually and for between $5,500 and $16,000 installed as original equipment on Look Cycle
road 695 and 795 road racing bicycles.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using bicycles with the recalled Aerostems and
return them to the place of purchase for a free repair. Consumers unable to return their
bicycles should contact Look Cycle for instructions on receiving a free repair.

Vecaro LifeStyle Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves the Vecaro brand Glide65, Drift8, and Trek10 self-balancing scooter,
commonly referred to as hoverboards. Hoverboards have one wheel at each end of a platform
and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. The boards have “Vecaro” printed on the front
outer casing and come in black, white, red, blue, metallic gold, metallic silver, graffiti white
print, and red flame print. The model number is on the right for both the Glide65 and Drift8.
The Trek10 model number is on top of the board.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled scooters/hoverboards and
contact Vecaro at 855-6374061 to return their unit to
receive a free repair or a
credit toward the purchase of
a UL 2272 certified Vecaro
Glide or Glide-X.
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Haibike Electric Bicycles
Hazard: The fork on the front wheel of
the bicycles can rupture or break while
in use, posing a fall hazard to the rider.
This recall involves Haibike XDURO
Urban, Race and Superrace models of
electric bicycles. The recalled bicycles
have an aluminum frame, hydraulic
disc brakes, and a lithium battery. The
recalled bicycles have a letter/number
combination (‘HAERA’ followed by at least three Model
Model
Color
numbers and characters) printed on the front of
Year
the frame. Remove the battery to locate the
Haibike XDURO Urban
2014, 2015 Gray
letter/number combination on the frame. The
Haibike XDURO Urban
2016
Gray
following models are included in the recall.
RC
These bicycles were sold at Independent bicycle Haibike XDURO Race
2014, 2015 Black
dealers nationwide from January 2014 through
Haibike XDURO
2014, 2015 Black
February 2017 for about $4,000.
Superrace
Haibike XDURO Race S 2016
Gray
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
RX
using the recalled bicycles and contact Accell
Haibike XDURO Urban S 2016
White
North America at 800-222-5527 for a free repair.
RX

Xootr Kick Scooters
Hazard: The steer support can break during normal use,
posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves all Xootr kick scooters with the QuickClick
push-button latching mechanism. The silver scooters are 30
inches long by 10 inches wide, and have a handlebar height
of 36 inches. The Xootr logo is on the deck and lower section
of the handlebar. The scooters have a plastic, wood or metal
deck, and can be identified by a black push button located on
the steer support. These scooters were sold nationwide and
online from November 2016 through January 2017 for $270.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled scooters and contact the firm at 800-816-2724 to
receive the free repair.
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Pine Mountain Bicycles
Hazard: The rigid front forks on these
recalled bikes can bend or break
during use or while jumping, causing
the rider to lose control, posing fall and
crash hazards to the user.
This recall involves two Marin
Mountain bicycle model years and
model names: 2016 Pine Mountain 1
and 2017 Pine Mountain bicycles. The bicycles were sold in five frame sizes and in one basic
color scheme (silver painted frame with orange painted fork.) The model name “Pine Mountain
1” (2016) or “Pine Mountain” (2017) is printed on the top tube of the frame and the downtube of
the frame has a “MARIN” decal. These bicycles were sold at independent bicycle stores
nationwide from December 2015 through February 2017 for about $1,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mountain bikes and contact
the firm at 800-222-7557 for instructions on receiving a replacement bicycle fork and
scheduling a free repair.

Polaris Ranger 900 Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: A heat shield can fall off the vehicle, posing fire and burn hazards to riders.
This recall involves all model year
2015 Polaris Ranger XP 900, XP 900
EPS, and CREW 900 recreational offhighway vehicles (ROVs). The recalled
ROVs were sold in a variety of colors
and have either three or six seats and
a rear box. “Ranger” is printed on the
rear box, and “900” is printed on the
hood of the ROVs. All 2015 Ranger
900 models and vehicle identification
numbers (VINs) are included in this
recall. The VIN is printed on the frame
on the driver’s side towards the rear of
the vehicle. To check for recalled
vehicles by VIN, visit www.polaris.com.
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Model Year
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

Model Number
R15RTA87AA
R15RTA87AR
R15RTA87AC
R15RTE87AA
R15RTE87AR
R15RUA87AA
R15RUA87AR
R15RUY87AA
R15RTE87AK
R15RTE87AM

Model
RANGER 900 XP SAGE GREEN
RANGER 900 XP SOLAR RED
RANGER XP 900 POLARIS PURSUIT CAMO
RANGER XP 900 EPS SAGE GREEN
RANGER XP 900 EPS SOLAR RED
RANGER CREW 900 SAGE GREEN
RANGER CREW 900 SOLAR RED
RANGER CREW 900-6 SAGE GREEN
RANGER XP 900 EPS BLACK PEARL
RANGER XP 900 EPS SUPER STEEL GRAY

R15RTE87AS
R15RTE87AW
R15RTE87AX
R15RTE87AZ
R15RTE87AB
R15RUE87AC
R15RUE87AM
R15RUE87AS
R15RUE87AW
R15RUZ87AC
R15RUZ87AS
R15RUZ87AW
R15RTE87AV
R15RTE87A5
R15RTE87A2

RANGER XP 900 EPS SUNSET RED
RANGER XP 900 EPS WHITE LIGHTNING
RANGER XP 900 EPS SANDSTONE METALLIC
RANGER XP 900 EPS SUNSET RED SILVER
RANGER XP 900 EPS HUNTER EDITION
RANGER CREW 900 EPS POLARIS PURSUIT CAMO
RANGER CREW 900 EPS SUPER STEEL GRAY
RANGER CREW 900 EPS SUNSET RED
RANGER CREW 900 EPS WHITE LIGHTNING
RANGER CREW 900-6 EPS POLARIS PURSUIT CAMO
RANGER CREW 900-6 EPS SUNSET RED
RANGER CREW 900-6 EPS WHITE LIGHTNING
RANGER XP 900 EPS VOGUE SILVER DELUXE
RANGER XP 900 EPS HUNTER DELUXE EDITION
RANGER XP 900 EPS NORTHSTAR DELUXE EDITION

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from April 2014 through March 2017
for between $13,400 and $21,300.
Remedy: Consumer should
immediately stop using the
recalled ROVs and contact
Polaris at 800-765-2747 to
schedule a free repair.
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Polaris Sportsman and
Scrambler All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: The electronic power steering unit
can malfunction, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves model year 2017 Polaris
Sportsman 450, 570, 850, 1000 and
Scrambler 1000 model ATVs. The recalled
ATVs have “Polaris” printed on the front grill
and “Sportsman 450,” “Sportsman 570,” “Sportsman 850,” “Sportsman 1000” or “Scrambler
1000” printed on the side of the steering column. The ATVs were sold in several colors. The
model number is located on the fuel tank cover. To check for recalled vehicles by VIN,
visit www.polaris.com. The following models are included in the recall:
Model Year
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

Model Number
A17SEE50A1
A17SEE57A1
A17SEE57A7
A17SEF57A4
A17SEE57A9
A17SDE57A2
A17SHE57AL
A17SHE57AS
A17SHD57AG
A17SJE57AU
A17SWE57A1
A17S6E57A1
A17SXE85A9
A17SXE85AB
A17SXE85AM
A17SYE85AS
A17SXE95AL
A17SYE95AK
A17SVE95AM

Model
SPORTSMAN 450 HO EPS SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS INDY RED
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS UTILITY EDITION
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS PPC
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EPS BRIGHT WHITE
SPORTSMAN 570 SP STEALTH BLACK
SPORTSMAN 570 SP SUNSET RED
SPORTSMAN 570 SP MATTE SAGEBRUSH GREEN
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 SP SILVER PEARL
SPORTSMAN X2 570 SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN 6X6 570 EPS SAGE GREEN
SPORTSMAN 850 SP PPC
SPORTSMAN 850 SP RADAR BLUE
SPORTSMAN 850 SP TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC
SPORTSMAN TOURING 850 SP SUNSET RED
SPORTSMAN XP 1000 STEALTH BLACK
SPORTSMAN TOURING XP 1000 BLACK PEARL
SCRAMBLER XP 1000 TITANIUM MATTE METALLIC

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from September 2016 through March
2017 for between $6,900 and $13,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747to schedule a free repair.
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John Deere Gator Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The dust boot on the throttle cable can
come loose, resulting in the vehicle not slowing
down or stopping, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves John Deere Gator Utility
Vehicles with model number XUV590i or
XUV590i S4 printed on the hood and the “John
Deere” and “Gator” brand names printed on the
cargo box. The serial number, located on the
frame on the rear of the machine above the
hitch, begins with 1M0590 and fall within the
ranges on the chart below.
Model
XUV590i
XUV590i S4

Serial Number Range
1M0590T+++M010001 - 21714
1M0590F+++M010001 - 20554

These vehicles were sold at John Deere dealers nationwide from January 2016 through May
2017 for between $10,000 and $12,900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and contact a
John Deere dealer for a free repair.

Chromag Bicycle Stems
Hazard: The clamping bolts that secure the stem to the fork steerer and/or the handlebars can
break, posing fall and injury hazards to riders.
This recall involves Chromag bicycle stems used to clamp the fork steerer and/or handlebars.
The recalled stems include models BZA, Director, HiFi and Ranger. Only stems with a “Z”
marked inside the bolt head are included in this recall. “Chromag” and the model name are
printed on the stems. The stems were sold separately from bicycles. Bolts used in the stems
are 6 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length. The stems were sold in various colors including
black, red, blue, gold, purple and silver. These stems were sold in bicycle shops nationwide
and online at www.chromagbikes.com from November 2016
through March 2017 for about $120 for the stem.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using bicycles
with the recalled stems and contact Chromag at 800-380-4102
for free replacement bolts for the stem.
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Razor RipStik Electric
Motorized Caster Boards
Hazard: The rear wheel can stop rotating and
lock up while in use, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Razor RipStik electric
motorized caster boards. The boards have
two wheels, a hub motor and a lithium ion
battery. They have a wireless digital hand
remote that controls the speed up to 10 mph.
The manufacturing date is on the bar code label located on the bottom of the product and
Razor USA LLC is embossed on the bottom. “RipStik” is printed on the top of the board. They
are blue and black in color. These boards were sold at Target, Toys R Us, Walmart, and other
stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, Razor.com, Target.com, toysrus.com and
Walmart.com and other websites from February 2016 through April 2017 for about $180.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled caster boards and contact
Razor at 866-467-2967 to receive a free repair kit.

Polaris RMK and SKS Snowmobiles
Hazard: A weld on the steering post can separate, resulting in loss of steering control, posing
a crash hazard.
This recall involves model year 2017 Polaris RMK, PRO-RMK, SKS, and RMK snowmobiles.
“Polaris” is printed on the seat and “RMK,” “PRO,” “SKS,” or “ASSAULT” printed on the side
body panel. The snowmobiles
were sold in several colors. The
model number and VIN are
displayed on the right side of the
tunnel. To check for recalls by
VIN, visit www.polaris.com. The
following models are included in
the recall:
Polaris Model Year 2017 Snowmobiles
S17EFK8PS
800 PRO-RMK 155 SC SELECT
S17EFK6PS
600 PRO-RMK 155 SC SELECT
S17EFK6PSL
600 PRO-RMK 155 ES
S17EFK8PSA
800 PRO-RMK 155
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S17EGK8PS
S17EGM8PS
S17EFS8PS
S17EGP8PS
S17EFP8PS
S17EFT8PS
S17EFS8PSL
S17EGK8PSL
S17EFK6PSA
S17EGK8PSA
S17EFT8PSP
S17EFT8PSD
S17EFT8PSA
S17EFM8PS
S17EFK8PSL
S17EFN8PS
S17EHP8PS

800 PRO-RMK 163 SC SELECT
800 PRO-RMK 163 3" SC SELECT
800 SKS 155 SC SELECT
800 PRO-RMK LE 163 3" SC SELECT
800 PRO-RMK 155 LE SC SELECT
800 RMK ASSAULT 155 SC SELECT
800 SKS 155 ES
800 PRO-RMK 163 ES
600 PRO-RMK 155
800 PRO-RMK 163
800 RMK ASSAULT 155 POWDER ES
800 RMK ASSAULT 155 POWDER
800 RMK ASSAULT 155
800 PRO-RMK 155 3" SC SELECT
800 PRO-RMK 155 ES
800 RMK ASSAULT 155 3" SC SELECT
800 PRO-RMK LE 174 3” SC SELECT

These snowmobiles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from May 2016 through March
2017 for between $12,000 and $15,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact Polaris
at 800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.

Honda Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The front passenger seat belt
buckle can fail due to a manufacturing
defect, posing a risk of injury.
This recall involves model year 2017
Honda Pioneer 700 side-by-side
recreational off-highway vehicles. The
recalled ROVs were sold in two-seat
and four-seat models in blue, red,
silver or camouflage colors. “HONDA”
is printed on the front grill and rear
tailgate. “Pioneer 700” is printed on
the sides of the vehicle. The model
and serial numbers are printed on a
certification label located at the top
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rear of the left front wheel well. The following model numbers and serial number ranges are
being recalled:
Model
SXS700M4H
SXS700M4DH
SXS700M4DH
SXS700M2H
SXS700M2DH
SXS700M2DH

Type
AC
AC
2AC
AC
AC
2AC

Serial Number Range
1HFVE0201H4301181 -- 1HFVE0207H4302237
1HFVE02H5H4301268 -- 1HFVE02H6H4301697
1HFVE02R1H4300241 -- 1HFVE02R3H4300600
1HFVE0220H4301142 -- 1HFVE0223H4301801
1HFVE02NXH4301031 -- 1HFVE02NXH4301742
1HFVE02T6H4300361 -- 1HFVE02T9H4300600

Seats
4
4
4
2
2
2

These vehicles were sold at authorized Honda Powersports dealers nationwide from
December 2016 through April 2017 for between $10,500 and $13,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact their local
authorized Honda Powersports dealer to schedule an appointment for a free inspection and
repair.

VanMoof B and S Series Bicycles
Hazard: The front fender bolts do not break when an object gets stuck between the front tire
and the front fender/mud guard, posing fall and impact hazards.
This recall affects VanMoof B and S series bicycles. These bicycles were sold at bicycle stores
nationwide and online from January 2014 through December 2016 for about $800.
Remedy: Consumers
should immediately stop
using the recalled
bicycles and contact
VanMoof at 855-6236673 to receive free
replacement nylon bolts
for the front fender and
installation instructions.
The repair can be
completed by the
consumer without
assistance.
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Profile Design Cobra S Handlebar Stems
Hazard: The bicycle handlebar stems can corrode and
break, causing the rider to lose control and crash.
This recall involves Profile Design Cobra S carbon-wrapped black handlebar stems sold
individually and as original equipment on the following Kestrel, Fuji, Jamis and Scott bicycle
models: 2009 Kestrel Talon SL Tri Ultegra, 2009 Kestrel Evoke SL, 2009 Kestrel Airfoil Pro SL,
2009 Kestrel Talon SL, 2010 Kestrel Talon SL Tri-Ultegra, 2010 Kestrel Talon Tri-Force, 2010
Kestrel Airfoil Pro SL/Airfoil Pro SL (650c), 2010 Kestrel Talon Road SL, 2010 Kestrel 4000
SL, Fuji 2009 D-6 Pro, Fuji 2010 D-6 Pro, Fuji 2010 D-6 Matt Reed, Jamis 2010 Xenith T2,
Scott 2008 CR1 Plasma LTD (model# 209562), Scott 2009 Plasma Premium (model #212052)
and Scott 2010 Plasma Premium (model #215722). The stems were sold in seven lengths or
sizes including 60 mm, 70 mm, 80 mm, 90 mm, 100 mm, 110 mm and 120 mm. Only black
stems are included in this recall. These stems were sold at bicycle stores nationwide from
January 2007 through December 2013 for about $200 for the stem sold individually and
between $2,000 and $6,000 for bicycles sold with the stems as original equipment.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using bicycles with the recalled stems and
contact Profile Design at 888-800-5999 for instructions to receive a free replacement stem.

Pulse Performance Krusher Push Scooters
Hazard: The down tube of the scooter can break, posing a fall hazard to the rider.
This recall involves Pulse Krusher Pro Freestyle
scooters with factory code 083WY, item number
164257 and date code 10-8-2016 or earlier. The
factory code, item number and date code can be
found on a label printed on the underside of the
scooter deck. The 30-inch high scooters were sold in
blue and have the words “PULSE PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTS” printed on the down tube. These
scooters were sold at Walmart and Westminster
Trading stores nationwide and online at
Walmart.com from June 2016 through May 2017 for
about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled scooters and contact Pulse Performance
Products at 844-728-9957 for a full refund.
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Cycling Sports Group GT
Mountain Bicycles
Hazard: The handlebars can crack,
posing a fall hazard to the consumer.
This recall involves 2017 GT mountain
bicycle models: Karakoram Sport,
Karakoram Comp, Aggressor Sport,
Aggressor Comp and Aggressor
Expert. The bikes were sold in a
variety of colors including, black, blue, gunmetal grey and neon yellow. Only models with 1) a
solid black GT logo on the downtube and 2) a stem marked “Ø31.8 9-10N.m” are included in
the recall. For a complete list of GT Mountain bicycles included in this recall, visit the firm’s
website at http://www.gtbicycles.com/usa_en/recalls/. These bicycles were sold at bicycle
stores nationwide from June 2016-March 2017 for between $440 and $800.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact an
authorized GT dealer or Cycling Sports Group at 800-726-2453 to schedule a free repair of the
handlebar and stem.

Arctic Cat Snowmobiles
Hazard: The snowmobile drive clutch
can fracture and fragments can
escape the snowmobile shielding,
posing an impact hazard.
This recall involves all model year
2017 Arctic Cat 9000 Turbo
snowmobiles and model year 2018
Arctic Cat 6000, 7000, 8000, and 9000
snowmobiles. The vehicle
identification number (VIN) is stamped
on the right side of the snowmobile
tunnel near the right foot rest. The last six digits of the VIN are needed to identify recalled
snowmobiles. The recalled snowmobiles were produced in a variety of color combinations.
“Arctic Cat” is printed on the sides of the vehicle and on the back snow-flap area. These
snowmobiles were sold at Arctic Cat dealerships nationwide from June 2016 through May
2017 for between $13,200 and $16,900.
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Model
Year
2017
2018

Model

Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)

Artic Cat 9000 Turbo
All VINs
Artic Cat 6000, 7000, 8000 Within range of 100001 through 102133 or 808003
and 9000
through 808241

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowmobiles and contact an
Arctic Cat snowmobile dealer to schedule a free repair.

Kawasaki Utility Vehicles, Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles and
All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: The fuel gauge retainer can collapse and leak fuel, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves 2017 Mule™ utility vehicles, Teryx® and Teryx4™ recreational off-highway
vicles, and Brute Force® 750 all-t The 2017 Mule utility vehicle is a four-wheel off-highway
vehicle with side by side seating for two to six people and automotive style controls. The model
name is printed on the right and left front fender. For the Mule SX series and the Mule 4000
series, the vehicle identification number (VIN) is located under the seat. For the Pro models,
the VIN is located on the steel frame between the right front lower A-arm mounts. The 2017
Teryx recreational off-highway vehicle is a four-wheel off-highway vehicle with seating for two
or four people and automotive style controls. The model name is printed on the right and left
front fender. The VIN is located on the steel frame between the right front lower A-arm
mounts.The 2017 Brute Force 750 4x4i all-terrain vehicle is a four-wheel off-highway vehicle
with seating for one person. The model name is printed on the right and left front fender. The
VIN is located on the steel frame between the left front lower A-arm mounts. The vehicles were
sold in various colors.
Model
Model
VIN Range
Year
Brute Force 750 all-terrain vehicles
2017
BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4i EPS JKAVFDL11HB506155
2017
BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4i EPS - JKAVFDG10HB512832
Camo
2017
BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4i EPS
2017
BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4i
Teryx recreational off-highway vehicles
2017
TERYX
JKBRFCH17HB501204 JKBRTCG10HB507422
2017
TERYX LE
2017
TERYX Camo
2017
TERYX4
2017
TERYX4 LE
2017
TERYX4 Camo
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Mule utility vehicles
2017
MULE SX 4x4
JKBAFSL19HB500313 JK1AFCR14HB531308
2017
MULE SX
2017
MULE SX 4x4 XC
2017
MULE SX 4x4 XC Camo
2017
MULE SX 4x4 XC SE
2017
MULE SX 4x4 SE
2017
MULE 4010 4X4
2017
MULE 4000
2017
MULE 4010 Trans4x4
2017
MULE 4010 Trans4x4 Camo
2017
MULE 4010 4x4 SE
2017
MULE 4010 Trans4x4 SE
2017
MULE PRO-FXT
2017
MULE PRO-FXT EPS
2017
MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE
2017
MULE PRO-FXT EPS Camo
2017
MULE PRO-FX
2017
MULE PRO-FX ESP
2017
MULE PRO-FX ESP LE
2017
MULE PRO-FX ESP Camo
2017
MULE PRO-FXT Ranch Edition
2017
MULE PRO-FX Ranch Edition
2017
MULE PRO-DXT
2017
MULE PRO-DXT EPS
2017
MULE PRO-DXT EPS LE
2017
MULE PRO-DX
2017
MULE PRO-DX EPS
These vehicles were sold
at Kawasaki dealers
nationwide from March
2017 through April 2017
for between $8,000 and
$15,000.
Remedy: Consumers
should immediately stop
using the recalled vehicles
and contact Kawasaki at
866-802-9381 for a free
repair.
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Advanced Composites Bicycle Forks
Hazard: The fork leg can crack or become damaged, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves select Wound Up Tandem Duo Disc bicycle forks
manufactured between June 2015 and December 2015. The forks have a
carbon crown and legs and the words “Wound Up” printed on the legs. Serial
numbers included in the recall are: AC662, BJ573, CD758, CE779, CE789,
CE800, CE805, CE806, CF830, CF831, CG843, CG845, CG848, CG851,
CG852, CG853, CG862, CG863, CG865, CH913, CH914, CH915, CH916,
CI925, CI926, CI928, CI929, CI931, CI932, CI933, CI973, CI974, CI975, CI976,
CK008, CK009, CL056 and CL062. The serial number is engraved on the bottom of the disc
brake tab mounted on the fork leg. These forks were sold at independent bicycle frame
builders from June 2015 through December 2015 for about $575 for the fork.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycle forks contact
Advanced Composites at 800-417-1597 for an inspection. Advanced Composites will inspect
the forks and provide a free replacement for defective forks including shipping costs.

TriggerTech Carbide Crossbow and Rifle Triggers
Hazard: Carbide rollers on the triggers can crack causing the weapon to discharge without
trigger activation, posing an injury hazard to the user or bystander.
This recall involves TriggerTech carbide triggers, including the
Rem 700 Carbide Triggers, the AR15 Carbide Triggers, and the
Excalibur, Mission, Killer Instinct, and Parker Crossbow Triggers.
The various carbide triggers used in crossbows can be identified
by the model number and corresponding serial number or date
code. The serial number/date code can be found on the side of
the Rem 700 and AR15 triggers, and on the bottom of the Killer
Instinct, Excalibur, Mission, and Parker triggers. The recalled
products all have carbide rollers.
Carbide Trigger Identification
Model
Serial Number
Rem 700 2088-2090, 6501-7500,
9226-9999, 10000, 1200112003
AR15
N/A

Date Code
BAR001-BAR189, BBR001-BBR005

ALC001-ALC020, ALS001-ALS017, BAFC001BAFC007, BALC001-BALC004, BAC001-BAC092,
BAS001-BAS034, BBLC001-BBLC019, BBLS001-
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Killer
Instinct

2121-2160, 2202-2241,
2261-2321, 2326-2358,
2449-2499, 5224-5265,
5269-5270, 5290, 5301,
5307-5365, 5367-5561,
9131-9225
Excalibur 2448, 2500, 4113-4332,
4345-4448, 5077, 50885180
Mission 2086-2087, 2091-2120,
2161-2201, 2242-2260,
2322-2325, 2425-2447,
5181-5222
Parker 2359-2424

BBLS003, BBC001-BBC107, BBS001-BBS013,
BCS001-BCS002, BCLC001-BCLC001, BCC001BCC008
BCK001-BCK032, BEK001-BEK108

BAE001-BAE095, BCE001-BCE061, BDE001BDE029, BFE001-BFE020, BGE001-BGE039
N/A

N/A

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled triggers and contact the firm
at 888-795-1485 for a free replacement trigger with stainless steel rollers. TriggerTech will
offer a full refund instead of the replacement trigger if the recalled item has been discontinued.

Electric Bicycle Conversion Copenhagen Wheels
Hazard: The rear axle can fail, posing fall and crash hazards to riders.
This recall involves the Copenhagen Wheel electric bicycle conversion wheels with serial
numbers 01031708600020000000 through 01031710400250000000 for multi-speed wheels
and 02031708600020000000 through 02031710400250000000 for single speed wheels. The
Copenhagen wheel converts a standard bicycle into an electric bike. It is compatible with 26
inches and 700c (about 28 inches) wheel sizes. All
components are housed inside the wheels red hub. The
serial number can be found on the wheel’s user interface
panel just above the axle. These wheels were sold
exclusively at Superpedestrian.com from March 2017
through April 2017 for about $1,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled electric bicycle conversion wheel and contact
Superpedestrian to receive a free replacement electric
bicycle conversion wheel, including shipping.
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Cub Cadet 2016 Challenger
Utility Vehicles
Hazard: Air in the brake system can cause
brake failure, posing a crash hazard to the
user or bystander.
This recall involves four-wheel drive Cub
Cadet 2016 Challenger utility vehicles.
Model numbers included in the recall are:
CX500 (37AW7CKD010, 37AW7CKD710,
37AW7CLD010, 37AW7CLD710,
37AW7CMD710, 37AW7CND710); CX700
(37AX7CKD010, 37AX7CKD710,
37AX7CLD010, 37AX7CLD710,
37AX7CMD710, 37AX7CND710); and CX750 Crew (37AY8CKD710, 37AY8CLD710,
37AY8CMD710, 37AY8CND710). The recalled vehicles were manufactured between March
2016 through November 2016. A label located under the driver’s seat lists the model number
and the month and year of manufacture. These vehicles were sold at independent Cub Cadet
dealers nationwide from March 2016 through May 2017 for between $8,500 to $9,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact an
authorized Cub Cadet dealer or Cub Cadet at 888-848-6038 to arrange for a free repair.

iRover Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves iRover self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as hoverboards,
model numbers 87645 and 87644. Hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform
and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. The boards have “iRover” printed on the front
outer casing and come in black and white.
The model number is listed on the bottom of
the unit.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately
stop using these recalled
scooters/hoverboards and contact iRover for
instructions on returning their hoverboard for
a free UL2272-certified replacement unit.
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Polaris Sportsman 570
All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: Fuel can leak into the
headlight pod, posing fuel leak and fire
hazards.
This recall involves model year 2014
Polaris Sportsman 570 all-terrain
vehicles (ATVs). The ATVs were sold
in several colors. “Polaris” is printed on
the front grill, and “Sportsman 570” is
printed on the side panel.
YEAR MODEL
DESCRIPTION
2014 A14MH57AA
SPORTSMAN 570 EFI SAGE GREEN
2014 A14MH57AD
SPORTSMAN 570 EFI INDY RED
2014 A14MH57AC
SPORTSMAN 570 EFI POLARIS PURSUIT CAMO
2014 A14MH5EAA
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS SAGE GREEN
2014 A14MH5EAJ
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS BRIGHT WHITE
2014 A14DH57AA
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EFI SAGE GREEN
2014 A14DH57AJ
SPORTSMAN TOURING 570 EFI BRIGHT WHITE
2014 A14MH5EAC
SPORTSMAN 570 EPS POLARIS PURSUIT CAMO
These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers from April 2014 through May 2017 for between
$6,500 and $7,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair. Polaris is contacting all known purchasers directly.

Corbeau 5-Point Camlock Harness Belts
Hazard: One of the five harness belts can unlock during use and allow the user to fall out of or
be thrown from the vehicle, posing a risk of serious injury or death.
This recall involves 5-Point Camlock harness belts intended for use on off-highway vehicles.
The belts have part numbers 53001B, 53007B and 53009B. These 5-point camlock harness
belts have five mounting points; two lap points, two points behind the seat and an additional
strap between the legs. Only harness belts with a date code between May 2016 and May 2017
are included in the recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled product and contact Corbeau
USA to receive a replacement or refund.
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Polaris RZR 570 and RZR S
570 Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The front brake can detach,
posing crash and injury hazards.
This recall involves all model year 2017
Polaris RZR 570 and RZR S 570
recreational off-highway vehicles
(ROVs), including RZR EPS 570 or
RZR S 570 EPS vehicles which have
electronic power steering. Model
number Z17VJE57AR was sold in red, model number Z17VHE57AU in silver and model
number Z17VHA57A2 in white. The two-seat ROVs have “Polaris” stamped on the front grill
and RZR or RZR S on the side of the rear cargo. The model number can be found on the
manufacturing data label, near the right front fender. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is
printed on the frame on the driver’s side towards the rear of the vehicle. To check for recalled
vehicles by VIN, visit www.polaris.com.
Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.

Polaris RZR 170 Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The fuel tank neck can crack or the wiring harness can overheat or short circuit,
posing fuel leak and fire hazards.
This recall involves all model year 2015 through 2017 youth RZR 170 recreational off-highway
vehicles (ROVs). The recalled ROVs
have two seats and were sold in red,
blue and white. For model year 2015
ROVs, “Polaris” is printed on the
front grill, “RZR” is printed on the
rear panel, and “170” is printed on
the front panel. For model year 2016
and 2017 ROVs, “Polaris” is printed
on the front grill and on the rear
panel, and “RZR” is printed on the
front panel. The VIN is printed on the
frame on the driver’s side front
wheel well. These vehicles were
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sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from February 2015 through July 2017 for about $4,700.
Year
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017

Model
R15YAV17AA
R15YAV17AF
R15YAV17BA
R15YAV17BF
Z16YAV17AB
Z16YAV17AF
Z16YAV1CAB
Z16YAV1CAF
Z17YAV17A2
Z17YAV17A5

Description
RZR 170 EFI RED
RZR 170 EFI BLUE
RZR 170 EFI RED
RZR 170 EFI BLUE
RZR 170 WHITE
RZR 170 BLUE
RZR 170 WHITE
RZR 170 BLUE
RZR 170 WHITE
RZR 170 BLUE

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.

Polaris Scrambler
All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: The throttle release switch
can fail, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves all model year
2014 through 2017 Scrambler XP
1000 all-terrain vehicles. “Polaris” is
stamped on the front grill and rear
panel, and “Scrambler XP” on the
center panel. The ATVs were sold in
black, lime, red and white. Model
numbers A14GH9EAW,
A15SVE95AW, A16SVE95AM, A16SVE95AA and A17SVE95AM are included on this recall.
The model number is located on the fuel tank cover. To check for recalled vehicles by vehicle
identification number (VIN) visit www.polaris.com. These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers
nationwide from April 2013 through June 2017 for about $13,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.
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Kawasaki All-Terrain
Vehicles
Hazard: The fuel tap can leak,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves 2013-2017
KFX50 and 2012-2017 KFX90
Kawasaki all-terrain vehicles
(ATVs). The recalled ATVs have
four wheels and seating for one
person and were sold in a variety
of colors. The model name is
printed on the right and left front
fender. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is located on the front of the steel frame behind
the bumper.
Model
Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Model

VIN Range

KFX50
KFX50
KFX50
KFX50
KFX50
KFX50
KFX90
KFX90
KFX90
KFX90
KFX90
KFX90
KFX90

RGSWA04A8DB100101-RGSWA04A3DB800110
RGSWA04A6EB100101-RGSWA04A1EB800110
RGSWA04A4FB100101-RGSWA04A3FBA00106
RGSWA04A2GB100101-RGSWA04A6GBA00120
RGSWA04A0HB100101-RGSWA04AXHB800112
RGSWA04A4HB180101-RGSWA04A7HB180352
RGSWE07AXCB100101-RGSWE07A1CB100827
RGSWE07A8DB100101-RGSWE07A3DB800110
RGSWE07A6EB100101-RGSWE07A7EB800130
RGSWE07A4FB100101-RGSWE07A0FB500110
RGSWE07A2GB100101-RGSWE07A8GB800110
RGSWE07A9HBC10101-RGSWE07A2HBC11171
RGSWE07A0HBD20101-RGSWE07A6HBD20166

These vehicles were sold at Kawasaki dealers nationwide from October 2011 through May
2017 for between $2,000 and $2,600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ATVs and contact Kawasaki
at 866-802-9381 for a free repair.
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Arc’teryx Ski Mountaineering Boots
Hazard: The axis pin located at the rear of the boot can dislodge,
resulting in damage to the boot and posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Arc’teryx Procline ski mountaineering boots sold in
the following models: Procline carbon support boot, Procline carbon lite
boot. The boots were sold in one color, cayenne (orange)/black and in
men’s sizes 7½ to 14 and women’s sizes 6 to 10½ (MONDO sizes 2330.5). “Arc’teryx” is located on the front of the boot; Men’s Procline
support boot, and Men’s Procline lite boot. The boots were sold in one color, grey/black and in
sizes 7½ to 14 (MONDO sizes 25-30.5). “Arc’teryx” is located on the front of the boot; and
Women’s Procline lite boot, and Women’s Procline support boot. The boots were sold in one
color, euphoria (yellow)/black and in sizes 6 to 10½ (MONDO sizes 23 – 27.5). “Arc’teryx” is
located on the front of the boot. Only the foregoing models of boots that do not have a colored
dot on the inside of the spoiler (the upper portion of the rear) are included in the recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled boots and return them to an
authorized Arc’teryx dealer for a free repair.

Polaris GENERAL Recreation Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: Inconsistent tire pressure information can result in improperly-inflated tires, posing a
crash hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2017
Polaris GENERAL Base and
GENERAL Hunter two-seat, side-byside recreational off-highway vehicles
(ROVs). The GENERAL Base was sold
in red and the GENERAL Hunter was
sold in camo. “Polaris” is printed on the
front grill, “GENERAL” is printed on the
rear panel and “1000” is printed on the
front panel. The VIN is printed on the
left rear frame below the cargo box.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
vehicles and contact Polaris for a new
tire pressure label and addendum to
the owner’s manual.
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Smith Quantum Helmets
Hazard: The buckle on the helmet can disengage,
posing a risk of head injury.
This recall involves all 2016 and 2017 Smith
Quantum ski and snowboard helmets. They were
sold in in sizes S, M, L and XL in matte
black/charcoal, matte white/charcoal, matte Fire
(red) /charcoal, matte Klein Blue (blue), matte olive
green, matte Reactor (bright green) /black and
matte Thunder gray (gray) color combinations.
Smith Quantum is printed on a label inside the
helmet along with the manufacturing dates. These
helmets were sold at ski and snowboard shops and
by major retailers, online at Backcountry.com, Smithoptics.com, and other online retailers, from
October 2016 through July 2017 for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and contact Smith at
833-459-0417 for instructions on returning the helmet, free of cost, to Smith for a free repair.

Kawasaki Brute Force 300 All-Terrain Vehicles
Hazard: The fuel tap or carburetor can leak fuel, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves all 2012 through 2017 model Kawasaki Brute Force 300 ATVs. The
recalled ATVs have seating for one person and were sold in red, black, white and green. Brute
Force is printed on the right and left front fender. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is
located under the bumper. To
check for recalled vehicles by
VIN, visit www.kawasaki.com.
These vehicles were sold at
Kawasaki dealers nationwide
from November 2011 through
June 2017 for about $4,300.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the
recalled ATVs and contact
Kawasaki at 866-802-9381 to
schedule a free repair.
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Honda CRF450R
Motocross Off-Road
Motorcycles
Hazard: The transmission gear
can break, posing crash and
injury hazards.
This recall involves all model
year 2015 and 2016 Honda
CRF450R motocross off-road
motorcycles with 450cc, 4-cycle
engines. The motorcycles are red, black and white and have “Honda” and “CRF450R” printed
on both sides. The model year is printed on a label located at the front right top of the frame,
near the steering head. Vehicle identification numbers (VIN) ending in 7FK400015 through
6FK403360, for the 2015 model, and 36GK500009 through 1GK502993, for the 2016 model,
are included in this recall. The VIN is stamped on a nameplate located in the frame at the front
right, near the steering head. These motorcycles were sold at Authorized Honda Powersports
dealers nationwide from September 2014 through August 2017 for about $8,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled motorcycles and contact an
authorized Honda Powersports dealer to schedule a free inspection and free repair.

SRAM Bicycle Brakes
Hazard: A rivet in the brake assembly can loosen or disengage, resulting in brake failure,
posing crash and injury hazards to the rider.
This recall involves the Avid SD7 bicycle mechanical rim brake. There is a date code stamped
on the back of the brake arm with the date format DDMMYY representing the day, month and
year of manufacture. The brakes were sold separately by SRAM and were also installed as
original equipment on ElliptiGO model 11R elliptical cycles. These brakes were sold at
Specialty bike stores nationwide and online at www.jenson.com and www.REI.com from June
2014 to May 2017 for about $40, and installed as
original equipment on ElliptiGO model 11R
elliptical cycles from October 2014 to May 2017 for
about $3,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled brakes and contact SRAM at
800-346-2928 to receive free replacement brakes
and installation instructions.
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Dick’s Sporting Goods Fitness Gear
Resistance Tubes
Hazard: The resistance tubes can break while in
use and strike the user, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves Fitness Gear resistance tubes
used as upper and lower body workout equipment.
The latex tubes were sold in blue, gray, green,
orange, purple and red with grey handles. The tubes
range in resistance from 5 pounds to 30 pounds and
were sold individually and in kits of three, four or five
resistance tubes. The resistance level is marked on the black strap between the handle and
the tube. The recalled model numbers are: STA00560, STA00561, STA00562, STA00563,
STA00564, STA00565, STA00566, STA00567 and STA00568. These tubes were sold
exclusively at Dick’s Sporting Goods nationwide and online at DicksSportingGoods.com from
September 2015 through August 2017 for between $15 and $80.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled products and return them to
the nearest DICK’s Sporting Goods store. Consumers with a receipt will receive a full refund
and consumers without a receipt will receive a store credit.

Pro-Tec Multisport Helmets
Hazard: The buckle on the helmet fails to meet current federal safety standards, posing a risk
of head injury.
This recall involves Pro-Tec City Lite and Pro-Tec Street Lite adult multisport helmets. The
helmets have chin straps secured by plastic buckles and were sold in sizes S, M, L, and XL.
The same buckle was used on all sizes of both helmets. The buckle bears the markings
“ERGO-LOK” and the “UTX D-FLEX” logo. A label on the inside of the helmet reads “Pro-Tec
City Lite” or “Pro-Tec Street Lite.” The recalled helmets have a date code inside on the EPS
liner in the format MM/DD/YYYY-090EO. There are two
vent holes in the back of the helmet. The left vent hole
has either an LED light or a plastic insert. The City Lite
helmet was sold in rubber black and gloss white, and the
Street Lite helmet was sold in rubber black, rubber red
and gloss white.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled helmets and return them to Pro-Tec for a full
refund.
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Polaris GENERAL OffHighway Recreational
Vehicles
Hazard: The steering wheel shaft can
shift and detach while in use, resulting
in a loss of control and crash hazard.
This recall involves model year 2016
and 2017 Polaris General 2- and 4seat side-by-side recreational offhighway vehicles. The vehicles were
sold in black, blue, camouflage,
orange, red, silver and white and have a cargo box on the back. “Polaris” is printed on the front
grill, “GENERAL” is printed on the rear panel and “1000” is printed on the front panel. The VIN
is printed on the left rear vehicle frame below the cargo box. These vehicles were sold at
Polaris dealers nationwide from December 2015 through September 2015 for between
$16,000 and $21,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.

Arctic Cat Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: Heat from the exhaust can melt the plastic panels behind the operator and passenger
seat, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2014 through 2017 Wildcat Trail and 2015 through 2017
Wildcat Sport models of Arctic Cat
ROVs. The recalled vehicles were sold
in multiple colors, have four wheels
and side-by-side seating for two
people. “Wildcat Trail” or “Wildcat
Sport” is printed on each side of the
vehicle. These vehicles were sold at
Arctic Cat dealers nationwide from
December 2013 through August 2017
for between $10,500 and $19,500.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
ROVs and contact Arctic Cat at 800279-6851 to schedule a free repair.
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iLive Scooter/Hoverboard
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs
in the self-balancing
scooters/hoverboards can overheat,
posing a risk of the hoverboards
smoking, catching fire and/or
exploding.
This recall involves iLive self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as hoverboards, with
model numbers GSB56BC, GSB56RC, GSB65BUC, GSB56WC and GSB56GDC. The model
number is printed on the bottom of the unit. The hoverboards have two wheels, one at either
end of a platform, and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. “iLive” is printed in the center
of the hoverboard’s top surface as well as underneath the top deck, facing the ground. The
hoverboards were sold in black, red, white, blue and gold. Some units were sold with a black
carrying case. These hoverboards were sold at Ace Hardware and hh gregg stores nationwide,
Heartland America catalogs and online at AceHardware.com and hhgregg.com from April 2016
through March 2017 for between $170 and $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled scooters/hoverboards and
contact Digital Products (DPI) at 800-311-9263 for instructions on how to obtain a free
UL2272-certified replacement unit.

Sonic Smart Wheels Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Sonic Smart Wheels self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards, with model number S-01 or SBW666SL printed on the bottom of the unit. The
hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion
batteries. The hoverboards were sold in black, blue, green, red, white and yellow and have an
“S” printed in the center of the wheel caps. These hoverboards were sold exclusively at Dollar
Mania stores from August 2015 through December 2016 for about $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled self-balancing
scooters/hoverboards
and contact Dollar Mania
at 844-333-4457 for
instructions on returning
the hoverboard to
receive a free UL2272certified replacement
unit.
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Tech Drift
Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs
in the self-balancing
scooters/hoverboards can overheat,
posing a risk of the products smoking,
catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Tech Drift self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as hoverboards.
Hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion
battery packs. The hoverboards were sold in black and white. These hoverboards were sold
online at www.techdrift.com and www.amazon.com from December 2015 through April 2016
for between $400 and $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled scooters/hoverboards and
contact Tech Drift at 800-491-0264 for instructions on returning their hoverboard for a free
UL2272-certified replacement unit.

Norco Children’s Bicycles
Hazard: The cranks can bend or break during use, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves 2015, 2016 and 2017 model year Norco children’s bicycles with Samox
SAC30-111NA square taper bicycle cranks in 140mm and 152mm lengths. The crank model
number AC30 is located on the inside of both crank arms, and the crank length is stamped at
the end of each crank arm. Included in this recall are 20- and 24-inch wheeled bicycles with
the following model names: Storm 2.1, Storm 4.1, Charger 2.1, Charger 4.1, Fluid HT 2.3,
Fluid HT 4.3, Fluid FS 2.2, and Fluid FS 4.2. The model name is located on the top tube of the
bicycle. These bicycles
were sold at Norco
Bicycles dealers
nationwide from May
2016 through September
2017 for between $400
and $1,700.
Remedy: Consumers
should immediately stop
using the recalled
bicycles and contact an
authorized Norco
Bicycles dealer for free
installation of a new
crankset.
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Polaris ACE 325
Recreational OffHighway Vehicles
Hazard: The exhaust header pipe
can crack and release hot exhaust
gases into the engine
compartment, posing fire and burn
hazards.
This recall involves all model year
2014 through 2016 Polaris ACE
325 recreational off-highway
vehicles (ROVs). The recalled
ROVs have a single seat and were
sold in white, green and red. For
model year 2014 and 2015 ATVs, “Polaris” is printed on the front grill and “Ace” is printed on
the rear panel. For model year 2016 ATVs, “Polaris” is printed on the front grill and “Polaris
Ace” is printed on the rear panel. The VIN is printed on the right front frame of the vehicles.
Year
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016

Model
A14BH33AJ
A15DAA32AA
A15DAA32AJ
A16DAA32A1
A16DAA32A7

Description
Ace 325 in white
Ace 325 in green
Ace 325 in white
Ace 325 in green
Ace 325 in red

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from December 2014 through July
2017 for about $7,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris at
800-765-2747 to schedule a free repair.
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Toys
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Bingo Deals Chicken Toys
Hazard: The toys contain small eggs and the
chicken can break into small plastic pieces, both
posing a choking hazard to children.
This recall involves the Bump 'N Go Walking Egg
Laying Chicken with light, sound and music. The
battery-powered plastic toy is a yellow chicken with
an orange head and orange wings. The chicken toy
includes three white plastic eggs that are placed
into the back of the chicken and then released from
the bottom. The chicken measures 7 inches wide by
6 inches tall by 7 inches deep. The eggs measure
one inch wide by one inch tall by one inch deep. “QQ Chicken” is printed on the wing. A small
yellow chicken sits on the chicken’s back. These toys were sold online at Amazon.com and
Bingo Deal’s website www.prextex.com from July 2015 through June 2016 for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the chicken toy and eggs away from children
and contact Bingo Deals for a full refund.

Active Kyds Toy Shovels and Garden Tool Sets
Hazard: Excessive lead paint levels on the yellow shank and black blade on the shovel, and
the black paint on the garden tool set violates the federal lead paint standard. In addition, the
black plastic shovel handle and bag clip on the garden tool drawstring bag contain excessive
lead content levels, a violation of the federal lead standard.
This recall involves Active Kyds children’s toy shovels and garden tool sets. The fiberglass toy
shovels were sold in yellow and black. The children’s garden tool set has blue handles with
orange caps and black painted steel ends. It includes four tools: a hand shovel, hand fork,
transplanter and cultivator. The tools are sold with a pull string black mesh bag with the Active
Kyds logo printed in white. These toys were sold exclusively online at Amazon.com from
August 2016 through October 2016 for between $20 and $25.
Remedy: Consumers
should immediately take
the recalled toy shovels
and garden tool sets
away from children and
contact Active Kyds for a
refund.
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Disney Light-Spinner Toy Wands
Hazard: The top component of the light-spinner toy wands can detach
and expose an 8-inch metal rod, posing an injury hazard to young
children.
This recall involves light-spinner wands with lot numbers 954544 and
954603 imprinted on the bottom of the toy. The light-spinner wands have
either Mickey Mouse or Minnie Mouse at the top. The Mickey Mouse
wands are yellow, red and black. The Minnie Mouse wands are pink,
white and blue. The wands measure about 18 inches tall. These wands
were sold exclusively at Disney On Ice and Disney Live shows from
October 2016 through November 2016 for about $22.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled wands
and contact Feld Entertainment at 800-755-1530 to receive a full refund.

Little Live Pets Lil Frog and Lil Frog Lily Pad Toys
Hazard: When the button batteries are removed from the toy frogs, the battery’s cap can
become a projectile and the battery’s chemicals can leak, posing chemical and injury hazards.
This recall involves the Little Live Pets Lil Frog plastic toys. They operate with four button
batteries and jump. Little Live Pets Lil Frog has SKU: 28217 and Lil Frog Lily Pad has SKU:
28218 printed on the frog’s lower belly near its left thigh with a manufacture date code under it.
The date code range is
WS112016 to WS123216. The toy
frogs were sold in pink, blue and
green colors. These toys were
sold at AAFES, Target, Toys “R”
Us and Walmart stores nationwide
and online at Amazon.com from
August 2016 through February
2017 for about $15 for the Lil Frog
and $25 for the Lil Frog Lily Pad.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the toy
frogs, refrain from opening the
battery compartment and contact
Moose Toys for a free
replacement Little Live Pet
product.
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Kids II Oball Rattles
Hazard: The clear plastic disc on the outside of the oball rattles can
break, releasing small beads, posing a choking hazard to young
children.
This recall involves Oball Rattles in pink, blue, green and orange
with model number 81031 printed on the inner surface of one of the
plastic discs and on the packaging. The balls have 28 finger holes
and measure four inches in diameter. Embedded in the rattles are a
clear plastic disc with all orange beads and two clear plastic discs with beads of varying colors
on the perimeter. Only rattles with date codes T0486, T1456, T2316, T2856 and T3065 located
on a small triangle on the inner surface of the rattle are included in the recall. The first three
numbers represent the day of the year and the last digit represents the year of production.
These rattles were sold at Target, Walgreens, Walmart and other retailers nationwide and
online at Amazon.com, Babyhaven.com, Diapers.com, ToysRUs.com, Walgreens.com and
other online retailers from January 2016 through February 2017 for between $5 and $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take these recalled rattles away from young children
and contact the firm to receive a full refund.

Energizer Xbox One Battery Chargers
Hazard: The battery chargers can overheat and damage the video game controller, posing a
burn hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Energizer XBOX ONE 2X Smart Chargers used to charge XBOX ONE
video game controllers. The chargers are black plastic and measure about 3.5 inches long, 5
inches wide and 11 inches tall. “Energizer” is
printed on the charger’s label. Item number
048-052-NA is printed on the bottom of the
chargers. The chargers hold up to two XBOX
controllers. These chargers were sold at Best
Buy, GameStop and other stores nationwide
and online at Amazon.com and other online
retailers from February 2016 through
February 2017 for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately
stop using the recalled battery chargers and
contact Performance Designed Products to
return the chargers for a full refund.
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Target Magnetic Tic Tac Toe Game
Hazard: The magnets can come off the tic tac toe game pieces,
posing a choking hazard. In addition, when two or more magnets
are swallowed, they can link together inside the intestines and
clamp onto body tissues, causing intestinal obstructions,
perforations, sepsis and death. Internal injury from magnets can
pose serious lifelong health effects.
This recall involves a magnetic tic tac toe 10 x 10-inch plywood
board with nine “X” and “Heart” game pieces. The game pieces have a magnet on the back.
Model number “234-25-1089” is printed on the bottom right corner of the product. These
games were sold exclusively at Target stores nationwide from December 2016 through
February 2017 for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tic tac toe game and return it
to any Target store for a full refund.
Bricolo Toy Trolleys
Hazard: The toy trolleys can tip backwards, posing an impact injury hazard to children.
This recall involves four Bricolo by Janod push toy trolleys. The French Cocotte Cooker trolley
is red with orange wheels and includes a cooktop with fried egg shapes, an oven and eight
accessories, including pots and pans “Janod” printed on the side and front of the trolley and
J06544 printed on the base of the toy. The DIY-Magnetic trolley is gray and black with red
wheels with work station and tools. “Bricolo” is printed on the front of the DIY-Magnetic trolley
and J06505 is printed on the base of the toy. The
Redmaster-Magnetic DIY trolley is black and gray
with red wheels and 21 accessories, including three
magnetic tools and a set of gears. J06493 is printed
on the base of the toy. The Barbecue trolley is
brightly colored and comes with a magnetic spatula,
magnetic barbecue fork and grilled food. J06523 is
printed on the base of the toy. The trolleys measure
approximately 17 inches tall and have a 1 foot by 1
foot base.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled trolleys and keep them out of the reach
of young children until they have installed a repair
kit. Contact Juratoys at 877-277-1663 for a free
repair kit that includes instructions, tools and footers
to prevent the toy from tipping backwards.
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Target Water-Absorbing Easter or Dino Toys
Hazard: If the small toy is ingested, it can expand inside a
child's body and cause intestinal obstructions, resulting in
severe discomfort, vomiting, dehydration and could be life
threatening. Surgery is required to remove the toy from the
body, if ingested. Medical professionals and parents should be
aware that there is a possibility that the toys might not show up
on an X-ray.
This recall involves Hatch & Grow Easter Eggs, Easter Grow
Toys and Hatch Your Own Dino. Hatch & Grow Easter Eggs and
Easter Grow Toys have model number 234-25-1200 on the back
of the product’s packaging. Hatch Your Own Dino Egg has
model number 234-09-0016 on the label inserted in the
product’s packaging. The pink, blue, or purple Hatch & Grow
Easter Eggs include a white bunny, brown bunny, or butterfly.
The Easter Grow Toys include a yellow chick, brown bunny, or white bunny. The Hatch Your
Own Dino Eggs are purple or yellow/green and contains one of eleven dinosaurs. These toys
were sold at Target stores nationwide from February 2017 through March 2017 for about $1.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take this recalled toy away from children and return
it to any Target store for a full refund.

Horizon Hobby Remote-Controlled Model Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicle’s electronic speed control (ESC) can fail and short circuit, posing a fire
hazard.
The recall involves the Dynamite 40-Amp FWD REV Brushed ESC – DYNS2201. It is the
Electronic Speed Control (ESC) that comes in the remote-controlled hobby model vehicles
ECX 1/10 LiPo Circuit, Ruckus and Torment models with the following model numbers:
ECX03130T1, ECX03130T2, ECX03131T1, ECX03131T2, ECX03133T1, ECX03133T2,
ECX03154. The model numbers can be found on the product box or in the owner’s manual for
each vehicle. These vehicles were sold at Horizon Hobby stores nationwide and online at
www.horizonhobby.com from
October 2016 through
December 2016 for $180.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the
recalled product and contact
Horizon Hobby at 800-3384639 for instructions on
receiving a free replacement
ESC.
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Little Passports Science
Expeditions Northern Lights
Science Kits
Hazard: The battery packs included in the Science
Expeditions Northern Lights science kits can
overheat, posing a burn hazard to consumers.
This recall involves the Science Expeditions
Northern Lights science kits with “Make an
Electromagnet” and “Aurora in a Box” experiments
that use battery packs. The kits were sent to Little
Passports subscribers in February 2017. The “Magnet Lab” experiment and comic book
included in the Science Expeditions Northern Lights kit do not use battery packs and can still
be used. These kits were sold exclusively at www.littlepassports.com to Little Passports
subscribers in February 2017 for between $18 and $21.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the battery packs included in the kits and
contact Little Passports at 866-991-4547 for a Crystal Growing Kit replacement product or
coupon for $12 off any kit in Little Passports’ online store.

Dynacraft Ride-On Toys
Hazard: The acceleration pedal on the battery-operated ride-on toys can stick, posing fall and
crash hazards.
This recall involves three models of 12V battery-operated ride-on toys, including Surge 12V
Camo 4X4, Surge 12V XL Quad and Tonka 12V Mighty Dump trucks. The recalled ride-on toys
have model numbers and date codes listed in the table below. The model number, batch
number, serial number and the date code, formatted as “MMDDYYYY,” are printed on a label
on the bottom of the ride-on toy. The Surge 12V Camo 4X4 was sold at Walmart nationwide
between June 2016 and March 2017
for about $300. The Surge 12V XL
Quad sold at Academy Sports +
Outdoors stores nationwide from
September 2016 through March 2017
for between $150 and $200. The
Tonka 12V Might Dump Truck was
sold at Toys R Us stores nationwide
and online at ToysRUs.com from July
2016 through November 2016 for
about $350.
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Product Name Model Date Codes
and Color
Number

Batch
Number

Serial Numbers

Surge 12V
Camo 4X4

302119
302247
302248
302249
302255
302256
302257
302292
302296
302298
302299
3101735
3101741
3101743
3101748
3101749
3101750

DA0331IF00001DA0331IF01650
DA0331IG00001DA0331IG03450
DA0331IH01201DA0331IH02200
DA0331IH05001DA0331IH05200
DA0331IH05501DA0331IH06200

302203
302205
302207
302209
302211

DA0196IE00141DA0196IE05500
DA0196IF00001DA0196IF07400
DA0196IG00001DA0196IG02500

8803-31 06082016 06152016
06302016 07142016
07192016 07202016
Color:
07262016 07282016
Camouflage and
08032016
black with
08092016 08162016
orange Surge
graphic and
accents

Surge 12V XL
Quad

8803-38 07222016 08192016
08242016

Color:
Camouflage and
black with neon
green Surge
graphic and
accents
Tonka 12V
8801Mighty Dump
96U
Truck

05182016 06022016
06162016 06302016
07132016

Color: yellow
and black with
red and white
Tonka graphic

Remedy: Consumers should
immediately take the recalled ride-on
toys away from children and contact
Dynacraft at 800-551-0032 to receive a
free replacement foot pedal with
installation instructions. Consumers in
need of assistance with the repair, can
bring the ride-on toy to an authorized
service center for a free repair.
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DA0338IG00001DA0338IG01250
DA0338IH00001DA0338IH02200

Douglas Plush Toys
Hazard: The plastic eyes on the plush toys can
detach, posing a choking hazard.
This recall involves the Oliver the Bear, Chewie the
English Bulldog, and Charlotte the Fox model plush
toys. Oliver the Bear is a brown and tan stuffed
bear, with a blue t-shirt that reads “Oliver the Bear”
and a red, removable cape. Chewie is a stuffed,
brown and white English Bulldog with a blue patch
sewn on the chest that reads “Chewie.” Charlotte is
a stuffed, brown, black and white Fox with
removable blue cape. Each of these toys has a
sewn-in label with the words “DOUGLAS the cuddle
toy.” These toys were sold at toy and gift stores
nationwide from July 2014 to April 2017 for about $20. They were also distributed by
UnitedHealthcare Children’s Foundation (UHCCF) to various individuals and organizations.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled plush toys away from young
children and contact the firm at 800-276-4029 to receive a free replacement or a full refund.

Cabrinha Kiteboard Control Systems
Hazard: The point of connection between the lower front line of the kiteboard control systems
with the landing line can break, causing a loss of kite control, posing injury and fall hazards.
The component subject to recall is the stainless-steel POWER BRACKET SEAT (PBS) and the
lower front line that connects with the landing line on the Overdrive 1X Recoil with Fireball or
Quickloop, Overdrive 1X Trimlite with Fireball or Quickloop, 1X Trimlite with Fireball or
Quickloop and the Chaos 1X Control system models. The stainless-steel PBS is mounted on
the top of the depower mainline between one of the lower front lines and the landing line. The
PBS is used as a stopping point for one of the flying lines while allowing the activation of the
1X security landing line. Model numbers
included in the recall are: KS7CSODFR,
KS7CSODQR, KS7CSODFC, KS7CSODQC,
KS7CSFXFC, KS7CSFXQC and
KS7CSCHFX. Only models with “2017 1X”
printed on a cloth tab attached to the bungee
line restrainers at the end of the bars are
included in this recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately
stop using the recalled systems and return
them to the place of purchase to receive a
free replacement kit with instructional guide.
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Hobby Lobby Easter and 4th of July
Light-Up Spinner Toys
Hazard: The battery cover of the Easter and July 4ththemed light-up spinner toys can detach and expose the
small coin cell batteries, posing choking and ingestion
hazards to young children.
This recall involves children’s battery-powered, light-up
spinner toys sold in two themes: Easter and July 4th. The
Easter-themed toys were sold in blue with a pink bunny on
the dome and yellow with a yellow and orange chicken on
the dome. The July 4th spinners are red with white stars
painted on the blue dome. “Hobby Lobby” and item number
9130033 or 9130082 is printed on the spinner handle. The
spinners are powered by three LR44 coin cell batteries. These toys were sold at Hobby Lobby
and Mardel stores nationwide from February 2017 to April 2017 for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled spinners away from children and
return them to the nearest Hobby Lobby or Mardel store. Consumers with a receipt will receive
a full refund and consumers without a receipt will receive a store credit.

TOMY Lamaze Munching Max Chipmunk Stuffed Toys
Hazard: Parts inside the toy can break creating a sharp point that can penetrate the surface of
the toy, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Lamaze Munching Max chipmunk stuffed toys with item number L27578.
“Tomy,” “Lamaze” and the item number are printed
on a sewn-in fabric label near the tail of the toy. The
stuffed toy is multi-colored with a white clip on the
head of the chipmunk. When the clip is pulled, the
chipmunk toy vibrates and simulates eating the cloth
nut attached to its arm. These toys were sold at
Babies R Us, Toy R Us and other retail stores
nationwide and online at Amazon.com from May
2016 through July 2017 for about $16.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled toys away from children and contact TOMY
International at 866-725- 4407 to receive a free
replacement toy and a TOMY online store coupon.
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Winkel Colorburst Activity Toys
Hazard: The colored plastic tubes on the
product can become brittle and break into small
pieces, posing a choking hazard to infants.
The Winkel Colorburst teething and activity toy
has multi-color plastic tubing inserted into a
plastic cube with rattle beads inside. The model
number and lot code are printed on the center of
the cube and on the hang-tag and product
packaging near the UPC code. Only activity
balls with the following lot codes are included in
this recall: 206880 DH; 206880 EH; 206880 HH;
206871 EH. These toys were sold at toy stores
nationwide and online at manhattantoy.com and
other websites from May 2015 through September 2016 for about $15.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys away from infants and return it
to the store where purchased or contact Manhattan Toy at 800-541-1345 for a full refund.

Panelcraft Children’s Magnetic Building Sets
Hazard: The building sets corner welds can break, allowing the panels and frames to separate
and release magnets during play. When released, exposed magnets can create a choking
hazard.
This recall involves two styles of Panelcraft Rainbow magnetic building sets: Rainbow Dream
Builder and Rainbow Solid Builder. The solid builder set includes 19 pieces: 11 solid panels in
red, yellow, green, blue and purple and 8 white windows that measure 9 inches by 9 inches.
The rainbow dream builder set
includes 19 windows in red, yellow,
green, blue and purple colors that
measure 9 inches by 9 inches.
These sets were sold from
November 2016 through January
2017 for between $120 and $150.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the recalled
building sets and take them away
from children. Contact the firm to
receive a prepaid shipping label for
returning the recalled sets for a free
replacement set including shipping.
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BRIO Soft Hammer Rattles
Hazard: The wooden rings on the
hammer rattles can crack, posing a
choking hazard to children.
This recall involves BRIO soft hammer
baby rattle toys. They have a wooden
handle with a white plastic teething
ring at one end and a red, yellow,
white and green hammer head at the
other end. BRIO is stamped on the
hammer head. The rattle is about 5 inches long. These rattles were sold at
Home Goods, Kidding Around, Nordstrom and other specialty toy and mass retailer stores
nationwide and online at Amazon.com, from March 2015 through June 2017 for about $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled baby rattles and contact
BRIO at 800-886-1236 for instructions on how to receive a full refund or a replacement product
of similar value.

Studio Fun International Slap Bracelets Sold with Children’s
Storybooks
Hazard: The metal band can wear through the fabric covering of the slap bracelet, posing a
laceration hazard.
The recalled “slap bracelets” were included with
"DreamWorks Trolls: It's Hug Time!" children's
storybooks. The bracelet consists of an inner, flexible
metal band wrapped in a purple fabric covering with a
pink fabric flower. The ISBN for the book is 978-0-79443840-1 and is printed on the back of the book. These
were sold at book and other retail stores nationwide,
book fairs and clubs, and online at Amazon.com,
Barnesandnoble.com, Walmart.com and other online
retailers from September 2016 through August 2017 for
about $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the
recalled bracelets away from children and contact Studio
Fun International at 800-489-3402 for instructions on
discarding the bracelet and to receive a free Trolls book.
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Hallmark itty bittys Baby Stacking Toy
Hazard: The toys have fabric hats and bows that can
detach, posing a choking hazard.
This recall involves the itty bittys baby Disney-licensed
plush animal stacking toys with rattling rings. The toys
measure 10 inches by 7.5 inches by 9.5 inches. They
have a yellow base stand with a post and four rattling
rings that slide on and off the post. The red, blue, pink
and purple rings have Mickey Mouse and Minnie
Mouse, and Donald Duck and Daisy Duck characters
attached to them. Three of the four Disney-licensed
characters are wearing a small plush, fabric hat or bow.
The Hallmark logo and “itty bittys” are printed on a
sewn-on tag attached to the toy’s base. These toys
were sold at Hallmark Gold Crown stores nationwide
and online at Hallmark.com and Amazon.com from
June 2016 through July 2017 for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled toys and take them away from children. Contact Hallmark to receive a prepaid
shipping label for returning the recalled toy and for a $40 Hallmark Gold Crown gift card.

Toys “R” Us Infant Wiggle Ball Toys
Hazard: The wiggle ball’s rubber knobs and plastic back can detach, posing a choking hazard
to infants.
This recall involves Bruin Infant Wiggle Ball toys also called a giggle ball. The blue ball has
textured bumps for gripping and has orange, green
and yellow rubber knobs around the ball. The ball
wiggles, vibrates and plays three different musical
tunes. It has an on/off switch and requires 3 AA
batteries to operate. The recalled wiggle balls have
model number 5F6342E and Toys “R” Us printed on
the product. These toys were sold exclusively at
Babies “R” Us and Toys “R” Us stores nationwide
from June 2016 through January 2017 for about $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled balls, take them away from babies and
return them to Babies “R” Us or Toys “R” Us for a full
refund.
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Wind-Up Musical Toys (Various Brands)
Hazard: The metal post and/or handle of the wind-up
mechanism can detach, posing a choking hazard to young
children.
This recall involves Carter’s, Child of Mine, Guess How
Much I Love You and Just One You brands of wind-up
musical plush toys. The toys have a metal wind-up
mechanism that can be turned to play music. They were
sold in variety of animal characters and colors. The model
number and batch code are printed on the smallest white
sewn-in label behind the care label. These toys were sold
at Carter’s, Target, Walmart and other stores nationwide
and online from January 2016 through August 2017 for
between $11 and $20.

Brand

Product

Description

Model Batch Codes
Number
Just One Waggy
a pink plush kitten with 66834 105379 1015 66834, 105380 1115
You
Musical
bright pink back feet
66834, 105968 0516 66834,
Kitty
and a bright pink heart
105969 0616 66834, 105971 0816
on the backside and a
66834 & 106598 1016 66834
silver colored metal
windup post and handle
Just One Waggy
a gray and white plush 66835 105379 1015 66835, 105380 1115
You
Musical
puppy with light blue
66835, 105968 0516 66835,
Puppy
inner ears and back
105969 0616 66835,&105971 0816
feet and a silver colored
66835
metal windup post and
handle
Just One Waggy
a pink plush owl with a 67058 106454 1016 67058, 106626 1116
You
Musical Owl white face and pink
67058 & 106627 1216 67058
belly and a silver
colored metal wind up
post and handle on the
Owl’s backside
Just One Waggy
a white and gray plush 67059 106454 1016 67059, 106626 1116
You
Musical
giraffe with a gray star
67059 & 106627 1216 67059
Giraffe
appliqued on the
giraffe’s left side and a
silver colored metal
wind up post and
handle on the giraffe’s
left side
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Child of Waggy
Mine
Musical
Elephant

a gray plush elephant
with light pink inner
ears and feet, a mint
green heart on the
backside and a silver
colored metal windup
post and handle

62279

105736 0316 62279 105813 0416
62279, 105817 0516
62279, 105818 0316 62279,
105819 0616 62279, 105820 0716
62279, 106364 0816 62279,
106462 0916 62279, 106463 1016
62279, 106554 1016 62279,
106624 1116 62279 & 106625
1216 62279

Child of Waggy
Mine
Musical
Lamb

a white plush lamb with 62280
pink feet, a pink bow
and a silver colored
metal wind up post and
handle on the lamb’s
left side

105736 0316 62280, 105813 0416
62280, 105817 0516 62280,
105818 0316 62280, 105819 0616
62280, 105820 0716 62280,
106364 0816 62280, 106462 0916
62280, 106463 1016 62280,
106554 1016 62280, 106624 1116
62280 & 106625 1216 62280
105736 0316 62281, 105813 0416
62281, 105817 0516 62281,
105819 0616 62281, 105820 0716
62281, 106364 0816 62281,
106412 0816 62281, 106413 0916
62281, 106462 0916 62281,
106554 1016 62281, 106621 1016
62281, 106624 1116 62281 &
106625 1216 62281

Child of Dino Waggy a green plush dinosaur 62281
Mine
Musical
with grey feet and black
spots on his back and a
silver colored metal
wind up post and
handle on the dino’s left
side

Child of Giraffe
Mine
Waggy
Musical

a yellow plush giraffe 62282
with blue and white
striped feet and a silver
colored metal wind up
post and handle on the
giraffe’s left side

105736 0316 62282, 105813 0416
62282, 105817 0516 62282,
105819 0616 62282, 105820 0716
62282, 106365 0616 62282,
106462 0916 62282, 106463 1016
62282, 106554 1016 62282,
106624 1116 62282 & 106625
1216 62282

Carter’s Lamb
Waggy
Musical

a white plush sitting
66940
lamb with silver colored
metal wind up post and
handle on the lamb’s
left side
a gray and white stuffed 61405
zebra with a pink snout
and feet and a silver
colored metal wind up

105834 0416 66940, 105854 0416
66940, 105857 0516 66940,
105859 0716 66940 & 106557
1016 66940

Carter’s Zebra
Waggy
Musical
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106051 0616 61405 & 105514
1016 61405

Carter’s

Carter’s

Carter’s

Carter’s

Carter’s

Carter’s

Carter’s

post and handle on the
zebra’s left side
Giraffe
a tan and beige plush 61406
Waggy
giraffe with a satin
Musical
ribbon tail accent and a
silver colored metal
wind up post and
handle on the giraffe’s
left side
Puppy
a blue plush puppy with 66806
Waggy
gray feet and gray stars
Musical
appliqued on the dog’s
left side and a silver
colored metal wind up
post and handle on the
dog’s left side
Owl Waggy a pink plush owl with a 67015
Musical
white face and belly
and a silver colored
metal wind up post and
handle on the owl’s
backside
Unicorn
a white plush unicorn 67115
Waggy
with a pink mane and
Musical
tail and a silver colored
metal wind up post and
handle on the unicorn’s
backside
Monkey
a brown plush monkey 67116
Waggy
with light tan feet and
Musical
face and a silver
colored metal wind up
post and handle on the
monkey’s backside
Bunny
a white plush bunny
67117
Waggy
with pink inner ears and
Musical
a silver colored metal
wind up post and
handle on the monkey’s
backside
Lamb
a white plush standing 66804
Waggy
lamb with gray feet,
Musical
mint stars appliqued on
the lamb’s left side and
a silver colored metal
wind up post and
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106051 0616 61406 & 106514
1016 61405

106514 1016 66806 & 106829
1216 66806

105926 0516 67015

106514 1016 67115 & 106829
0117 67115

106514 1016 67116 & 106829
0117 67116

106514 1016 67117 & 106829
0117 67117

105981 0416 66804, 106051 0616
66804 & 106514 1016 66804

Carter’s Elephant
Waggy
Musical

Guess
How
Much I
Love
You

Big
Nutbrown
and Little
Nutbrown
Waggy
Musical

handle on the lamb’s
left side
a pink plush elephant 66805
with gray feet and gray
stars appliqued on the
elephant’s left side and
a silver colored metal
wind up post and
handle on the
elephant’s left side
a tan plush mama and 96814
baby bunny with
embroidered lettering
on the mama’s right
foot and a silver colored
metal wind up post and
handle on the mama’s
backside

106514 1016 66805

106643 0117 96

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toys, take them away from
young children and contact Kids Preferred at 888-968-9268 for a free replacement toy.
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Other Resources

Food and Drug Administration:
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls
Provides information on food,
pet food, drug and medical
equipment recalls.

U.S. Department of Agriculture:
www.usda.gov
Provides information about
meat and poultry recalls, food
security and health tips

Florida Department of Health:
http://www.floridahealth.gov/disease
s-and-conditions/food-andwaterborne-disease/florida-foodrecalls.html
Provides information about
meat, poultry and other recalls
that might affect Floridians

Better Business Bureau:
http://www.bbb.org/
Provides information on
legitimacy of charities and
other organizations
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